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IN ~c~t.v~EFtA

UNITED STATES
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR

BUREAU OF INOtAN AFFAIRS

Sacramento Area Office
2800 Cottage Way

Sacramento, California 95825

JUN 2 51974
Memorandums

To: Superintendent, Hoops Agency

From: Area Director

Subject: Short v. the United States

The decision of the LI. S. Supreme Court to deny the petition
for a writ of certiorari in the case of Jessie Short at *1., v.
the United States makes it necessary for this office to institute
interim measures for dealing with Hoops Valley Reservation tribal.
trust funds and tribal trust income until it hears further from
the Trial Judge to whom the Court of Claims remanded the case for
further proceedings. Accordingly, this office is proceeding on the
following assumptions:

(1) Hoops Valley Reservation: A single reservation, as
extended by Executive Order on October 16, 1891 by
President Benjamin Harrison to include the Square, the
Addition, md the Kiarnath River Reservation,

(2) Tribal Land: All Indian trust land within the Hoops Valley
Reservation not allotted to Indians.

(3) Tribal Trust Funds: Tribal money held by the United States
Government in the following accounts:

Account 7236. — Proceeds of Labor, Hoops Valley Indians,
California

Account 7736 - Interest and Interest on Accruals, Proceeds
of Labor, Hoops Valley Indians, California

Account 7056 - Proceeds of Klainath River Reservation, CalL-
fornis

Account 7556 - Interest and Interest on Accruals, Proceeds
of Klamath River Reservation~CaJ.tfornia

App. 1
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Account 7153 - Proceeds of Labor, Yurok Indians of Lover
Kiamnath River, California

Account 7653 — Interest and Interest on Accruals, Proceeds
of Labor, Yurok Indians of Lower Klamath
River, C*lifornta

Account 7154 - Proceeds of Labor, Yurok Indians of Upper
Klamsath River, California

Account 7654 - Interest and Interest on Accruals, Proceeds
of Labor, Yurok Indians of Upper Kiamath
River, California

(4) Tribal Trust Income: !‘bney paid to the United States
Government for the sale of Hoops Valley Reservation tribal
resources or use of tribal land from *1.1 sources such as:
leases, rights—of-way, permits, easements, rentals, fees,
licenses, and sale of timber and deposited to one of the
accounts in (3) above.

(5) Hoops Valley Tribe: Those persons on the Hoops Valley Tribal
Roll and eligible to be on the roll on June 30, 1974, and
numbering 1405. (Note: This office does recognize that the
number way increase or decrease as Hoops Valley Tribe tribal
membership applications are processed by the Hoop. Valley
Tribe).

(6) Plaintiffs: Those persons who are plaintiffs in the case and

numbering 3323. (Note: The plaintiff number is considered,
at this time, this office’s best guide as to those persons
who may be found entitled to recover as an Indian of the
reservation by the Court of Claims. We recognize that the
number may be more by intervention in the case by others who
are not plaintiffs, or less, as eligibility standards a~e
set by the court and applied to the plaintiff list. A count
was made of the persons who stated their identity as Yuroks
on their applications for the California Judgment fund and
the number was within two of the above; 3321. Here again,
there are persons on the roll who are not listed as plaintiff.,
but the possibility remains that they may wish to establish
their entitlement by intervention in the case and may be
successful in so doing. This office recognizes, as stated
above, that the number of plaintiffs entitled to recover as
an Indian of the Reservation may be more or less than the
number of plaintiffs listed in the complaint; however, it ii
this office’s view that the number of plaintiffs listed in th.
complaint is the beat number available for use at this time).

App. 2



The purpose of establishing the number for the Hoops Valley Trtb~
and th. number (or plaintiffs Is for the division of Hoops Valley
Reservation Tribal Trust Funds and Tribal Trust Income. This
division is made on a percentage bash as follows:

Hoops Valley Tribal Members — 1405

Plaintiffs 3323

TOTAL - 4728

Percent of Hoops Valley Tribal Members to Total — 307.

Percent of Plaintiff, to Total — 707.

Coussencing with the date of this memorandum, Hoops Valley Reservation
Tribal Trust Funds and Tribal Trust Income shall be handled by this
office in the following manner:

307. of the total of Hoops Valley Reservation Tribal Trust
Funds L~available for the Hoops Valley Tribe, as well as
307. of subsequent Hoops Valley Reservation Tribal Trust
Income for its use in accordance with approved Hoops Valley
Tribe tribal budgets. 707. of the total of Hoops Valley
Reservation Tribal Trust Funds and 707. of subsequent
Hoopa Valley Reservation Tribal Trust Income is set aside
in a separately held tribal account for the Indians of the
Hoopa Valley Reservation pending determination by the court
of eligibility of plaintiffs to recover as an Indian of the
Hoops Valley Reservation.

tb~affectedby the issuance of this m~norandt~,are the continued political
and economic activities of the Hoops Valley Business Council, the Hoops
Valley General Council, and the Hoops Valley Tribe.

4~’~:a~~&i_~
Area Director
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A BILL
To partition certain reservation lands between the Hoopa Valley

Tribe and the Yurok Indians, to clarify the use of tribal
timber proceeds, and for other purposes.

1 Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-

2 tives of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

3 SECTION 1. SHORT TITLE AND DEFINITIONS.

(a) SHORT TITLE.—This Act may be cited as the

~ “Hoopa-Yurok Settlement Act”.

6 (b) DEFINITIONS.—For the purposes of. this Act, the

7 term—

8 (1) “Escrow funds” means the moneys derived

9 from the joint reservation which are held in trust by

10 the Secretary in the accounts entitled—

3

S. 2723100TH CONGRESS
2D SESSION

II

To partition certain reservation lands between the Hoopa Valley Tribe and the
Yurok Indians, to clarify the use of tribal timber proceeds, and for other purposes.

It

IN THE SENATE OF THE TJNITED STATES

AUGUST 10, 1988 -
Mr. CRANSTON introduced the following bill; which was read twice and referred

to the Select Committee on Indian Affairs
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2

1 (A) “Proceeds of Labor-Hoopa Valley mdi-

2 ans-California 70 percent Fund, account number

3 352—561—7197”;

j - 4 (B) “Proceeds of Labor-Hoopa Valley mdi-

-1 5 ans-California 30 percent Fund, account number

1 6 352—561—7236”;

1 7 (0) “Proceeds of Kiamath River Reserva-

8 tion, California, account number 352—562—7056”;

1 9 (D) “Proceeds of Labor-Yurok Indians of

-~ 10 Lower Kiamath River, (Jaliforma, account number

-~ 11 J52—562—7153”;

12 (E) “Proceeds of Labor-Yurok Indians of

4 13 Upper Klamath River, California, account number

1 14 J52—562—7 154”;

1 15 (F) “Proceeds of Labor-Hoopa Reservation

1 16 for Hoopa Valley and Yurok Tribes, account

J 17 number J52—575—7256”; and

18 (G) “Kiamath River Fisheries, account

1 19 number 5628000001”;
20 (2) “Hoopa Indian blood” means that degree of

21 ancestry derived from an Indian of the Hunstang,

22 Hupa, Miskut, Redwood, Saiaz, Sermalton, Tish-Tang-

23 Atari, South Fork, or Grouse Creek Bands of Indians;

24 (3) “Hoopa Valley Reservation” means the reser-

25 vation described in section 2(b) of this Act;

•S 2723 IS
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3

1 (4) “Hoopa Valley Tribe” means the Hoopa

2 Valley. Tribe, organized under the- constitution and

3 amendments approved by the Secretary on Novem-

4 ber 20, 1933, September 4, 1952, August 9, 1963,

5 and August 18, 1972;

6 (5) “Indian of. the Reservation” shall mean any

7 person who meets the criteria to qualify as an Indian

8 - of the Reservation as established by the United States

9 Court of Claims in its March 31, 1982, May 17, 1987,

10 and March 1, 1988, decisions in the case of Jesse

11 Short et al. v. United States, (Cl. Ct. No. 102—63);

12 (6) “Joint reservation” means the area of land de-

13 fined as the Hoopa Valley Reservation in section 2(b)

14 and the Yurok Reservation in section 2(c) of this Act.

15 (7) “Karuk Tribe” means the Karuk Tribe of

16 California, organized under its constitution after -a spe-

17 cial election conducted by the United States Depart-

18 ment of the Interior, Bureau of Indian Affairs, on

19 April 18, 1985;

20 (8) “Secretary” means the Secretary of the

21 Interior;

22 (9) “Settlement Fund” means the Hoopa-Yurok

23 Settlement Fund established pursuant to section 4;

iS 2728 IS
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1 (10) “Settlement Roll” means the final roll pre-

2 pared and published in the Federal Register by the

3 Secretary pursuant to section 5;

4 (11) “Short cases” means the cases entitled Jesse

5 Short et al. v. United States, (01. Ct. No. 102—68);

6 Charlene Ackley v. United States, (01. Ct. No. 460—

7 78); Bret Aanstadt v. United States, (Cl. Ct. No. 146—

8 S5L); and Norman Giffen v. United States, Cl. Ct. No.

-: 9 746—85L);

10 (12) “Short plaintiffs” means named plaintiffs in

• 11 the Short cases;

12 (13) “trust land” means an interest in land the

13 title to which is held in trust by the United States for

14 an Indian or Indian tribe, or by an Indian or Indian

15 tribe subject to~a restriction by the United States

16 against alienation;

17 (14) “unallotted trust land, property, ‘resources or

18 rights” means those lands, property, resources, or

19 rights reserved for Indian purposes which have not

20 been allotted to individuals under an allotment Act;

21 (15) “Yurok Reservation” means the reservation

22 described in section 2(c) of this Act; and

23 (16) “Yurok Tribe” means the Indian tribe which

24 is recognized and authorized to be organized pursuant

25 to section 9 of this Act.

iS 2723 IS
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5
1 SEC. 2. RESERVATIONS; PARTITION AND ADDITIONS.

2 (a) PAITIPI0N OF THE JoINT RESERvATI0N.—(1) Ef-

3 fective with the publication in the Federal Register of the

4 Hoopa tribal resolution as provided in paragraph (2), the joint

5 reservation shall be partitioned as provided in subsection (b)

6 and (c).

7 (2)(A) The partition of the joint reservation as provided

8 in this subsection shall not become effective unless, within 60

9 days after the date of the enactment of this Act, the Hoopa

10 Valley Tribe shall adopt, and transmit to the Secretary, a

11 tribal resolution waiving any claim such tribe may have

12 against the United States arising out of the provisions of this

13 Act.

14 (B) The Secretary, after determining the validity of the
15 resolution transmitted pursuant to subparagraph (A), shall

16 cause such resolution to be printed in the Federal Register.

17 (b) HOOPA VALLEY REsERvATI0N.—Effective with

18 the partition of the joint reservation as provided in subsection

19 (a), the area of land known as the “square” (defined as the

20 Hoopa Valley Reservation established under section 2 of the

21 Act of April 8, 1864 (13 Stat. 40), the Executive order of

22 June 23, 1876, and Executive Order 1480 of February 17,

23 1912) shall thereafter be recognized and established as the

24 Hoopa Valley Reservation. The unaliotted trust land and

25 assets of the Hoopa Valley Reservation shall thereafter be

iS 2723 IS
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6

1 held in trust by the United States for the benefit of the

2 Hoopa Valley Tribe.

3 (c) YTJBOK RESEBvATI0N.—(1) Effective with the par-

4 tition of the joint - reservation as provided in subsection (a),

5 the area of land known as the “extension” (defined as the

6 reservation extension under the Executive order of Octo-

7 ber 16, 1891, but excluding the Resighini Rancheria) shall

8 thereafter be recognized and established as the Yurok Reser-

9 vation. The unallotted trust land and assets of the Yurok

10 Reservation shall thereafter to be held in trust by the United

11 States for the benefit of the Yurok Tribe.

12 (2) Subject to all valid existing rights and subject to the

13 adoption of a resolution of the Interim Council of the Yurok

14 Tribe as provided in section 9(c)(2)(A), all right, title, and

15 interest of the United States—

16 (A) to all national forest system lands within the

17 Yurok Reservation and

18 (B) to that portion of the Yurok Experimental

19 Forest described as Township 14 N., Range 1 E., See-

20 tion 28, Lot 6: that portion of Lot 6 east of U.S.

21 Highway 101 and west of the Yurok Experimental

22 Forest, comprising 14 acres more or less and includ-

23 ing all permanent structures thereon,

iS 2723 IS
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1 7
1 shall thereafter he held in trust by the United States for the

1 2 benefit of the Yurok Tribe and shall be part of the Yurok

3 Reservation.

I 4 (3)(A) Pursuant to the authority of sections 5 and 7 of

5 the Indian Reorganization Act of June 18, 1934 (25 U.S.C.

3 6 465, 467), the Secretary may acquire lands or interests in

- 7 land, including rights-of-way for access to trust lands, for the

1 8 Yurok Tribe or its members.

9 (B) From amounts authorized to be appropriated by the

10 Act of November 2, 1921 (42 Stat. 208; 25 U.S.C. 13), the

11 Secretary may use not to exceed $5,000,000 for the purpose

12 of acquiring lands or interests in lands pursuant to subpara-

-: 13 graph (A). No lands or interests in lands may be acquired

14 outside the Yurok Reservation with such funds except for

15 puposes of exchange for lands within the reservation.

16 (4)The—

- 17 (A) apportionment of funds to the Yurok Tribe as

18 provided in sections 4 and 7;

19 (B) the land transfers pursuant to paragraph (2);

20 (0) the land acquisition authorities in paragraph

21 (3); and

22 (D) the organizational authorities of section 9

23 shall not be effective unless and until the general coun-

24 cii of the Yurok Tribe has adopted a resolution waiving

•S 2723 IS
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1 any claim such tribe may have against the United

2 States arising out of the provisions of this Act.

3 (d) BouN~.RyOLARIFIcATI0NS OR CoRREcTIoNS.—

4 (1) The boundary between the Hoopa Valley Reservation and

5 the Yurok Reservation, after the partition of the joint reser-

6 vation as provided in this section, shall be the line established

7 by the Bissel-Smith survey.

8 (2) Upon partition of the joint reservation as provided in

9 this section, the Secretary shall publish a description of the

10 boundaries of the Hoopa Valley Reservation and Yurok Res-

11 ervations in the Federal Register.

12 (e) MANAGEMENT OF THE YUEOK RESERVATION.—

13 The Secretary shall be responsible for the management of the

14 unallotted trust land and assets of the Yurok Reservation

15 until such time as the Yurok Tribe has been organized pursu-

16 ant to section 9. Thereafter, those lands and assets shall be

17 administered as tribal trust land and the reservation governed

18 by the Yurok Tribe as other reservations are governed by the

19 tribes of those reservations.

20 (f) CRIMINAL AND CIVIL JuBISDIcTI0N.—The Hoopa

21 Valley Reservation and the Yurok Reservation shall be sub-

22 ject to section 1360 of title 28, United States Code; section

23 1162 of title 18, United States Code, and section 403(a) of

24 the Act of April 11, 1968 (82 Stat. 79; 25 U.S.C. 1323(a)).

•S 2723 IS
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1 SEC. 3. PRESERVATION OF SHORT CASES.

2 Nothing in this Act shall affect, in any manner, the mdi-

1 3 vidual entitlements already established under existmg deci-

4 sions of the United States Claims Court in the Short cases or
4

5 any final judgment which may be rendered in those cases.

~1 6 SEC. 4. HOOPA..YUROK SETTLEMENT FUND.

1: 7 (a) ESTABLISHMENT.—(1) There is hereby established

8 the Hoopa-Yurok Settlement Fund. Upon enactment of this

9 Act, the Secretary shall cause all the funds in the Escrow

10 funds, together with all accrued income thereon, to be depos-

11 ited into the Settlement Fund. -

12 (2) Until the distribution is made to the Hoopa Valley

13 Tribe pursuant to section (c), the Secretary may distribute to

14 the Hoopa Valley Tribe, pursuant to the provision of title I of

15 the Department of the Interior and Related Agencies Appro-

16 priations Act, 1985, under the heading ‘Bureau of Indian

17 Affairs’ and subheading ‘Tribal Trust Funds’ at 98 Stat.

- 18 1849 (25 U.S.C. 123c), not to exceed $3,500,000 each fiscal

- 19 year out of the income or principal of the Settlement Fund

- 20 for tribal, non-per capita purpose.

21 (b) DISTRIBUTION; INVESTMENT.—The Secretary shall

- 22 make distribution from the Settlement Fund as provided in

23 this Act and, pending dissolution of the fund as provided in

24 section 7, shall invest and administer such fund as Indian

25 trust funds pursuant to the first section of the Act of June 24,

26 1938 (52 Stat. 1037; 25 U.S.C. 162a).

S 2723 IS——2
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1 (c) H0OPA VALLEY TRIBE P0RTI0N.—Effective with

2 the publication of the option election date pursuant to section

3 6(a)(3), the Secretary shall pay out of the Settlement Fund

4 into a trust account for the benefit of the Hoopa Valley Tribe

5 a percentage of the Settlement Fund which shall be deter-

6 mined by dividing the number of enrolled members of the

7 Hoopa Valley Tribe as of the date of the promulgation of the

8 Settlement Roll roll, including any persons enrolled pursuant

9 to section. 5, by the sum of the number of such enrolled

10 Hoopa Valley tribal members and the number of persons on

11 the Settlement Roll.

12 (d) YUROK TRIBE PORTI0N.—Effective with the publi-

13 cation of the option election date pursuant to section 6(a)(3),

14 the Secretary shall pay out of the Settlement Fund into a

15 trust account for the benefit of the Yurok Tribe a percentage

16 of the Settlement Fund. which shall be determined by dividing

17 the number of persons on the Settlement Roll electing the

18 Yurok Tribal Membership Option pursuant to section 6(c) by

19 the sum of the number of the enrolled Hoopa Valley tribal

20 members established pursuant to subsection (c) and the

21 number of persons on the Settlement Roll, less any amount

22 paid out of the Settlement Fund pursuant to section 6(c)(3).

23 (e) FErn. .a~Sa~nE.—Thereis hereby authorized to

24 be appropriated the sum of $10,000,000 which shall be de-

25 posited into the Settlement Fund after the payments are

iS 2728 IS
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1 made pursuant to subsections (c) and (d) and section 6(c). The

2 Settlement Fund, including the amount deposited pursuant to

3 this subsection and all income earned subsequent to the pay-

- -:~: 4 ments made pursuant to subsections (c) and (d) and section

5 6(c), shall be available to make the payments authorized by

6 section (d).

7 SEC. 5. HOOPA-YUROK SETTLEMENT ROLL.

8 (a) PREPARATION; ELIGIBILITY CRITERIi~.—(1)The

9 Secretary shall prepare a roll of all persons who can meet the

10 criteria for eligibility as an Indian of the Reservation and—
11 (A) who were born on or prior to, and living

12 upon, the date of enactment of this Act;

13 (B) who are citizens of the United States; and

14 (C) who were not, on August 8, 1988, enrolled

15 members of the Hoopa Valley Tribe.

16 (2) The Secretary’s determination of eligibility under

17 this subsection shall be final except that any Short plaintiff

18 determined by the United States Claims Court to be an

19 Indian of the Reservation shall be included on the Settlement

20 Roll if they meet the other requirements of this subsection

21 and any Short plaintiff determined by the United States

22 Claims Court not to be an Indian of the Reservation shall not

23 be eligible for inclusion on such roll.

24 (b) RIGHT TO APPLY; NOTICE.—Within thirty days

25 after the date of enactment of this Act, the Secretary shall

•S 2722 IS
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1 give such notice of the right to apply for enrollment as pro-

2 vided in subsection (a) as he deems reasonable except that

3 such notice shall include, but shall not be limited to—

4 (1) actual notice by registered mail to every plain-

5 tiff in the- Short cases at their last known address;

6 (2) notice to the attorneys for such plaintiffs; and

7 (3) publication in newspapers of general circula-

8 tion in the vicinity of the Hoopa Valley Reservation

9 and elsewhere in the State of California.

10 Contemporaneous with providing the notice required by this

11 subsection, the Secretary shall publish such notice in the

12 Federal Register.

13 (c) APPLICATION DEADLINE.—The deadline for appli-

14 cation pursuant to this section shall be established at one

15 hundred and twenty days after the publication of the notice

16 by the Secretary in the Federal Register as required by sub-

17 Section (b).

18 (d) ELIGIBILITY DETERMINATION; FINAL ROLL.—(1)

19 The Secretary shall make determinations of eligibility of ap-

20 plicants under this section and publish in the Federal Regis-

21 ter the final Settlement Roll of such persons one hundred and

22 eighty days after the date established pursuant to subsection

23 (c).

24 (2) The Secretary shall develop such procedures and

25 times as may be necessary for the consideration of appeals

•S 2723 IS
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1 from applicants not included on the roll published pursuant to

1 2 paragr~h(1). Successful appellants shall be added to the

1 3 Settlement Roll and shall be afforded the right to elect op-

4 tions as provided in section 6, with any payments to be made
ii
1 5 to such successful appellants out of the remainder of the Set-

6 tlement Fund after payments have been made pursuant to

7 section 6(d) and prior to division pursuant to section 7. -

8 (3) Persons added to the Settlement Roll pursuant to

1 9 appeals under this subsection shall not be considered in the

-~ 10 calculations made pursuant to section 4.

11 (e) EFFECT OF EXCLUSION FEoM ROLL.—NO person

12 whose name is not included on the Settlement Roll shall have

13 any interest in the tribal, communal, or unallotted land, prop-

14 erty, resources, or rights within, or appertaining to, the

15 Hoopa Valley Tribe, the Hoopa Valley Reservation, the

16 Yurok Tribe, or the Yurok Reservation and in the Settlement

17 Fund unless such person is subsequently enrolled in the

18 Hoopa Valley Tribe or the Yurok Tribe under the member-

19 ship criteria and ordinances of such tribes.

20 SEC. 6. ELECTION OF SETTLEMENT OPTIONS.

21 (a) NOTICE OF SETTLEMENT OPTI0NS.—(1) Within

22 sixty days after the publication of the Settlement Roll as pro-

23 vided in section 5(d), the Secretary shall give notice by regis-

24 tered mail to each person eighteen years or older on such roll
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1 of their right to elect the settlement options provided in this

2 section.

3 (2) The notice shall be provided in easily understood

4 language, but shall be as comprehensive as possible and shall

- -.. 5 provide an objective assessment of the advantages and disad-

6 vantages of each of the options offered. The notice shall also

7 advise such persons that their election shall be deemed to be

8 the election of the minor children under their guardianship

9 who are also on the Settlement Roll.

10 (3) With respect to minors on the Settlement Roll

11 whose parent or guardian is not also on the roll, notice shall

12 be given to, and the necessary election made by, the parent

13 or guardian of such minor.

14 (4)(A) The notice shall also establish the date by which

15 time the election of an option -under this section must be

16 made. The Secretary shall establish that date as the date

17 which is one hundred and twenty days after the date of the

18 publication in the Federal Register as required by section

19 5(d).

20 (B) Any person on the Settlement Roll who has not

21 made an election by the date established pursuant to subpara-

22 graph (A) shall be deemed to have elected the option provid-

23 ed in subsection (d).

24 (b) HOOPA TRIBAL MEMBERSHIP OPTI0N.—(1) Any

25 person on the Settlement Roll, eighteen years or older, who
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1 can meet any of the enrollment criteria of the Hoopa Valley

2 Tribe set out in the decision of the United States Court of

3 Claims in its March 21, 1982, decision in the Short case (No.

4 102—63) as “Schedule A”, “Schedule B”, or “Schedule C”
5 and who—

6 (A) maintained a residence on the Hoopa Valley

7 - Reservation on -the date of enactment of this Act; -

- -~: 8 - (B) had maintained a residence on the Hoopa

9 Valley Reservation at any time within the five year

10 period prior to the enactment -of this Act; or

11 (C) owns an interest in real property on the

12 Hoopa Valley Reservation on the date of enactment of

13 this Act,

14 my elect to be, and, upon such election, shall be entitled to

15 be, enrolled as a full member of the Hoopa Valley Tribe.

16 (2) Notwithstanding any provision of the constitution,

17 ordinances or resolutions of the Hoopa Valley Tribe to the

18 contrary, the Secretary shall cause any entitled person elect-

19 ing to be enrolled as a member of the Hoopa Valley Tribe to

20 be so enrolled and such person shall thereafter be entitled to

21 the same rights, benefits, and privileges as any other member

22 of such tribe.

23 (3) Any person enrolled in the Hoopa Valley Tribe pur-

24 suant to this subsection shall be assigned by the Secretary

25 that quantum of “Indian blood” or “Hoopa Indian blood”, as
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1 appropriate, as may be determined pursuant to the criteria

2 established in the March 31, 1982, decision of the United

3 States Court of Claims in the case of Jessie Short Ct al. v.

4 United States, (Cl. Ct. No. 102—63).

5 - (4) Any person making an election under this subsection

6 shall no longer have any right or interest whatsoever in the

7 tribal, communal, or unallotted land, property, resources, or

8 rights within, or appertaining to, the Yurok Indian Reserva-

9 tion or the Yurok Tribe or in the Settlement Fund.

10 (c) YUROK TRIBAL MEMBERSHIP OPTION.—(1) Any

11 person on the Settlement Roll may elect to become a member

12 of the Yurok Tribe and shall be entitled to participate in the

13 organization of such tribe as provided in section 9.

14 (2) All persons making an election under this subsection

15 shall form the base roll of the Yurok Tribe for purposes of

16 organization pursuant to section 9 and the Secretary shall

17 assign each such person that quantum of “Indian blood” as

18 may be determined pursuant to the criteria established in the

19 March 31, 1982, decision of the United States Court of

20 Claims in the case of Jessie Short et al. v. United States, (01.

21 Ct. No. 102—63).

22 (3) The Secretary, pursuant to section 7 of the Act of

23 August 2, 1983 (25 U.S.C. 1407), shall pay to each person

24 making an election under this subsection, $3,000 out of the

25 Settlement Fund.
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1 (4) Any person making an election under this subsection

2 shall no longer have any right or interest whatsoever in the

3 tribal, communal, or unallotted land, property, resources, or

4 rights within, or appertaining to, the Hoopa Valley Reserva-

5 tion or the Hoopa Valley Tribe or, except to the extent au-

6 thorized by paragraph (3), in the Settlement Fund.

7 (d) LUMP SUM PAYMENT OPTI0N.—(1) Any person on

8 the Settlement Roll may elect to receive a lump sum pay-

9 ment from the Settlement Fund and the Secretary shall pay

10 to each such person the amount of $20,000 out of the Settle-

11 ment Fund.

12 (2) Any person making an election to receive, and

13 having received, a lump sum payment under this subsection

14 shall not thereafter have any interest or right whatsoever in

15 the tribal, communal, or unallotted land, property, resources,

16 or rights within, or appertaining to, the Hoopa Valley Reser-

17 vation, the Hoopa Valley Tribe, the Yurok Reservation, or

18 the Yurok Tribe or, except authorized by paragraph (1), in

19 the Settlement Fund.

20 SEC. 7. DIVISION OF SETTLEMENT FUND REMAINDER.

21 (a) Any funds remaining in the Settlement Fund after

22 the payments authorized to be made therefrom by subsections

23 (c) and (d) of section 6 and any payments made to successful

24 appellants pursuant to section 5(d) shall be evenly divided
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1 between the Hoopa Valley Tribe and the Yurok Tribe and

2 shall be held by the Secretary in trust for such tribes.

3 (b) Funds divided pursuant to this section and any funds

4 apportioned to the Hoopa Valley Tribe and the Yurok Tribe

5 pursuant to subsections (c) and (d) of section 4 shall not be

6 distributed per capita to any individual before the date which

7 is 10 years after the date on which the division is made under

8 this section.

9 SEC. 8. HOOPA VALLEY TRIBE; CONFIRMATION OF STATUS.

10 The existing governing documents of the Hoopa Valley

11 Tribe and the governing body established and elected there-

12 under, as heretofore recognized by the Secretary, are hereby

13 ratified and confirmed.

14 SEC. 9. RECOGNITION AND ORGANIZATION OF THE YUROK

15 TRIBE.

16 (a) YUBOK TBIBE.—(1) Those persons on the Settle-

17 ment Roll who made a valid election pursuant to subsection

18 (c) of section 6 shall constitute the base membership roll for

19 the Yurok Tribe whose status as an Indian tribe, subject to

20 the adoption of the general council resolution as required by

21 subsection (c)(2), is hereby ratified and confirmed.

22 (2) The Indian Reorganization Act of June 18, 1984

23 (48 Stat. 984; 25 U.S.C. 461 et seq.), as amended, is hereby

24 made applicable to the Yurok Tribe and the tribe may orga-

25 nize under such Act as provided in this section.
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1 (b) INTERIM CouNcn~EsT~LIsii~NT.—Thereshall

2 be established an Interim Council of the Yurok Tribe to be

3 composed of five members. The Interim Council shall repre-

4 sent the Yurok Tribe in the implementation of provisions of

5 this Act, including the organizational provisions of this sec-

6 tion, and shall be the governing body of the tribe until such

7 time as a tribal council is elected under the constitution

8 adopted pursuant to subsection (e).
9 (c) GENERAL Cotn~cn4;ELECTION OF INTERIM Couw-

10 CIL.—(1) Within 30 days after the date established pursuant

11 to section 6(a)(3), the Secretary shall prepare a list of all

12 persons eighteen years of age or older who have elected the

13 Yurok Tribal Membership Option pursuant to section 6(c),

14 which persons shall constitute the eligible voters of the Yurok

15 Tribe for the purposes of this section, and shall provide writ-

16 ten notice to such persons of the date, time, purpose, and

17 order of procedure for the general council meeting to be

18 scheduled pursuant to paragraph (2) for the consideration of

19 the adoption of the resolution provided for in paragraph

20 (2)(A) and the nomination of candidates for election to the

21 Interim Council.

22 (2) Not earlier than 30 days before, nor later than 45

23 days after, the notice provided pursuant to paragraph (1), the

24 Secretary shall convene a general council meeting of the eli-

25 gible voterF of the Yurok Tribe on or near the Yurok Reser-
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1 vation, to be conducted under such order of procedures as the

2 Secretary determines appropriate, for—

3 (A) the adoption of a resolution, by a vote of not

4 less than two-thirds of the voters present and voting,

5 waiving any claim the Yurok Tribe may have against

6 the United States arising out of the provisions of this

7 Act; and -

8 (B) the nomination of candidates for election of

9 the members of the Interim Council.

10 No person shall be eligible for nomination who is not on the

11 list prepared pursuant to this section.

12 (3) Within 45 days after the general council meeting

13 held pursuant to paragraph (2), the Secretary shall hold an

14 election by secret ballot, with absentee balloting and write-in

15 voting to be permitted, to elect the five members of the Inter-

16 im Council from among the nomination submitted to him

17 from such general council meeting. The Secretary shall

18 assure that notice of the time and place of such election shall

19 be provided to eligible voters at least fifteen days before such

20 election.

21 (4) The Secretary shall certify the-results of such elec-

22 tion and, as soon as possible, convene an organizational

23 meeting of the newly-elected members of the Interim Council

24 and shall provide such advice and assistance as may be nec-

25 essary for such organization.
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1 (5) Vacancies on the Interim Council shall be filled by a

2 vote of the remaining members.

3 (d) INTERIM COUNCIL; AUTHORITIES AND DISSOLU-

:3 4 TI0N.—(1) The Interim Council shall have no powers other

5 than those given to it by this Act.

6 (2) The Interim Council shall have full authority to re-

7 ceive grants from, and enter into contracts for, Federal pro-

8 grams, including those administered by the Secretary and the

-: 9 Secretary of Health and Human Services, with respect to

10 Federal services and benefits for the tribe and its members.

11 (3) The Interim Council shall have such, other powers,

12 authorities, functions, and responsibilities as the Secretary

13 may recognize, except that it may not legally or contractual-

14 ly bind the Yurok Tribe for a period in excess of two years

15 from the date of the certification of the election by the Secre-

16 tary.

17 (4) The Interim Council shall appoint, as soon as practi-

18 cal, a drafting committee which shall be responsible, in con-

19 sultation with the Interim Council, the Secretary and mem-

20 bers of the tribe, for the preparation of a draft constitution for

21 submission to the Secretary pursuant to subsection (e).

22 (5) The Interim Council shall be dissolved effective with

23 the election and installation of the initial tribe governing body

24 elected pursuant to the constitution adopted under subsection
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1 (e) or at the end of two years after such installation, whichev-

2 er occurs first.

3 (e) ORGANIZATION OF YUBOK TEIBE.—Upon written

4 request of the Interim Council or the drafting committee and

• 5 the submission of a draft constitution as provided in para-

6 graph (4) of subsection (d), the Secretary shall conduct an

7 election, pursuant to the provisions of the Indian Reorganiza-

8 tion Act of June 18, 1934 (25 U.S.C. 461 et seq.) and rules

9 and regulations promulgated thereunder, for the adoption of

10 such constitution and, working with the Interim Council, the

11 election of the initial tribal governing body upon the adoption

12 of such constitution.

13 SEC. 10. SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS.

14 (a) LIFE ESTATE FOR SMOKERS F4u\ULY.—The 20

15 acre land assignment on the Hoopa Valley Reservation made

16 by the Hoopa Area Field Office of the Bureau of Indian Al-

17 fairs on August 25, 1947, to the Smokers family shall contin-

18 ue in effect and may pass by descent or devise to any blood

19 relative or relatives of one-fourth or more Indian blood of

20 those family members domiciled on the assignment on the

21 date of enactment of this Act.

22 - (b) RANCHERIA MERGER WITH YUROK TRIBE.—If

23 two-thirds of the adult members of the Resighini, Trinidad,

24 Big Lagoon, Blue Lake, Smith River, Elk Valley, or Tolowa

25 Rancherias vote in an election conducted by the Secretary to
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1 merge with the Yurok Tribe and if the Yurok Tribe consents

2 to such merger, the tribes and reservations of those rancher-

j 3 ias so voting shall be extinguished and the lands of such res-

1: 4 ervations shall be part of the Yurok Reservation with the

5 unallotted trust land therein held in trust by the United

6 States for the ‘Yurok Tribe. The Secretary shall publish in

7 the Federal Register a notice of the effective date of the

8 merger.

9 SEC. 11. KLAMATH RIVER BASIN FISHERIES TASK FORCE.

10 (a) IN GENERAL.—Section 4(c) of the Act entitled “An

11 Act to provide for the restoration of the fishery resources in

12 the Kiamath River Basin, and for other purposes” (16

13 U.S.C. 460ss—3) is amended—

14 (A) in the matter preceding paragraph (1), by

15 striking out “12” and inserting in lieu thereof “14”;

16 -and -

17 (B) by inserting at the end thereof the following

18 new paragraphs:

19 “(11) A representative of the Karuk Tribe, who

20 shall be appointed by the governing body of the Tribe,

21 “(12) A representative of the Yurok Tribe, who

22 shall be appointed by the Secretary until such time as

23 the Yurok Tribe is established and federally recog-

24 nized, upon which time the Yurok Tribe shall appoint

25 such representative beginning with the first appoint-
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1 ment ordinarily occurring after the Yurok Tribe is
2 recognized.”.

3 (b) SPECIAL RuLE.—The initial term of the representa-

4 tive appointed pursuant to section 4(c)(11) and (12) of such

5 Act (as added by the amendment made by subsection (a))

6 shall be for that time which is the remainder of the terms of

7 the members of the Task Force then serving. Thereafter, the

8 term of such representatives shall be as provided in section

9 4(e) of such Act.

10 SEC. 12. TRIBAL TIMBER SALES PROCEEDS USE.

U 11 Section 7 of the Act of June 25, 1910 (36 Stat. 857; 25

12 U.S.C. 407) is amended to read as follows:

13 “SEc. 7. Under regulations prescribed by the Secretary

14 of the Interior, the timber on unallotted trust land in Indian

15 reservations or on other land held in trust for tribes may be

16 sold in accordance with the principles of sustained-yield man-

17 agement or to convert the land to a more desirable use. Alter

18 deduction, if any, for administrative expenses under the Act

19 of February 14, 1920 (41 Stat. 415; 25 U.S.C. 413), the

20 proceeds of the sale shall be used—

21 “(1) as determined by the governing bodies of the

22 tribes concerned and approved by the Secretary, or

23 “(2) in the absense of such a governing body, as

24 determined by the Secretary for the tribe concerned.
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1 SEC. 13. LIMITATIONS OF ACTIONS; WAIVER OF CLAIMS.

2 (a) Any claim challenging the partition of the joint reser-

4 3 vation pursuant to section 2 or any other provision of this

4 Act as having effected a taking under the fifth amendment of

5 the United States Constitution or as otherwise having provid-

‘i~4 6 ed inadequate compensation shall be brought, pursuant to 28

7 U.S.C. 1491 or 28 U.S.C. 1505, in the United States Claims

8 Court.

9 (b)(1) Any such claim by any person or entity, other

10 than the Hoopa Valley Tribe or the Yurok Tribe, shall be

11 forever barred if not brought within the later of 210 days

12 from the date of the partition of the joint reservation as pro-

13 vided in section 2 or 120 days after the publication in the

14 Federal Register of the option election date as required by

-E 15 section 6(a)(4).

16 (2) Any such claim by the Hoopa Valley Tribe shall be

17 barred 180 days after the date of enactment of this Act or

18 such early date as may be established by the adoption of a

19 resolution waiving such claims pursuant to section 2(a)(2).

20 (3) Any such claim by the Yurok Tribe shall be barred

21 180 days after the general council meeting of the Yurok

22 Tribe as provided in section 9 or such early date as may be

23 established by the adoption of a resolution waiving such

24 claims as provided in section 9(c)(2)(A).

25 (c)(1) The Secretary shall prepare and submit to the

26 Congress a report describing the final decision in any claim
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1 brought pursuant to subsection (b) against the United States

2 or its officers, agencies, or instrumentalities.

3 (2) Such report shall be submitted no later than 180

4 days after the entry of final judgment in such litigation. The

5 report shall include any recommendations of the Secretary

6 for action b~Congress, including, but not limited to, any sup-

7 plemental funding proposals necessary to implement- the

8 terms of this Act and any modifications to the resource and

9 management authorities established by this Act.

0
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United States Department of the Interior
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20240

MAR 1 52002
The Honorable J. Dennis Hastert
Speaker of the House of

Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Mr. Speaker:

Pursuant to Section 14(c) ofthe Hoopa-Yurok Settlement Act, Public Law 100-580, 1 respectfully
submit the attached report. The Report includes a general history ofthe Hoopa-Yurok Settlement
Act, and recommendations ofthe Department in this regard. -

The Act requires that a “Report to Congress” be submitted, following the resolution of any claims
brought against the United States which would challenge the constitutionality of the Act. After
nearly a decade of litigation on the matter, claims filed by the Yurok Tribe of California, were
decided earlier this year in favor ofthe United States. The conclusion ofthis litigation now triggers
the requirement of the Act that this “report” be submitted to Congress. These matters are discussed
more fully within the enclosed “report.”

Should you have further questions on this matter, please feel free to contact me.

Sincerely,

Assistant Secretary - Indian Affairs

Enclosure
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Introduction

This report is submitted pursuant to Section 14(c) of the Hoopa-Yurok Settlement Act of.
1988 (Public Law 100-580, October 31, 1988) (“Act”). The major purpose ofthe Act was
to establish definitive boundaries for the Hoopa Valley Reservation and the Yurok
Reservation. Section 14(c) of the Act directs the Secretary of the Interior to prepare and
submit to Congress a report describing the final decision in any claim brought pursuant to
subsection Section 14(b) against the United States, its officers, agencies, or
instrumentalities. The Act further directs the Secretary to include within the report any
recommendations of the Secretary for action by Congress. The Act provides that the
Secretary shall submit the report to Congress within 180 days of the final judgment of any
claim brought pursuant to the Act. Subsequent to the passage ofthe Act, the Yurok Tribe
filed a “takings claim” against the United States. The Yurok claim was initially denied by
the United States Court of Federal Claims, and was later denied a Petition for Writ of
Certiorari by the U.S. Supreme Court on March 26, 2001.

History -

In August of 1988, Senator Cranston introduced S. 2723, a bill to partition certain
reservation lands between the Hoopa Valley Indian Tribe and the Yurok Tribe in the
northern California. Introduction of the legislation followed a long history of contention
and confusion surrounding the establishment and boundaries of the Hoopa Valley
Reservation, created in 1891 by an executive order of President Harrison(”1891
Reservation”). The 1891 Reservation in~1udedareas of land inhabited primarily by
Yuroks, areas of land inhabited primarily by Hoopas, and a 25-mile strip of land that
connected the two areas. The Hoopa-Yurok Settlement Act was enacted with the primary
objective of providing finality and clarity to the contested boundary issue.

The Act concluded that no constitutionally protected rights had vested in any tribe or
individual, to the communal lands and other resources of the 1891 Reservation, and
provided for a fair and equitable resolution of disputes relating to ownership and
management of the 1891 Reservation. Pursuant to and in accordance with the Act the
1891 Reservation was partitioned between the Hoopa Valley Tribe and the Yurok Tribe.
The section of the 1891 Reservation known as “the Square” was established as the Hoopa
Valley Reservation, and the section known as “the Extension” was established as the
Yurok Reservation. The Act also created a Settlement Fund initially comprised of funds
derived from economic activity occurring on the 1891 Hoopa Valley Reservation and
supplemented by additional funds appropriated by Congress. Particular benefits of the
Act, i.e., the provisions related to the partitioning of the Reservation, potential expansion
of the newly formed reservations, and participation in the Settlement Fund, were
conditioned upon the tribes adopting individual tribal resolution’s granting their consent
to the partition ofthe 1891 Reservation and waiving potential claims the tribes may have
against the United States.
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Subsequent to enactment of the Act, the Hoopa Valley Tribe executed and adopted such a
resolution. The Yurok Tribe executed what they have described as a “conditional waiver”
which they adopted by resolution. -

Yurok “Conditional Waiver”

In November of 1994, the Yurok Tribe submitted documentation to the Department
concerning the claims waiver requirement of the Act. This material included Tribal
Resolution No. 93-61, which purported to waive claims of the Tribe pursuant to and in
accordance with the Act. The Resolution states in relevant part, “ETJo the extent which
the Hoopa-Yurok Settlement Act is not violative of the rights of the Yurok Tribe or its
members under the Constitution of the United States, or has not effected a taking without
just compensation -of vested-Tribal -or individual, resources, . or .rights within, or
appertaining to the Hoopa Valley Reservation, the Yurok Tribe hereby waives any claim
which said Tribe may have against the United States arising out of th~provisions of the
Hoopa-Yurok Settlement Act.” In a letter dated April 4, 1994, it was communicated to
the Yurok Tribe by Assistant Secretary for Indian Affairs, Ada E. Deer, that Resolution
No. 93-61 did not effectively waive any Tribal claims as required by the Act, but in fact
acted to preserve any such claims:

Entitlement to the Hoopa-Yurok Settlement Fund/Benefits of the Act

In 1988 the Hoopa Valley Tribe executed a ‘.vaiver ofclaims, pursuant to the Act, and as a
result, received their portion of the benefits as enumerated within the Act. Accordingly, it
is the position of the Department that the Hoopa Valley Tribe is not entitled any further
portion of funds or benefits under the existing Act.

In 1993, the Yurok Tribe submitted to the Secretary a tribal resolution which according to
the tribe, purports to waive potential claims against the United States as required within
the Act. As previously stated, the Department responded to Yurok submission with a
letter stating that the Department could and would not accept the resolution as a valid
waiver within the confines of the Act. The Yurok Tribe subsequently filed a “takings”
claim, Yurok Indian Tribe v. United States, No. 92-CV-l73 (Fed. Cl.), Karuk Tribe of
California v. United States, 28 Fed. Cl. 694 (1993), Karuk Tribe of California v. United
States, 41 Fed. Cl. 468 (Aug. 6, 1998), and Karuk Tribe of California v. Ammon, 209 F.
3d 1366 (Fed. Cir. 2000), that lasted nearly a decade. In briefings before the U.S.
Supreme Court, the Yurok claimed that this was, “the most important Indian-lands
takings case to come before the courts in this generation”. Possible exposure to the U.S.
Treasury was estimated close to $2 billion. The question for the Court was whether the
Yuroks had a compensable interest in the 1891 Reservation under the 5th Amendment.
In 1864, Congress had authorized the President, “at his discretion”, to set apart land, “to
be retained by the United States for purposes of Indian Reservations” (Act of 1864, 13
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Stat. 39). Both trial and appellate courts held, in two-to-one decisions, that the executive
order that created the reservation allowed permissive, not permanent, occupation. The
U.S. Supreme Court denied certiorari. Accordingly, it is the position of the Department
that the Yurok Tribe did not meet the waiver conditions of the Act and is therefore not
entitled to the benefits enumerated within the Act.

Following a request from the Department, each of the interested tribes submitted their
written position regarding future actions ofthe Department with respect to the Settlement
Fund, and the Section 14(c) “Report to Congress”, required under the Act.The
Department has consulted tribes on this report and reviewed information describing both
the Hoopa and Yurok Tribes submitted as appendices to this report. Also, attached as
appendices to this report, is the historical account information and supplemental present
earning potential of the fund.

Recommendations of the Department

Notwithstanding the factual legal standing regarding tribal entitlement to the settlement
fund under the existing Act, the Department recognizes that a financial and economic
need currently exists within both Tribes and their associated reservations. The presence
and extent of this need, combined with the historical difficulties in the administration of
the provisions of the Act, make predominant the necessity to take further measures to
accomplish the original intent of the Act. Further, it is the opinion of the Department
that to withhold funds/benefits of the Act in their entirety, or to allow any accrued funds
to revert to the Treasury, would not be an effective administration of the overall intent of
Act and would, in effect be in direct opposition to the spirit of the Act. In this regard, it is
the opinion of the Department that in addition to partitioning the 1891 Reservation,
Congress intended the Act to provide the respective tribes and their reservations with the
n-ieans to acquire a degree of financial and economic benefit and independence which
would allow each tribe to prosper in the years to come.

Therefore, it is the recommendation ofthe Department that:

I. No additional funds be added to the current HYSA Settlement Fund;

II. Funds comprising the current HYSA Settlement Fund would not revert to the
general fund of the Treasury, but would be retained in trust account status by the
Department pending future developments;

III. There would be no general “distribution” of the HYSA Settlement Fund dollars to
any particular tribe, tribal entity, or individual. But rather, the Fund dollars would
be administered for the mutual benefit ofboth the Hoopa Valley and Yurok tribes,
and their respective reservations, taking into consideration benefits either tribe
may have heretofore received from the HYSA Settlement Fund;
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IV. That Congress in coordination with the Department, and following consultation
with the Hoopa and Yurok Tribes, fashion a mechanism for the future
administration of the HYSA Settlement Fund;

V. That Congress, in order to accomplish the underlying objective of the HYSA,
resolving any future issue of entitlement, give serious consideration to the
establishment of one or more new Act(s) that provide the Secretary with all
necessary authority to establish two separate permanent Fund(s) with the balance
ofthe current HYSA Fund, for the benefit of the Hoopa and Yurok Tribes in such
a manner as to fulfill the intent ofthe original Act in full measure.
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APPENDIX:

I. Financial information on Hoopa-Yurok Settlement Fund
II. Informational submittal of Yurok Tribe
III. Informational submittal ofHoopa Tribe



FINANCIAL INFORMATONA.L SHEET - “HYSA” FUND

The HoopafYurok Settlement Fund was established in 1988, pursuant to Public
Law 100-580, the Hoopa-Yurok Settlement Act.
The Act was intended to partition certain reservation lands between the Hoopa
Valley Tribe and the Yurok Tribe, and to clarify the use of timber proceeds from
the Hoopa Valley Reservation established originally in 1864.
Recognizing the Federal role in the creating ofthe problems then associated with
the Hoopa Valley Reservation, the Act authorized the appropriation of
$10,000,000 in federal funds, to be added to the corpus of the HYSA Fund.
The remainder of the settlement fund was made up of funds held as “Escrow
funds” by the federal government, which were derived from the use/resources of
the”joint reservatio~’.These_funds~vereheld by the Secretary in accounts
benefiting both the Hoopa and Yurok tribes, individually.
The Act was intended to settle any dispute over any/all such “Escrow funds”.
The original principal balance ofthe fundwas $66,978,335.93 -



United States Department ofthe Interior
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To

Pro~m:

Subj ect:

Area rector, Sacramento Area Office

Director, Office of Trust Funds Manageiaent

Distribution of tunds avardad the Hoopas end.
Yuraks under the Hoopa-?uro}~ Settlement Act

Effective April 12, 1.991, the distribution of the subject funds was
made in accordance wIth Public Law 101-277 ai~din accordance with
your request dated. April 4 1991.

The total value of the fund ‘on April 12, 1991. was $85,979,348.37
derived in the fQlloving manner:

Pair Mar)~etValue of Inv~st~ezitSecurities
(Refer to Attachment I and II..)

Casli-Unal],otted Balance
Add ~acX: Boopa .Drawdowns

Yurok Drawdc~,ms

$74,339, 997.14

139, 351.. 23
10,000, 000~0D
,~1.,S00, Q,O0~0O

~85 ,979,348~. 37

Hoopa’s share of the fund was calculated using 39.55% as~provided
in you letter dated April 4, 1991.

Total Value o~Fund

~oopa.’s Snare
Less Haopa’s ljtawdowris
Less April 15, 199ipra’~d~~

$85,979, 34a.
~ .~395S2.

$34,006,551.87
10, 000 , 000 .. 00

-~ 9,g80,Q~00..0Q

~4 REPtY REFL~TO-.

Total:

Balance Due Boopa Tribe: $14, 126, 551.. 87
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The balance due vas distributed. u.sing a percentage of 21.8679479
derived as follows;

• Total Value of Fund $8S,97~,348.37
Less Hoopa’s lDraVdoWns ‘ 19,880,000.00
Lass Yurok’s DrawdoWTis — 1~500,qp0~0O
~a1ance of Fund to. be Distri:buted: $64,599,34~37

Hoopa’s share of Fund $.~4.12~551.82 0.218679479
Value of ~ndistrtbutad Fund 64,S99,~48..z7

The 21.867947% was applied to each outstanding invast~nent and
recorded to Hoopa’s appropriation account 7194.

The balance of the fund. is YiXrOk’ S share which remained in
appropriation account 7193.

Subsequent to the above distributions, an in.ternal transfer was
done effective Atigt3st 1, 1991, to transfer $3,000,000.ob,into an
escrow account to compensate any potential appeal cases. The
amounts contri-buted are $1,186,560..OO and $1,813,440.00 for the
Hoopas and the Yur03c5 respectively. It is our understanding that
both tribes agreed to this arrangement. A separate appropriation
(cr50 A64 7197) was established for this escrow account.

Trust Fu.±ds record..s in the ~IA’s Pinance. Systezn are maintained on
• a cash basis, therefore, income earned but riot yet collected by the
BIA is not recorded.. only tli .,act~a1 cash transfers ~nd the. ~
bases of respective investments are shown in the Summary of Trust
Funds reports for the Hoopa Tribe~

If you have any questions~ please contact Sarah Yepa at FTS 474-
- 387.5 or Coiumercial (505) ‘766—3875 If you. have questions on the

valuation of the securities, ~)le.ase contact fred Kellerup at FTS
474—2975 or Commercial (505) 766—2975.

• ~im R. Parris

Attachments
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YIJROK TRII3E
-- ~ ~ ~ ~

15900 Hwy 101 N • Kiamath CA 95548 1034 6th Street Eureka CA 955C1
(707) 4-82 2921 (707) 444-0433

• - •. FAX (707) 482-9465 FAX (707) 444-0437

BACKGROUND

Yurok Waiver Now Effe~tivefor
Distribution of Settlement Fund and. Acreage

• Pursuant to the HoOpa-YurokSettlernent Act

- . . Hoo~a-YurokSettlement Act

• . In 1988 Congress passed the Hoopa—Yurok Settlement Act, 25
U.S.C.l301i~et ~ (“HYSA.~). The NYSA pa±titionedthe farther
5oint Reservation i~ito two separate Reservations. Accordirigthe
the fede~alcourts, prior to partition of the former Hoopa Valley
Reservation under the HYSA, •there was one single Reservation, and
the Hoops and Yurok Trib~es.enjoyedcornrnunal~wnership of the
lands and resources of the 90,000 acr•ejoint..Reser~ation.

The ~YSA gave the Hôopa .T~ibe exclusive use and benefit of
the 87,000acres of unallotted trust lands~.assets and timber
resources of the valley area of the Reserv~ti.on. The HYSA
relegated the much larger Yurok Tribe to the Klarnath river area
of the Reservation, which contains oaly afew~housand acres of
trust land anda fishety inadequate to provide even for the
rninir~al subsistence neeas of Yurok Tribaj. members

The J~YSAalso a Settlement Fund to be paid the Yurok Tr~be,
and provided for the go~ernment’spurchaseof additional acreage

• forthe.YurokTrlbe.. This Fund and acteage ~ere to be delivered
• to the .Yu~okTribe u~oh.the Tribe’s, waiver of its Fifth Amendment

claim foran unconstitutioiial~taking without..just compensation,
which claim Congress anticipated. 25 U.S.C.1301i—1(c). Upon the
waiver., the Tribe is.; to recei~ie.: . ..

Distribution of the Settlement Fund, and

* All right, title, and interest to all national forest
system lands within the Yu~okReservation, (approx~mate1y 3,000

•0, •• • .

* Specified portions of the Yurok Exper~menta1 Forest,

~art of. which-shall be held in trust by the United States as part
~of:~the:Resérva jofl;~d

* Federal expenditure of not less than $5 million to
aöquire aa~’id,.intèrests inland, and righ~s-of-wayfor the Tribe
~ .j~ rñeibe±s, ‘to be declared .pa:rt of the Reservation. Such
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lands must be within ~r contiguous with and adjacent to the
Reservation, or if outside the Reservation must be purchased in
orcer to exchange zor lands within the Reservation.

Final Disposition of Claim for Takin~Without Just Coi~pensation

Due to the HYSA’s lopsided division of tribal lands and
resources, Congress expressly contemplated that the Yurok Tribe
might sue the United St~tesfpran unconstitutional taking
without just compensa~.ion. 25 U.S.C. 0 l30li~ll. The Yurok
Tribe in fact brought such a ~uit, along with another Tribe and
individual plaintiffs. As of March 26, 2001, the takings claim
was finally resolved against the Yurok Tribe when the United
States Supreme Court denied without comment the Tribe’s Petition
for Writ of Certiorari to the Federal Circuit. This denial let
stand the Federal Circuit~ssharply divided 2-1 ruling last year
denying the Tribe’s takings clairn~

The Yurok Tr~e~sConditional Waiver

As reauired by the HYSA, the~Tribe by Resolution 93—61
timely executed a waiver of claims on November 24, 1993. In
light of Congress’ express contemplation of litigation, the
waiver ~as conditioned on exhaustion of legal appeals challenging
the constitutionality of the HYSA. it reads as follows:

1. To the extent which the Hoopa-Yurok Settlement Act
is not violative of the rights of the Yurok Tribe or its —

members under the Constitution of the United States, or has
not effected a taking without just compensation of vested

- Tribal or individual resources, or rights within or
apDertaining to the Hoopa Valley Reservation, the Yurok
Tribe hereby waives any claim which said Tribe may have
against the United States arising out of the provisions of
the Hoopa-Yurok Settlement Act.

2. To the extent which the determination of the Yurok
Tribe’s share of the Escrow monies defined in the Hoopa-
Yurok Settlement Act has not deprived the Tribe or its
members of rights secured under the Constitution of the
United States, the Yurok hereby affirm its consent to the
contribution of the Yurok Escrow monies to the Settlement
Fund, and for their use as payments to the Hoopa Tribe and
to individual~Roopa mer~bers, as provided in the Hoopa-Yurok
Settlement Act.

By contrast, the Hoopa Valley Tribe in 1993 unconditionally
waived any claims at rights it might have had, and has fully

8535
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rece~ve~~ ~J landsto which it was entitled under the
HYSA. The Hoopa Tribe has no remaining ~nteresz in the balance
of the Settlement Fund or the acreage promised the Yurok Tribe.

The Conditional Waiver Is Now Effective By Operation of Law

As of March 26, 2001, the United States Supreme Court
effectively removed the sole condition of the Yurok Tribe’s 1993
Conditional WaiVer. The Fifth Amendment takings claim has been
finally and fully resolved by the courts against the Yurok Tribe.
As a legal matter, the-re has been no unconstitutional takjnc of
Yurok lands and resou~çes. No further legal appeals ~
available. The Yurok Tribe’s waiver, by its terms, is now in
full force and effect.

Because the sole condition to the Tribe’~ 1993 waiver has
been removed; the expressed intent of Congress -— to allow
litigation of t takings-claim and to allow distribution of the
Settlement Fund and acreage to the Yurok Ttibe upon thefinal
waiver of such claim - has now been satisfied. The-Yurok Tribe
is flow entitled to receive the Settlement Fund and acreage
specified by the HYSA.

Proposed Technical Amenthnent to the HYSA to
Conf,1~and Secure the Waiver

The Yurok waiver is now effective by its ‘own terms and by
operation of law. However, should any further certainty be
desired, a technical amendment to the HYSA would confirm and
secure the waiver and distribution of funds and acreage to the
Yurok Tribe.

[FIRST OPTION)

Eliminate the entirety of Section 1300i—1(c)(4) (D).

[SECOND OPTION)

After the word “waiving”’in Section l300i—1(c) (4)(D), add

the words “or conditionally waiving”.
[THIRD OPTION)

An additional clause may be added to the end of Section
.~...J3QOi—lCc) (4) CD), as follows:

or when any cJ.alm contemplated by section iTODi~1T
has been finally adjudicated against the ~urok Tribe
thereby removing the condition of a conditional waiver
adopted by the Tribe:
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Such an amendment would be encompassed by the provision of
the HYSA that requires the Secretary of the Interior to submit a
report to Congress after the litigation ends, including
recommendations for supplemental funding necessary to implement
the Act and for “any modifications to the resource and management
authorities” established by the Act. 25 U.S.C.1300i-11(c).

8535



REPORT TO CONGRESS ON THE HOOPA-YUROK SETTLEPY[ENT ACT’

Tnfrc~diictrnfl

The 1988 Hoopa-Yurok Settlement Act divided the joint Hoopa Valley Reservation
into separate and unequal parts for the Hoopa Valley Tribe and the Yurok Tribe. In the Act,
Congress overturned 25 years of litigation that established that all Indians of the Hoopa

Valley Reservation, whether or not enrolled in the Hoopa Valley Tube, have equal rights to
share in the resources of the Reservation. The Act disrupted and cut short the orderly and fair
administration of the federal courts’ judgments in Shrwt v I Jnitecl States and P’ii~’v I Inited
St~iesthat had for the first time in history recognized the equal and per ianent rights of the
Yurok people in the joint Hoopa Valley Reservation, part of the aboriginal home ofthe Yurok
people. The Act deprived the Yurok Tribe and its members of rights and resources that the
courts had’determined belonged to them as a lawful and constitutional mandate.

Congress contemplated that claims would be brought challenging the constitutionality
under the 5th Amendment ofthe partitioning of the former Joint Hoopa Valley Reservation.
25 U.S.C. 0 1300i-11. The Yurok Tribe, along with the Karuk Tribe and a group of
individuals known as the Amnmon plainti~, flied such a claim in 1992, alleging that the
partitioning of the Reservation was a taking ofthe Tribe’s property without just compensation
in violation of the 5th Amendment. This litigation was concluded on March 26, 2001, when
the U.S. Supreme Court refused to review lower court decisions dismissing the Tribe’s claim
on the ground that no tribe or Indian individuals had a property interest in the joint reservation
that was a property interest protected by the Constitution.

The conclusion of this litigation triggers the requirement of the Act that the Secretary
of the interior prepare and submit to Congress a report describing “the final decision in any
claim” brought against the United States which challenged the constitutionality ofthe Act 25
U.S.C. [1 1300i-1 1(c)(1). The report must include “recommendations of the Secretary for
action by Congress, including but not limited to, any supplemental funding proposals
necessary to implement the terms of [the Act] and any modifications to the resource and
mana~ementauthorities established by [the Act].” 25 U.S.C. 1300i-ll(c)(2). The report is
due 180 days after the entry of “final judgment,” or September 22, 2001.

This report contains the recommendations ofthe Department for legislative proposals

which in our view are required to correct inequities in the Act that Congress either overlooked



or have come to light since the enactment ofthe Act The report first provides the factual and
le~lbackground leading to the Act, the structure and intent of the Act, the takin~claims
flied by the Yurok Tribe, Karuk Tribe and Amnmon plaintif~,the disposition by. the courts,
and finally our recommendations for legislative action. —

Backgmufld

The Hoopa-Yurok Settlement Act is best understood in. the context of a long and
complex dispute, which, despite the best intentions of Congress, is not yet finally resolved.
The Yurok people were aboriginal residents of the area that later became the joint Hoopa
Valley Reservation. In the early 1 850s, the federal government adopted a reservation policy
as the principal means to reduce recurrent warfare between whites and Indians caused by the
California gold rush. In 1855; -the~President-established theKiamath River Reservation, a
strip of land a mile in. width on either side ofthe Kiamath River from the Pacific Ocean to a
point about 20 miles upstream, as a permanent home for the Yurok people who then resided
along that River. In 1864, Congress clarified the authority of the President to create
reservations in California by authorizing four such reserves for Indians residing there. The
1864 Act evinced Congress’ intent that reservations created under the Actwere to be occupied
and owned by more than one tribe at the President’s discretion.

In. 1876, the President exercised this authority by issuing a trust patent for the Hoopa
Valley Reservation, a 12-mile square bisected by the Trinity River (the “Hoopa Square”).
The Hoopa Square was home to several groups of Indians, including the Yurok Tribe. In
1891, the then Hoopa Valley Reservation was extended to encompass what had been known
as the Kiamath River Reservation (the “Lower 20”), as well as the strip of land a mile in width
on either side ofthe Kiamath River from the upper limit of the Kiamath River Reservation to
the confluence of the Kiarnath and Trinity Rivers at Weitchpec (the “Connecting Strip”);
together these lands became known as the “Extension.” These actions of the federal
government established this area as a single, unified reservation. The U.S. Supreme Court in
Matt7 v. Amett~referred to the entire joint reservation as “recognized,” explaining that the
enlargement was made under the President’s authority pursuant to the 1864 Act. 412 U.S. 481
(1973). Since time immemorial, the Yuroks and other Indians of the joint reservation have
centered their lives and cultures on the land within the reservation’s boundaries.

In the decades following the consolidation of the Hoopa Valley and Kiamath River
Reservations, the policies ofthe Bureau of Indian Affairs concerning the beneficiaries ofthe
Hoopa Valley Reservation varied; for some purposes, and at some times, the B.LA. treated
the Reservation and the Indians thereof as a consolidated whole; at other times, and for other
purposes, the B.LA. regarded the Hoopa Square as separate and distinct from the Extension,
and only the individuals enrolled in the Hoopa Valley Tribe were recognized as possessing
rights in the Hoopa Square.

2



In 1892, Congress opened the Kiamath River portion ofthe Hoopa Valley Reservation
to non-Indian settlement and homesteading through the allotment process. Act of June 17,
1892, 27 Stat 52. The allotment of this portion of the Reservation affected the Yurok people,
who were the dominant population in the lower 20 and connecting ~ip. By the time the
allotment process had run its course, and taking into account land lost through tax sales after
the trust period expired and other means, the number of trust acres left to Yurok people was
only about 3,500. The U.S. Supreme Court ruled, however, that despite this tremendous loss
ofland, the reservation stains was not terminated by the 1892 Act. Maitt7. v Arnett, 412 U.s.
481 (1973).

In the 1950’s, the B.I.A. began authorizing the harvesting of timber from lands within
the Hoopa Square portion of thejoint Reservation. The B.LA. distibutedtherevenues from
those harvests; some of the revenues were paid to the B.LA.-recognized Hoopa Tribal
Council; other revenues were distributed per capita to individuals, but only to persons on the
roll of the Hoopa Valley Tribe. The Hoopa Valley Tribe came into existence in 1950 with
membership limited to those with allotted land on the Reservation, non-landholders voted in
by the Tribe, and long-time residents of the Square with a prescribed degree of native Hoopa
parentage. T(~rtikTribe nf California V Ammnn~209 F.2d 1366, 1372 (Fed. Cir. 2000). The.
B.I.A. made nopayrnents of timber revenues to the Yurok Tribe, nor to any individual Yuroks
or other Indians of the Reservation who were not enrolled in the Hoopa Valley Tribe, on the
theory that the Hoopa Square was a separate Reservation from the Extension, and thus that
only members of the Hoopa Valley Tribe were entitled to share in the revenues.

In 1963, several thousand individuals, primary Yuroks, filed suit in what then was the
U.S. Court of Claims seeking damages for the failure to distribute the revenues from thejoint
Reservation equally to all Indians ofthejoint Reservation. Specifically, the plaintifTh in .Tecsie
short, et al v Unitei~Sthte~alleged that the Hoopa Square and the Extension were part of the
same Reservation, that all Indians of that Reservation had equal Tights to the Reservation’s
resources, and thus that the exclusion of Yuroks from the distribution of revenues derived
from the harvestof timber on the Hoopa Square was an arbitrary and discriminatory breach of
federal fiduciary duties for which the United States was liable in. money damages.

In 1973, the Court of Claims granted summary judgment in favor of the Short
plaintiffs’ claims that the United States had breached its trust obligations by arbitrarily
excluding from per capita distributions of timber revenues persons who were not enrolled in
the Hoopa Valley Tribe. Short v I Jnited Statec, 486 F.2d 561 (Ct.Cls. 1973). The court’s
judgment followed and applied established precedent with regard to the nature of the
Government’s trust obligations and the right of Indians of permanent reservations to share
equally in the resources there. The court made a number of rulings that are relevant to
Congress’ determination ofmodifications to the Hoopa-Yurok Settlement Act These rulings

3



include: The Yurok people were aboriginal residents ofthe Hoopa Square (486 F.2d at 565);
the Yuroks were beneficiaries of an uxuaiified 1864 treaty that called for the creation of a
Reservation (486 F.2d at 565); Congress established the Hoopa Valley Reservation in part for
the Yuroks (486 F.2d at 565); the 1891 Executive Order adding the 1855 Klamath River
Reservation to the Hoopa Valley Reservation created an enlarged single Reservation (486
F.2d at 567-68); the expansion put the Yurok Indians ofthe K.lamath River Reservation on an
equal footing with the Hoopa Indians of the Square, such that the Hoopas did not enjoy
exclusive rights to the Square (486 F.2d at 567-68); and the Hoopas obtained no preferential
rights to the Square by virtue oftheir early residence on the Reservation (486 F.2d at 562-63).

The court also ruled that no single tribe or group had vested rights as against any other
tribe or group of individuals. The court did not, however, address whether any tribe or group
had vested rights enforceable against the United States. (486 F.2d at 564: “Any exercise of the
President’s discretion in favor ofthe Hoopas, in approving their residence on the reservation
gave the Hoopas no vested rights as against such other tribe as might be the b~neficiaxyofa
simultaneous or subsequent exercise ofthe President’s discretion”). The next 20 years were
spent litigating the questions ofthe criteria for qualification as an “Indian ofthe Reservation,”
evaluating the qualifications of individual claimants, and quantifying damages.

Following the 1973 liability judgment in. Short, the B.I.A.. began setting aside a portion
of the Hoopa Square timber revenues into , an escrow account for distribution to the
beneficiaries ofthe Reservation pending identification ofIndians ofthe Reservation eligible to
share in. the judgment The Hoopa Valley Tribe and members of that Tribe continued to
receive dis~ibutionsoftimber revenues, but no distributions were made to the Yurok Tribe or
to Indians ofthe Reservation who were not enrolled in the Hoopa Valley Tribe.

The Short case did not address the question of how the joint reservation should be
governed in light of the finding that all Indians of the Reservation shared equally in the
resources found there. A separate case was brought by a group of Yuroks to answer this
question, alleging that they were entitled to an equal voice in governing reservation affairs.
This suit was also successful. Pnrz v T Inited States, No C 80 2908 TEH (D. N.Cal. 1980).
In line with established legal precedent, the Pn~court made the following findings arid
rulings:

1. Congress and the Executive “never intended one specific tribe, the Hoopas, to
have exclusive property or political rights” over the Joint Reservation, Id.. at 5.

2. “[flhe 1864 Act did not grant any territorial rights to the Hoopa tribe alone.”
aat7.

3. The federal government must oversee the governance of the Reservation “for
the use and benefit of all, not for the benefit of some to the clear detriment of
others.” Id. at 20. Federal supervision over Reservation administration,

4



resource management, and spending ofReservation funds must “ensure that all
Indians [of the Reservation] receive the use and benefit ofthe reservation on an
equal basis.~Id.. at23.

As an example of both unfair and improper expenditure of Reservation
resources, the court cited the use of reservation funds to pay for the Hoopa
defendants’ litigation costs in Pn~ Id. at 18. With regard to the federal
approval of this allocation ofReservation resources, the court opined that “[i]t
is an obvious violation of trust to allow the dissipation of reservation income to
arm one faction ofthe Indians of the reservation against another.” Id.

4. The federal government “must develop and implement a process to receive and
take account of the opinions of non-Hoopas on the proper use of reservation
funds.” Id. at 18.

- 5. The federal recognition of the Hoopa Valley Tribe and the federal approval of
the Hoopa Valley Tribe’s constitution and bylaws was affirmed. Id. at 21.
Further, the court recognized the right of the Hoopa Business Council ~to
“lawfully conduct business as a tribal body sovereign over its own members...
.“ IrLat23.

Accordingly, the result of the Pu77 case was an order for the federal government to
develop a fair and orderlyprocess for. the resources of the Reservation to be equitably used
and managed for the benefit of all the Indians ofthe Reservation. However, before the federal
government could develop and implement a process, at the request ofthe Hoopa Valley Tribe
and despite the concerns ofAssistant Secretary swimmer, Congress cut short these efforts and
in 1988 enacted the Hoopa-Yurok Settlement -Act (“HYSA”), P.L. 100-580, 25 U.S.C. U
1300i et ~ The Yurok Tribe, who at the time was neither organized nor had legal
representation, did not participate in the legislativ~process that led to the HYSA.

Provisions ofthe Ac~t

Under the HYSA, the former Hoopa Valley Reservation was partitioned into separate
Hoopa Valley and Yurok Reservations upon the concurrence ofthe Hoopa Valley Tribe; the
Hoopa Valley Tribe upon execution of its waiver, received its statutorily designated portion
(based on its percentage of enrolled population against the enrolled population of the Yurok
Tribe) of the escrowed and other funds that Congress had converted into a “Settlement Fund;”
the recognition ofboth the Hoopa Valley and Yurok Tribes was to be confirmed; a Settlement
Roll was to be prepared of “Indians of the Reservation” not already included as enrolled
members of the Hoopa Valley Tribe; persons on the Settlement Roll were to choose from
among Hoopa Tribal membership, Yurok Tribal membership and non-Tribal membership
options, each of which included payment of varying amounts of compensation; the Yurok
Tribe was to receive the remainder ofthe Settlement Fund after payment of the Hoopa Valley
Tribe’s proportional share and deduction of sums paid to individuals; and upon the enactrrient
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of a resolution waiving claims that the Yurok Tribe might have against the United States
arising out of the HYSA, the Yurok Tribe was to become eliglble for various benefits,
including land acquisition authority, appropriations, governmental organization and other.
federal benefits and programs provided to Indian Tribes.

When the Hoopa Valley Tribe voted in late 1988 to waive its claims against the United
Stares and approve partition of the Reservation, the Hoopa Square included about 89,000
acres oftrust land and billions ofboard feet oftimber. By operation of the Act, the Hoopa
Valley Tribe received slightly over 40 percent of the Settlement Fund, after having received a
previous 30 percentage from timber revenues before escrow. The Hoopa Valley Tribe also
became the exclusive beneficial or vested owner under federal law of these lands and
resources. At this same time, the Yurok Reservation included only about 3,500 acres of
unallotted trust land and no other-significant natural resources except rapidly-dwindling runs
of salmon that had been inadequate to support even a minimalsubsisthnce fishery for many
years. The Act vested the Yurok Tribe with exclusive beneficial ownership ofthese lands and
resources. The Yurok Reservation boundaries also included approximately 55,000 acres held
in private ownership by non-Indians.

In developing the HYSA, Congress did not attempt to quantify the relative value ofthe..
Hoopa Square and the Extension. Rather, Congress acted on the assumption that neither the
Yurok Tribe nor its members had a vested property might in the Reservation, and thus were not
entitled to just compensation for the extinguishment of their claims to share in the unallotted
lands and resources ofthe Square (the same would have been m.ie for the right ofthe Hoopa
Tribe and its members to share in the unallotted lands and resources ofwhat would become
the Yurok Reservation). However, the leglslativehistory suggests that Congress assumed that
the primary value ofthe Hoopa Square was in its trust land, water and timber resources, while
the primary value of the Yurok Reservation was in the right ofthe Tribe and its members to
access and exploit the Kiamnath Rivem~sanadromous fishery resources. Senate Report at 14.

This assumption turned out to be true for the Hoopa Valley Tribe but regrettably not
true for the Yurok Tribe. The Yurok Tribe’s fishery rarely produces sufficient income to
sustain the economy ofthe Tribe or the livelihoods of its members. The fishery is in decline
due to water diversions ofthe Kiamath Irrigation Project and other factors beyond the Tribe’s
control. The Tribe’s commercial fishery is modest by any measurement and produces only
periodic income in small amounts for the Tribe. In no year since the Act’s passage have tribal
eamin2s in the fishery exceeded the $1 million estimated by the Senate Committee on indian
Affairs at the time ofthe Act’s passage. Id. at 14-15. The principal contribution ofthe fishery
to the economy ofthe Tribe is as subsistence food for the daily diets oftribal members. A
comparison oftribal income for the period is striking. In the first ten years after the Act, the -

timber income for the Hoopa Valley Tribe has been approximately $80 million, while the
fisheries income for the Yurok Tribe has less than $1 million.
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The HYSA established procedures for the organization of the Yurok Tribe, for the
development of the Settlement Roll and for the distribution ofthe Settlement Fund. As part of
the Tribal organizational process, the I-WSA provided for the election of an “Interim Council”
having limited powers, including the adoption of a resolution,

(i) waiving any claim the Yurok Tribe may have against the United States
arising out of the provision ofthis subchapter[.]

(ii) affirming tribal consent to the contribution ofYurok Escrow monies to the
settlement fund, and for their use as payments to the Hoopa Tribe, and to
individual Hoopa members, as provided in this Act[.]

Among the specific benefits that the HYSA purportedly conferred upon the Yurok
Tribe were the transfer to the Yurok Tribe to be held in trust certain federal lands in the Six
Rivers National Forest within the boundaries of the old Kiamath Riv~rReservation and
connecting strip; addition oflands to the Yurok Reservation through consensual acquisitions,
the expenditure of not less than $5,000,000 for the purpose ofacquiring lands or interests in
lands for the Tribe, and apportionment to the Yurok Tribe ofthe remainder ofthe Settlement
fund after distribution to the Hoopa Valley Tribe and individuals on the Settlement Roll.
However, receipt of these benefits, as well as the organizational authorities under the Act,
were not to be effective “unless and until the Interim Council of the Yurok Tribe has adopted
a resolution waiving any claim such tribe may have against the United States arising out of the
provisions of [the Act].” 25 U.S.C. 1300i-1(cX4).

O~iNovember 24, 1993, the Yurok Tribe Interim Council adopted Resolution No.
93-61, which resolved as follows:

1. To the extent which the Hoopa-Yurok Settlement Act is not violative of the
tights of the Yurok Tribe or its members under the Constitution of the United
States, or has not effecting a taking without just compensation ofvested Tribal
or individual resources, or rights within, or appertaining to the Hoopa Valley
Reservation, the Yurok Tribe hereby waives any claim which said Tribe may
have against the United States arising out of the provisions of the Hoopa-Yurok
Settlement Act,

2. To the extent which the detennination ofthe Yurok Tribe’s share of the escrow
monies defined in the [HYSA] has not deprived the Tribe or its members of
rights secured under the Constitution of the United States, the Yurok [Tribe]
hereby affirms its consent to the contribution of Yurok Escrow monies to the
Settlement Fund, and for their use as payments to the Hoopa Tribe, and to
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individual Hoopa members, as provided in the Hoopa-Yurok Settlement Act

While the Department ofthe Interior initially deteimined that R~solution93-61 did not
meet the HYSA’s requirement that the Tribe adopt “a resolution waiving any claim” against
the U.S. under the HYSA, the Yurok Tribe has consistently maintained that its waiver was
sufficient to meet the HYSA requirements. Considering the Tribe’s waiver in light ofboth the
historical circumstances surrounding the passage of the HYSA and the clear purpose of the
HYSA to inter alia establish an adequate land base for the Yurok Tribe as well as top~~y
compensate it for the loss of its tights to the Square, the Department agrees with the Yurok
Tribe as a matter of equity that the language of the tribal resolution should not bar it from
receiving Settlement Fund money and an adequate land base under the HYSA. The
Department reaches this conclusion based, in part, on the strong legal arguments that exist to.
support this reading ofthe HYSA.

The HYSA can fairly be read to allow the Yurok Tribe to pur~uea constitutional
takings claim and to simultaneously obtain its benefits under the HYSA. Although the
HYSA’s requirement to waive “any claim” does appears broad, other sections of the Act do
indicate that Congress did not intend that the Yurok Tribe give up its constitutional right to
sue in order to obtain the benefits to which it is entitled. For example, section 1300i-ll ofthe.
HYSA, titled “Limitations of actions; waiver of claims,” specifically anticipates and
authorizes fi~i amendment takings litigation by the Tribe against the United States.
Subsection (a) provides that any claim cha11ei~gingthe HYSA “as having effected a taking
under the fifth amendment ofthe United States Constitution or as otherwise having provided
inadequate compensation shall be brou~’nt. . . in the United States Court of Claims.” 25
U.S.C. 0 13001-11(a). Subsection (b) also afflrrnatIvely acknowledges the Tribe’s right to file
a takin~claim under the HYSA and establishes a limitations period. 25 U.S.C. 0 1300i-
11(b).

In addition, interpreting the HYSA as forcing the Tribe to choose between either
accepting its benefits under the HYSA or protecting its constitutional rights by asserting a
takings claim would appear to fit~strateCongress’ intent of establishing an adequate land base
for the Yurok Tribe and distributing to the Yurok Tribe a portion of the Settlement Fund.
Such a nan-ow reading would necessitate the view that Congress intended to force such a
choice, even in light ofthe uncertainties of federal takings litigation and the fact that such a
scheme would conflict with fundamental principles of fairness. As the Yurok Tribe
reasonably maintains, it would be an entirely unfair result if, in addition to divesting the Tribe
of its long-standing and legitimate interest in the Square, the HYSA also serves to deny the
Tribe its portion of the Settlement Fund and the much-needed land within the Extension
simply because the Tribe challenged the underlying constitutionality ofthe HYSA.
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Consistent with this reasoning, the basic legal principle that United States laws must
be constitutional and are subject to judicial review for constitutional defects is relevant
Congress shouldnot be imputed with the intent of circumventing the Constitution by forcing
parties directly affected by a law to waive their constitutional rights in exchange for obtaining
specific federal benefits. This position is supported by the judicial doctrine of
unconstitutional conditions, under which the United States may not condition receipt of a
government benefit upon the waiver of constittthonally-protected rights, thereby indirectly
accomplishing a restriction on constitutional rights. Consistent with these principles, it can
fairly be reasoned that Con2ress, though it demanded a broad waiver under the HYSA,
stopped short ofrequiring the Tribe to forsake its fundamental right to judicial review ofthe
underlying constitutional takings question. The establishment of a statute of limitations for
takings claims is evidence of Congress’ intent in this regard.

Further, the view that Congress did not intend to present the Yurok Tribe with the
unfair choice between receiving the benefits of the HYSA and challenging the Act’s
underlying constitutionality is also supported by Congress’ finding contemporaneous with the
passage ofthe HYSA that the Act does not effectuate a taking. S. Rep. supr~,at 30. Given
this finding, Congress’ allocation ofpart ofthe Settlement Fund to the Yurok Tribe could not
have been intended as compensation for a taking, but instead as funding to facilitate Yurok
self-government and to partially off-set the Tribe’s lost interest in the Square. Id. at 22.

Finally in applying the HYSA, the Department has allowed the Yurok Tribe to receive the
benefits of the Act and to simultaneously challenge the constitutionality of the Act even
thou~hthe Yurok Tribe filed a takings claim in 1992. The United States continues to treat the
Yurok Tribe in all procedural and substantive respects as a federally-recognized Indian tribe
precisely because Congress reconfirmed the federal recognition of the Yurok Tribe and the
Tribe’s Reservation through enactment of the HYSA. The Secretary’s recognition of the
Yurok Tribe’s Constitution and election results, as well as its treatment of the Yurok Tribe as
a federally-recognized tribe for all purposes, is evidence that the Yurok Tribe’s 1993 waiver
was at least partially effective.

Because the Yurok Tribe did pass a timely waiver resolution in 1993 .and given the
existence of credible legal arguments that the Yurok Tribe’s waiver was su~cientunder the
HYSA, the Department recommends that the language in the Tribe’s waiver resolution not
serve as a basis to deny the Yurok Tr

I .itigati~n

The first suit challenging the legality ofthe Hoopa-Yurok Settlement Act was filed by
a group of Yurok individuals led by Lillian Shermoen. The suit was filed in federal disttict
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court in San Francisco, California on August 28, 1990. Shermc~env Tliiitecl StRtec, No. 90-
CV-2460 (N.D. CaL). The suit sought to invalidate the Act on constitutional grounds,
alleging that the Act deprived Yurok people of settled and.vested rights in land and resources
as adjudged by the courts in Short and Th~zz. The principal theories of the suit were
unconstitutional taking of land contrary to the Fi~ Amendment, and unconstitutional
imposition ofconditions on the enjoyment ofstatutory benefits in that the Act sought to force
the Yurok Tribe to waive its claims ~ainst the United States in order to obtain the
organizational benefits of the Act, to access its share of the Settlement Fund and to obtain
other benefits ofthe Act The district court did not address the merits of these claims because
the suit was dismissed on the procedural point that the Hoopa Valley Tribe could not be
forced to join the lawsuit as a defendant against its will, and the Tribe refused to consent to
have these issues litigated. The Plaintiffs efforts to amend the complaint to assert claims
against Hoopa tribal officers wefe rejected by the~courton the ground that the suit in legal
effect was a~inctthe Hoopa Valley Tribe itself~which enjoyed immunity from unconisented
suit The Court of Appeals affirmed this ruling, Sh~rmo~nv 1 Inited Statec~982 F.2d 1312
(9th Cir. 1992), and the plaintiffs declined to seek review in the Supreme Court..

Following Shermnen, tribes and individuals aggrieved by the Act sought relief in the
form of monetaiy compensation in the federalclaims courL The first claim was filed by the
Karuk Tribe in 1990, followed by a similar claim in 1991 by a group-of-Yurok plaintiffs-led
by Carol Ammon.. The Yurok Tribe filed a takings claim under the Fifth Amendment in
1992. These cases were consolidated for decision by the Court ofFederal Claims.

The Yurok complaint asserted a single cause of action alleging that the Yurok Tribe
had a compensable interest in the joint Hoopa Valley Reservation, and that the Act took that
interest without due process andjust compensation as required by the Fifth Amendment to the
Constitution. Alternatively, the complaint alleged that the Yurok Tribe had compensable
rights based on its 125 years of continuous occupation and use of the joint reservation.
Although the complaint soughtno relief against the Hoopa Valley Tribe, the Tribe voluntarily
intervened in. order to protect a perceived threat to the benefits it received under the Act A
successful suit under the Fifth Amendment takings theory advanced by the Yurok Tribe
would not have affected the interests ofthe Hoopa Valley Tribe, inasmuch as the only relief
would have been monetary compensation from the United States to the Yurok Tribe for the
loss of its rights in the joint reservation.

Judge Margolis ruled that none of the plaintiff tribes or groups had an interest in the
joint reservation that was “compensable” under the Constitution. As a result, the court held
that the Hoopa-Yurok Settlement Act did not take any property interest of the plaintif~that
was protected by the Constitution. K~nikTribe of CR1iforni~v Tlniteii St~t~c,41 Fed.Cl. 468
(Fed.C1. 1998).
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On April 18, 2000, a sharply divided Federal Circuit Court of Appeals affirmed by a
2-1 vote the decision of the U.S. Court ofFederal Claims dismissing the Yurok Tribe’s claim..
Kanik Trihe of C~1ifnrni~v Ammcin, 209 F.3d 1366 (Fed.Cir. 2000). The majority ruled -

that the 1864 Act of Congress that created the Reservation did not give any Indians
constitutionally compensable rights in the Hoopa Square. They held that the Square could be
terminated or abolished without compensation to the Indian tribes that resided there. Relying
on a case from the Termination era of federal Indian law and policy, the court ruled that
Indian occupancy may be extinguished by the government “without compensation, unless an
Act ofCongress has specifically recognized the Indians’ ownership tights.” Id. at 1380.

The majority accepted the Yurok Tribe’s argument that the 1864 Act was designed to
secure a permanent peace, but concluded that this was to be accomplished by the President’s
total discretion to change and abolish the reservations. The court .concluded: “Because
plainti~have not shown possession of compensable property rights, this court need not
examine whether the 1988 Settlement Act took or extinguished any tights.” Id..

Judge Newman dissented from the decision and wrote an opinion characterizing the
majority’s reasoning as “incorrect as well as unjust” She particularly faulted the majority for
its disregard of the fact that the Yurok Tribe has been in “unchallenged possession” of the

• Joint Reservation for “over a century.” Id. at 1381. She also disagreed with the rnajorit~s
definition of compensable property rights, finding that “[o)n any definition of the property
rights and interests cognizable under the Fifth Amendment, those of the Indian plainti~
constitute an interest subject to just compensation.” Id. at 1382-83.

On March 26, 2001, the U.S. Supreme Court declined to review the decision, and the

judgment dismissing the case became final. 121 S.Ct. 1402 (2001).

Seffi ernerit Negotiations

In 1996, the Yurok tribe and the Department of the Interior engaged in. settlement
negotiations. These negotiations were at the behest of the Yurok Tribe and were based on
Assistant Secretary DeerOs determination that although the Yurok TribeOs conditional waiver,
was not yet effective in her view, it was flied in. a timely basis and could be amended if
negotiations were successful and Y~mkTribe v I Inited Ststec was then dismissed. Secretary
Babbitt appointed a special negotiator and extensive settlement discussions were held that
focused on the demonstrated inequity caused by the HYSA in the relative, land, resource, and
income base ofthe two separated and newly created Reservations. The Yurok Tribe was able
to demonstrate that the annually the timber resource was economically at least 80 times more
lucrative than commercial fishery resource. As noted the Yurok land base was a mere 3500
acres compared to the 89,000 acres ofthe Hoopa Valley Reservation. The Yurok Tribe asked
for a coherent land base, including reacquiring all or most of the lands within the current
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Reservation boundaries, a sufficient fores~ylandbase within the Reservation and from nearby
lands (however, not from the Hoopa Valley Reservation), significant money damages, the
establishment of a cultural district (pristine wilderness) in an area adjacent to the Reservation
necessary to protect the religious and cultural identity ofthe Yurok people, and a commitment
of designated federal program dollars to provide for the necessary infra-structijre for the
Reservation (roads, bridges, telephone service, electrification), and restoration and
enhancement of the Kiamath River and its tributaries. Although progress was made in these
negotiations, the Department, in concert with the Department of Justice decided to suspend
settlement negotiations until the legal issues could be fully litigated.

Rnmmenclation~for I ~ic1ation

The Department’s recommendatiotis for legislation are based on premise that Congress’
assumption about fairness of the Act and the relative value ofbenefits provided to the Hoopa
Valley Tribe and the Yurok Tribe have turned out to be erroneous. In. fact, Congress provided
for this eventuality in section 1300i-11(c), which directs the Department to submit a report to
Congress with recommendations for supplemental funding and any “modifications” to the Act
required to correct inequities that have arisen. The value of Yurok land received under the
Act and the value ofthe land and resources -received by the Hoopa Valley Tribe were grossly
disproportionate in. favor ofthe Hoopa Tribe. Congress’ apparentreliance onlhevalueofthe.
Yurok fishery was based on the mistaken assumption of its value. The fishery is in steep
decline and rarely provides any income to the Tribe. Coho salmon were recently listed as
endangered by the National Marine Fisheries Service under the Endangered Species Act,
which prohibits the Tribe from harvesting these fish. The listing indicates that other salmon
species are in. trouble as well.

Under these circumstances, the Department recommends that as a matter of history,
fairness and equity, the Yurok Tribe is entitled an enhanced asset base.

a.. The Settlement Fund. As noted, the Settlement Fund was made up of escrowed
timber revenues from the joint assets ofthe Reservation, after the decisions in the
Short c~ces,but before the Reservation was divided pursuant to HYSA. These
escrow accounts were set up after providing the Hoopa Valley Tribe with 30% of
the timber proceeds. At the time ofthe development ofthe escrow accounts, it was
contemplated that the remaining 70% would go the remaining 70% of the
population of the joint Reservation. Instead HYSA transformed these escrowed
funds into the Settlement Account. The Hoopa Valley Tribe received 30% off the
top from the timber revenues and then under the HYSA another 40% of the
balance ofthe revenues at the time on the distribution to it based cn its waiver and
relative population. This means that ofthe 100% ofthe timber revenues post Short
but before the HYSA,, the Hoopa Valley Tribe received approximately 60% of
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the funds. While the balance ofthe Fund, intended for the Yurok Tribe has gro~i
to $70 million through accumulated interest/investment, no newpost HYSA timber
revenues or federal appropriations have been added to the Account Since the
HYSA, the more than $80 million in timber revenues from the Square h~s
belonged to the Hoopa Valley Tribe. The Department believes there is no further
legal or equitable basis for allocating these funds between the two Tribes and that
the balance of the fund should be transferred to the Yurok Tribe. The waiver
executed by the Hoopa Valley Tribe in 1988, should preclude any claims it may
assert on the balance ofthe funds

b. Clarii5’ that the other benefits provided for in section 2 (c) of the HYSA be
transferred to the Yurok Tribe.

c. Congress, should, in cooperation with the Administration and the Yurok Tribe,
develop legislation authori.~ng equitable relief for the Yurok Tribe. Such
legislation should be modeled upon the Settlement Negotiations efforts made in
1996 and should include: a land acquisition fund and authori to reacquire the
lands j~a.e Reservation boundary acquisition oL lacent federal lands (not
Hoopa lands) to provide ar~adequate timber resource; the establishment ofcultural
district adjacent to the Reservation to preserve in a pristine manner the- high
country used for religious observances; dedicated federal programs to address
in~..frur~ed~fe.g.,roads, electrification, telephone service, bridges, etc.); a
financial settlement, and enhancement ofthe Kiamath River system (restoration of
the vitality~h~h~ry):
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July 27, 2001

Gale Norton, Secretary
Department ofInterior
1849 C Street NW
Washington, D.C. 20240

Re: Secretarial Report to Congress Required by Hoopa-Yurok Settlement Act § 14(c)

Dear Secretary Norton:

Litigation anticipated by the Hoopa-Yurok Settlement Act has been completed. Although
the United States and the Hoopa Valley Tribe prevailed in that litigation, and the Hoopa-Yurok
Settlement Act was upheld in every respect, the Act requires the Secretary to prepare and submit
to Congress a report by September 24, 2001 (180 days after denial of certiorari in Karuk Tribe of
California v. Ammon, 121 5. Ct. 1402 (2001)).

Section 14(c) ofthe Act requires:

The Secretary shall prepare and submit to the Congress a report describing the
final decision in any claim brought pursuant to subsection (b) of this section
against the United States or its officers, agencies, or instrumentalities. . .. no
later than 180 days after the entry of final judgment in such litigation. The report
shall include any recommendations of the Secretary for action by Congress,
including, but not limited to, any supplemental funding proposals necessary to
implement the terms of this subchapter and any modifications to the resource and
management authorities established by this subchapter.

25 U.S.C. § 1300i-11(c).

Attached is our recommendation for that report. Please contact me or our tribal attorney,
Tom Schiosser ((206) 386-5200), as issues arise in the preparation of that report.

Sincerely yours,

HOOPA VALLEY TRIBAL COUNCIL

C. Lyle Marshall, Chairman
Enclosure
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DRAFT

REPORT OF THE SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR PURSUANT TO
SECTION 14(c) OF PUB. L. 100-580

1. Introduction.

The landmark Hoopa-Yurok Settlement Act adopted by the 100th Congress was intended

to partition certain reservation lands between two tribes in Northern California, the Hoopa Valley

Indian Tribe and the Yurok Tribe, to resolve lengthy litigation between the United States, the

Hoopa Valley Tribe, and a large number of individual claimants, and to remove the legal

impediments to Hoopa Valley Tribe and Yurok Tribe self-governance. Congress accurately

foresaw that the Settlement Act would be tested in court. Now that such litigation is completed,

this is the report required by § 14(c) of the Act, codified at 25 U.S.C. § 1300i-11(c).’

1 Section 14(c) provides:

(1) The Secretary shall prepare and submit to the Congress a report
describing the final decision in any claim brought pursuant to subsection (b) of
this section against the United States or its officers, agencies, or instrumentalities.

(2) Such report shall be submitted no later than 180 days after the entry of
final judgment in such litigation. The report shall include any recommendations
of the Secretary for action by Congress, including, but not limited to, any
supplemental funding proposals necessary to implement the terms of this
subchapter and any modifications to the resource and management authorities
established by this subchapter. Notwithstanding the provisions of section 2517 of
Title 28, any judgment entered against the United States shall not be paid for
180 days after the entry ofjudgment; and, if the Secretary of the Interior submits a
report to Congress pursuant to this section, then payment shall be made no earlier
than 120 days after submission of the report.

25 U.S.C. § 1300i-11(c).
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This report will summarize the Settlement Act, the litigation concerning it, the final

decision and claims regarding it, and the recommendations of the Secretary for action by Congress.

As set forth below, the Secretary recommends that funding be provided for preparation of the plan

for economic self-sufficiency of the Yurok Indian Tribe; that Bureau of Land Management parcels

adjacent to the reservations be conveyed to the tribes; and that consideration be given to legislation

to address the consequences of the Yurok Tribe’s refusal to enact the claim waiver required by § 2

of the Settlement Act to obtain certain benefits and to clarify the resource and management

authorities approved through ratification of the Hoopa Valley Tribe’s Constitution in § 8 of the

Act.

2. Reasons for the Hoopa-Yurok Settlement Act.

The lengthy and complex crisis that led to the Hoopa-Yurok Settlement Act grew from a

single source: federal actions construed in the Short case. The Hoopa Valley Reservation, as it

existed from 1891~1988,2consisted of three parcels, of which the “Square” was the largest. The

first parcel, the Kiamath River Reservation was reserved by Executive Order in 1855. In 1864

Congress passed a statute authorizingonly fourreservations for the Indians in California and later

that year the Square was identified as one of them. An Executive Order in 1876 formally defined

the boundaries of the Square. The third parcel, a thirty-five mile strip along the Kiamath River

between the two reservations, gained reservation status in 1891 by an Executive Order that joined

2 The reservation consisting of the Square, the former Kiamath River Reservation, and the

Connecting Strip has been referred to variously as the “Hoopa Valley Reservation,” “former
Reservation” and “Joint Reservation.” For clarity, this Report uses the term “1891 Reservation”
to refer to the three-parcel reservation as it existed between 1891 and 1988.
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the Kiamath River and Hoopa parcels. Thus after 1891, the three parcels were enclosed within

continuous boundaries.

As connected by the Executive Orders, the 1891 Reservation spanned traditional tribal

areas of two tribes, the Hoopas and the Yuroks. Although their traditional areas were connected

by Executive Orders, the social structure and political organization of the groups remained

separate. The Hoopas on the Square and the Yuroks on the “Extension” (the Klamath River

Reservation plus the “Connecting Strip”) both rejected the 1934 Indian Reorganization Act.

Strong tribal government developed and flourished on the Square, startingjust after the turn of the

century. Yurok organization splintered, and in the 1950s the Bureau of Indian Affairs declined to

approve Yurok constitutions.

The Yurok parcels were largely allotted in the 1890s, including valuable timber land, but

most of the timbered areas of the Hoopa Square were reserved from allotment. By 1955 little

unallotted land and timber remained on the Extension. In 1955, at the request of the Hoopa Valley

Tribe, the Bureau ofIndian Affairs began to sell timber from the unallotted lands of the Square.

The Bureau distributed the proceeds as directed by the constitutionally-established Hoopa Valley

Business Council, primarily in per capita payments to Hoopa tribal members. The Interior

Department Solicitor approved this. 65 I.D. 59, 2 Op. So!. Int. 1814 (1958). Nonmembers of the

Hoopa Valley Tribe sued the United States in 1963, claiming that, although they were not enrolled

in any tribe, they too should receive per capita payments. Jessie Short, et al. v. United States,

No. 102-63 (Ct. Cl.).3

~Short v. United States includes seven reported opinions, 202 Ct. Cl. 870 (1973);
661 F.2d 150 (Ct. Cl. 1981); 719 F.2d 1133 (Fed. Cir. 1983); 12 Cl. Ct. 36 (1987); 25 Cl. Ct. 722
(1992); 28 Fed. Cl. 590 (1993); and 50 F.3d 994 (Fed. Cir. 1995), and hundreds of unreported
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In 1973 the Short court ruled that from 1891 onward the three reservation parcels were a

single unified reservation and that the Bureau had violated statutory trust duties to non-Hoopa

“Indians ofthe Reservation” when it excluded them from tribal per capita payments.

202 Ct. Cl. 870 (1973) (per curiam), cert. denied, 416 U.S. 961 (1974). In 1981 the Court of

Claims rejected arguments that it was improperly determining tribal membership for the plaintiffs,

but it nevertheless directed the trial judge to fashion standards for determining which of the

3,851 plaintiffs were “Indians of the Reservation.” The standards were created by adapting five

separate membership standards used by the Hoopa Valley Tribe in preparing its roll in 1949-72.

661 F.2d 150 (Ct. Cl. 1981) (en banc), cert. denied, 455 U.S. 1034 (1982).

On remand in 1982, the Short trial judge defined Standards A, B, C, D and E based on the

Hoopa standards and suggested that other plaintiffs could qualify as needed to avoid a “manifest

injustice.” On appeal, the new court ofappeals upheld those standards. It also ruled that

25 U.S.C. § 407, the general tribal timber statute applicable to all reservations (which requires that

timber proceeds should be used for the benefit ofIndians who are “members ofthe tribe or tribes

concerned”), does not restrict proceeds to federally-recognized tribes, or organized tribes, but

instead includes all the individual Indians who were “communally concerned with the proceeds.”

719 F.2d 1133, 1136 (Fed. Cir. 1983), cert. denied, 467 U.S. 1256 (1984).

While the Short judge worked on the entitlement claims of thousands of individual

plaintiffs, six of the Short claimants filed a new suit in the federal district court for the Northern

District of California. Puzz v. Department ofthe Interior and the Hoopa Valley Business Council,

orders. Short, still pending after 38 years, also spawned many related lawsuits. Short is a
“breach of trust” case against the United States, filed in the Court of Claims in 1963 because of
Bureau of Indian Affairs’ handling of timber monies generated from the “Hoopa Square.”
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No. C 80 2908 TEH (N.D. Cal.). The Puzz group sought an order withdrawing federal recognition

from the Hoopa Valley Tribe as the governing body of the Square and compelling creation of a

tribal government for the entire 1891 Reservation, which would govern both Hoopas and

plaintiffs.

In an unreported order dated April 8, 1988, Judge Henderson refused the relief the Puzz

plaintiffs had requested, but he ruled that the Bureau had a trust obligation to administer the 1891

Reservation for the benefit of all persons who trace their ancestry to Indians connected with any of

the three parcels comprising the 1891 Reservation, either now or any time in the past. Judge

Henderson prohibited the Bureau from permitting use of tribal timber funds for any purpose that

did not equally benefit all “Indians ofthe Reservation” (a term that he did not define), and he ruled

that the Bureau must run the 1891 Reservation for the benefit ofthe “Indians ofthe Reservation”

and could not permit the Hoopa Valley Business Council to exercise sovereignty over the Hoopa

Square as provided in the Hoopa Valley Tribe’s constitution.

Settlement efforts in Short in the 1970s and 1980s were frustrated by the thousands of

individuals involved. No agreement could be reached that suited every claimant. Finally, Judge

Henderson’s April 8, 1988, order created such a morass that the California congressional

delegation acted. On April 24, 1988, the Hoopa-Yurok Settlement Act was introduced by

Congressman Bosco as H.R. 4469. Two House and two Senate hearings were held in June and

September 1988. The Senate version ofthe bill, S. 2723, was signed into law on October 31,

1988, as Public Law 100-580, 102 Stat. 2924.~

~The Settlement Act mooted the April 8 Puzz order, and Judge Henderson vacated it on
December 17, 1988.
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3. Provisions of the Hoopa-Yurok Settlement Act.

The Settlement Act was tailored to the unique legal situation and problems created by

Short, Fuzz, and the related cases. The cases frustrated territorial management by the Hoopa

Valley Tribe, made it impossible for the Yurok Tribe to organize, and for either Tribe to

effectively define its members. Those cases also held that neither Indian tribes nor individual

Indians held vested (Fifth Amendment-protected) rights in the lands of the 1891 Reservation.

Instead, 1891 Reservation rights remained subject to alteration and divestment, as did such rights

in Hopi and Navajo lands for some time. Basically, therefore, the Settlement Act established a

method to divide the 1891 Reservation lands into two reservations, to expedite the completion of

the litigation, and to enable the Yurok Tribe to organize a tribal government so that each tribe

could exercise sovereignty over its reservation.5

Section 2 of the Settlement Act authorized splitting the 1891 Reservation into the new

Hoopa Valley Reservation and the Yurok Reservation, conditioned upon the Hoopa Valley Tribe

enacting a resolution waiving certain claims. Yurok reservation land benefits were similarly

conditioned upon a claims waiver. Section 2 provided the permanent vested legal rights in the

new reservations that the Short case found lacking.6

The Hoopa Valley Business Council adopted the required resolution waiving certain

claims. As a result, the 1891 Reservation was partitioned into the Hoopa Valley Reservation and

~The report ofthe Select Committee on Indian Affairs, Partitioning Certain Reservation
Lands Between the Hoopa Valley Tribe and the YurokIndians, to Clarify the Use ofTribal
Timber Proceeds, andfor OtherPurposes, S. Rep. 564, 100th Cong., 2nd Sess. (1988), contains
the most authoritative legislative history on the Act.

6 5. Rep. at 2.
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the Yurok Reservation on December 7, 1988. 53 Fed. Reg. 49,361. The Hoopa Valley Reservation

comprised approximately 89,000 acres (mostly in trust status) and the Yurok Reservation,

approximately 58,000 acres (mostly in nontrust status). S. Rep. at 6. As required by § 2(d)(2) of

the Act, a description ofthe boundaries of the two new reservations appeared in the Federal

Register. 54 Fed. Reg. 19,465 (May 5, 1989). Later in the year the Assistant Secretary-Indian

Affairs withdrew all pre-Settlement Act policy statements on management of resources of the 1891

Reservation or the Hoopa Valley Tribe. This withdrawal mooted old controversies about the

Gerard Plan, the Issue-by-Issue Process, and other Short-based restrictions on tribal sovereignty.

Section 4 of the Settlement Act established a Hoopa-Yurok Settlement Fund comprising all

Hoopa or Yurok trust funds in existence on the date of the Act (about $65 million). Until the fund

was divided in 1991, both the Hoopa Valley Tribe and the Yurok Transition Team took advances

from it; the Hoopa budget advances were later deducted from the Tribe’s shares. Under § 2(c), the

Tribes’ portions ofthe Settlement Fund were to be the percentage ofthe fund determined by

dividing the number ofenrolled members by the sum ofthose enrolled tribal members and the

persons on the Hoopa-Yurok Settlement Roll, established pursuant to § 5.

Section 5 directed the Bureau to establish the Hoopa-Yurok Settlement Roll in a manner

that closely followed eligibility criteria established for Indians of the Reservation in the Short case.

With respect to Short plaintiffs, the Bureau was directed to follow the court’s decisions on

eligibility. Non-Short plaintiffs qualified, if at all, by meeting the court’s Standards A, B, C, D, E,

or MI (manifest injustice). In Pub. L. 101-301, 104 Stat. 210 (May 24, 1990), the Act was

amended to make the criteria for the Settlement Roll more closely conform to rulings in Short. See

MakingMiscellaneous Amendments to Indian Laws, andfor Other Purposes, S. Rep. 226,
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101st Cong., 1st Sess. (1989). The Settlement Roll was completed and published on March 21,

1991. 56 Fed. Reg. 12062.

Section 6 established three choices that were available to persons on the Hoopa-Yurok

Settlement Roll: Hoopa tribal membership, Yurok tribal membership, or receipt of a lump sum

payment. No person chose Hoopa tribal membership. Approximately 2,955 persons selected the

Yurok tribal membership option, together with a $5,000 payment ($7,500 for persons over age 50).

The lump sum payment option, selected by approximately 708 persons, provided $15,000 in lieu

of membership in the Hoopa Valley or Yurok Tribes and rights in those tribes’ reservations.

Opting for the lump sum payment had no effect on membership in other tribes, however. Most of

the persons selecting Yurok tribal membership (about 1,800) were plaintiffs held qualified in the

Short case. In addition to the Settlement Act payments made to those members, qualified Short

plaintiffs ultimately received damage awards of approximately $25,000, depending upon the

plaintiff’s age. The Short damages award included principal, interest, cost reimbursement, and

attorney fees under the Equal Access to Justice Act.

Sections 8 and 9 addressed tribal governance problems. Section 8 ratified and confirmed

the 1972 Constitution ofthe Hoopa Valley Tribe. Section 9 established a Yurok Transition Team,

appointed by the Secretary. After option selections were made by persons on the Settlement Roll,

an Interim Council of the Yurok Tribe was elected in November 1991 to adopt a constitution and

perform certain other functions, including consideration of a resolution waiving claims in order to

obtain certain benefits offered in the Settlement Act.
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By memorandum to the Area Director, Sacramento Area Office, the Assistant Solicitor,

Branch of General Indian Legal Activities, decided certain issues raised by the Yurok Interim

Council (Feb. 3, 1992):

1. The Interim Council of the Yurok Tribe automatically dissolved two
years after November 25, 1991;

2. The Settlement Act permits three separate Yurok Interim Council
resolutions, if necessary, to address claim waiver, contribution of escrow monies,
and receipt of grants and contracts;

3. Refusal to pass a resolution waiving claims against the United States
and/or filing a claim would prevent the Yurok Tribe from receiving the
apportionment of funds, the land transfers, and the land acquisition authorities
provided by various sections of the Settlement Act, but would not completely
preclude the Yurok Tribe from organizing a tribal government;

4. A tribal resolution waiving claims as required by the Settlement Act
is necessary to receipt of specified benefits regardless of the statute of limitations
provisions of the Act; and

5. Those individuals electing the Yurok tribal membership option
waive certain claims against the United States, but persons who did not choose an
option within the authorized time limit and who refused to cash the check issued to
them would be free to pursue litigation.

The Yurok Tribe completed a constitution on October 22, 1993, which was adopted by vote of the

membership later that year. As a result, a Yurok Tribal Council was elected to govern the Tribe by

the time the Interim Council of the Yurok Tribe was dissolved.

Under § 10, the Bureau, the Yurok Transition Team, and the Interim Council of the Yurok

Tribe were to prepare a plan for economic self-sufficiency for presentation to Congress. However,

as noted below, the plan was not actually prepared.
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The Secretary was required by § 11(b) to conduct secretarial elections on three Yurok

rancherias within 90 days after enactment to determine whether those tribes and rancherias would

merge with the Yurok Tribe. All three rancherias rejected merger.

Sections 12-14 addressed Indian participation in the Klamath River Basin Fisheries Task

Force, amendment of the general timber statute, 25 U.S.C. § 407, and a series of statutes of

limitations, which set deadlines for individuals or entities wishing to challenge the legislation

dividing the 1891 Reservation. All the statutes of limitation have now expired.

4. Litigation Challenging the Hoopa-Yurok Settlement Act.

On August 28, 1990, 70 individual Indians and the Coast Indian Community of the

Resighini Rancheria challenged the constitutionality of the Settlement Act on a variety ofgrounds.

Shermoen v. United States, No. 90-CV-2460 (N.D. Cal.). Plaintiffs asserted that, by extinguishing

their interest in the Square and conferring vested rights to the Square on the Hoopa Valley Tribe,

the Act effected a taking of property for a nonpublic purpose. They also alleged a violation of

their First Amendment right of freedom of association in that Indians of diverse tribal affiliations

could elect membership in the tribes. Plaintiffs also contended that Congress exceeded its

authority over tribes and denied them equal protect of the law.

On May 23, 1991, District Judge Orrick dismissed the action with prejudice pursuant to

Fed. R. Civ. P. 19(b), ruling that the absent Hoopa Valley and Yurok Tribes were indispensable

parties and immune from suit. Plaintiffs’ proposed amended complaint was also rejected. The

court of appeals affirmed, noting that plaintiffs’ remedy, if any, “must be sought in the forum

envisioned by Congress—namely the Court of Claims. See 25 U.S.C. § 1300i-11.” Shermoen v.
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United States, 982 F.2d 1312, 1321 (9th Cir. 1992), cert. denied, 509 U.S. 903 (1993). The

Shermoen plaintiffs and others had already initiated precisely such a suit.

On December 7, 1990, the Karuk Tribe of California filed the first taking claim in the

United States Claims Court. Karuk Tribe of California v. United States, No. 90-3993L (Fed. Cl.).

The Karuk Tribe alleged that the Act’s partition of the 1891 Reservation extinguished Karuk rights

in the 1891 Reservation and effected a taking of Karuk property without just compensation. The

Karuk Tribe alleged that Karuk possessed real property rights in the 1891 Reservation, in addition

to hunting, gathering, fishing, timber, water, mineral, and other unenumerated rights.

The second taking claim was filed on September 16, 1991, by 13 individual plaintiffs and

an “identifiable Indian group,” defined much as was the plaintiff group in Short v. United States.

Ammon v. United States, No. 91-1432L (Fed. Cl.). Ammon plaintiffs also claimed that the land

partition authorized in the Settlement Act extinguished or diminished their rights in the 1891

Reservation and effected a taking of their property without just compensation.

The Yurok Tribe filed the third and last taking claim on March 11, 1992. Yurok Indian

Tribe v. United States, No. 92-CV-173 (Fed. Cl.). The Yurok Tribe, all of whose members were

encompassed in the identifiable Indian group ofplaintiffs in Ammon v. United States, made claims

for a compensable taking similar to the claims made in Karuk and Ammon.

On the United States’ motion, the Court of Federal Claims consolidated the three lawsuits.

In 1993, the Hoopa Valley Tribe moved to intervene in the consolidated case as a defendant, and

Judge Lawrence Margolis (who has retained jurisdiction ofthe Short case since 1983) granted the

Tribe’s request. Karuk Tribe ofCalifornia v. United States, 28 Fed. Cl. 694 (1993). Judge

Margolis noted that, unlike the Shermoen litigation, the takings cases did not challenge the
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constitutionality ofthe Settlement Act. However, the Court concluded that in rendering a

judgment it would necessarily resolve (1) whether the plaintiffs had property rights in the 1891

Reservation; (2) if so, whether the Settlement Act took those rights away from the plaintiffs; and

(3) if it did, whether the taking was compensable. The Court concluded that the Hoopa Valley

Tribe had a legally protectable property interest in its exclusive rights in the Hoopa Square and that

the United States could not adequately represent the interests involved, particularly in light of the

issues that would arise at stages (2) and (3) of the case.

On cross-motions for summary judgment, Judge Margolis determined that the plaintiff

groups did not possess a vested, compensable property interest in the 1891 Reservation. As a

result, the Court held that plaintiffs never had a compensable property interest prior to 1988, and

the Settlement Act did not take away any private property owned by plaintiffs. See Karuk Tribe of

California v. United States, 41 Fed. Cl. 468 (Aug. 6, 1998).

On April 18, 2000, the United States Court ofAppeals for the Federal Circuit affirmed

Judge Margolis, by a two-to-one vote. Karuk Tribe ofCalifornia v. Ammon, 209 F.3d 1366

(Fed. Cir. 2000). Like Judge Margolis, the appeals court concluded that the 1864 Act which

authorized establishment of the 1891 Reservation did not give California Indians vested property

rights in the land set aside. However, pursuant to the Settlement Act, the Hoopa Valley Tribe and

the Yurok Tribe did obtain permanent property rights to their reservations in 1988.

After the appeals court panel issued its opinion, plaintiffs asked the full Court to reconsider

the issue and revise the panel’s conclusions, but the Court refused. Plaintiffs petitioned for U.S.

Supreme Court review, but on March 26, 2001, the United States Supreme Court decided not to

review the case. 121 5. Ct. 1402 (2001). The denial of certiorari marks the final decision in the
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claims brought pursuant to 25 U.S.C. § 1300i-11(b) and thus activates the requirement that the

Secretary prepare and submit to Congress a report describing the decision and her

recommendations.

5. Recommendations and Observations of the Secretary.

a. The Withheld Benefits of the Settlement Act Should Be Distributed
Fairly Between the Hoopa Valley and Yurok Tribes.

Section 2 of the Settlement Act, 25 U.S.C. § 1300i-1, withheld the benefits of the

settlement from both the Hoopa Valley and Yurok Tribes unless and until those tribes enacted a

waiver of claims in favor of the United States and affirmed tribal consent to contribution of

monies to the Settlement Fund. See 25 U.S.C. § 1300i-1(a)(2) and (c)(4). The claim waiver did

not affect plaintiffs’ entitlement and judgment in the Short case. As noted above, the Hoopa

Valley Tribe enacted the requisite resolution in 1988. The Yurok Tribe, however, was unable to

act upon the resolution until the Yurok Interim Council was elected pursuant to § 9 of the Act.

The Settlement Act contemplated prompt action by the Hoopa Valley and Yurok Tribes to

enact the waivers and obtain the benefits of the Act. See HYSA § 2(c)(4)(D), § 9(d)(5). Although

elected in 1991, the Yurok Interim Council did not act to make a waiver until November 24, 1993,

when it adopted Resolution No. 93-61.

The Department held that Resolution No. 93-61 “is not a resolution ‘waiving any claim the

Yurok Tribe may have against the United States arising out ofthe provisions of the Hoopa-Yurok

Settlement Act,’ within the meaning of 25 U.S.C. § 1300i-1(c)(4) or 25 U.S.C. § 1300i-8(d)(2).”

Letter of Ada E. Deer, Assistant Secretary—Indian Affairs, to Susie L. Long, Chair, Interim Tribal
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Council, Yurok Tribe (April 4, 1994). What follows is an extensive quotation from Assistant

Secretary Deer’s letter:

It is clear to us that the waiver referred to in the above-referenced provisions of the
Hoopa-Yurok Settlement Act is a waiver of claims that would challenge the
partition of the Joint Reservation or other provision ofthe Settlement Act as having
effected a taking or as otherwise having provided inadequate compensation.

Among other things, Resolution No. 93-61 recites that:

[T]he Interim Council believes that the Act’s purported partition of
the tribal, communal or unalloted land, property, resources, or rights
within, or appertaining to the Hoopa Valley Reservation as between
the Hoopa and Yurok Tribes was effected without any good-faith
attempt to define, quantify or value the respective rights therein of
the Indians of the Reservation or the Hoopa and Yurok Tribes, and
so grossly and disproportionately favored the interest ofthe Hoopa
Tribe over those of the Yurok Tribe as to constitute an act of
confiscation rather than guardianship; and

[T}he Interim Council does not believe that the Constitution of the
United States would allow the federal government simply to
confiscate vested Tribal or individual property rights in Reservation
lands, resources or other assets without just compensation, or to
condition participation in or receipt of federal benefits or programs
and enjoyment of tribal property, assets and resources upon
acquiescence in an unconstitutional statute.

Following the recitals, the Yurok Interim Council resolved as follows:

1. To the extent [tol which the Hoopa-Yurok Settlement Act is
not violative of the rights of the Yurok Tribe or its members under
the Constitution of the United States, or has not effected a taking
without just compensation ofvested Tribal or individual resources,
or rights within, or appertaining to the Hoopa Valley Reservation,
the Yurok Tribe hereby waives any claim which said Tribe may have
against the United States arising out of the provisions of the
Hoopa-Yurok Settlement Act;

2. To the extent [to] which the determination of the Yurok
Tribe’s share of the Escrow monies defined in the Hoopa-Yurok
Settlement Act has not deprived the Tribe or its members of rights
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secured under the Constitution ofthe United States, the Yurok
[Tribe] hereby affirms its consent to the contribution of Yurok
Escrow monies to the Settlement Fund, and for their use as payments
to the Hoopa Tribe, and to individual Hoopa members, as provided
in the Hoopa-Yurok Settlement Act.

It is quite clear that Resolution No. 93-61 specifically preserves, rather than waives,
the Yurok Tribe’s taking claim against the United States. Indeed, the Yurok Tribe
has filed a claim in the U.S. Court of Federal Claims asserting that the
Hoopa-Yurok Settlement Act effected a taking under the Fifth Amendment of the
United States Constitution. ~ Yurok Indian Tribe v. United States, No. 92-173-L.
On February 3, 1992, the Assistant Solicitor, Branch of General Indian Legal
Activities, issued a memorandum to the Area Director, Sacramento Area Office,
regarding issues raised at the organizational meeting of the Yurok Interim Council
held on November 25, 26, 1991. That memorandum discussed several aspects of
the claim waiver resolution issue. The Assistant Solicitor stated:

It is clear that should the Interim Council file a claim in the U.S.
Claims Court on behalf of the Yurok Tribe pursuant to 25 U.S.C.
§ 1300i-11(a), the same consequences would follow as if it fails to
enact a resolution waiving claims under 25 U.S.C. § 1300i-1(c)(4).

Accordingly, it follows that Resolution No. 93-61 is not a resolution “waiving any
claim the Yurok tribe may have against the United States arising out of the
provisions ofthis Act,” within the meaning of 25 U.S.C. § 1300-1(c)(4) or
25 U.S.C. § 1300-8(d)(2). Our conclusion is consistent with your statement to the
Assistant Secretary—Indian Affairs, in a letter dated August 20, 1993, that the
Interim Council would not provide any such waiver during its term.

Our determination that Resolution No. 93-61 fails to meet the requirements of
25 U.S.C. § 1300-1(c)(4) means that the Yurok Tribe will be unable to enjoy the
benefits conferred under Section 2 and 9 of the Hoopa-Yurok Settlement Act upon
the passage of a legally sufficient waiver of claims, including the Yurok Tribe’s
share ofthe Settlement Fund under Sections 4 and 7 of the Act, the $5 million
appropriated under the Snyder Act for the purpose of acquiring lands within or
outside the Yurok Reservation, ownership of all Six Rivers National Forest lands
within the boundaries of the old Kiamath River Reservation or the Connecting
Strip, and ownership of and reservation status for the Yurok Experimental Forest
lands and buildings.

Shortly after the Yurok Interim Council filed its lawsuit to establish a “taking,” the Hoopa

Valley Tribe, through its Chairman Dale Risling, wrote to the Assistant Secretary—Indian Affairs
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asking that the Interior Department establish Hoopa tribal access to the funds that remained in the

Hoopa-Yurok Settlement Fund. Hoopa Chairman Risling’s letter noted that proceedings in

another case, Heller, Ehrman, White, and McAuliffe v. Babbitt, 992 F.2d 360 (D.C. Cir. 1993),

established that only 1.26303 percent ofthe money in the Settlement Fund was derived from the

Yurok Reservation and the remainder was derived from the Hoopa Reservation.

On April 13, 1992, Assistant Secretary—Indian Affairs Eddie F. Brown responded to

Chairman Risling as follows:

It is clear that the Interim Council’s decision to file the above-referenced claim in
the U.S. Claims Court means that the same consequences follow as if it fails to
enact a resolution waiving claims against the United States. Therefore, unless and
until the Interim Council waives the Tribe’s claims and dismisses its case against
the United States, it will neither have access to its portion of the Settlement Fund,
nor will title to all national forest system lands within the Yurok Reservation, and
to the portion ofthe Yurok Experimental Forest described in the Settlement Act, be
taken in trust for the Yurok Tribe. In addition, the Secretary will be unable to
proceed with the acquisition of any lands or interests in land for the Yurok Tribe, or
with spending any appropriated funds for this purpose.

The Hoopa Valley Tribe has continued to assert its right to a portion of the benefits offered

to and rejected by the Yurok Tribe. The Hoopa Valley Tribe has had the “laboring oar” and has

incurred substantial expense in the litigation brought by the Yurok Tribe and its members.

Most recently, on April 4, 2001, Hoopa Valley Tribal Council Chairman Sherman wrote to

Ronald Jaeger, Regional Director, Pacific Regional Office, Bureau of Indian Affairs, saying:

We urge the Bureau to be careful not to permit the Yurok Tribe to seize the benefits
it has refused, benefits to which it is not lawfully entitled. The Yurok Tribe has
occupied the Experimental Forest lands and buildings and may propose timber sales
on the former Forest Service properties. These benefits, like the money in the
Settlement Fund, account Hoopa-Yurok Settlement—7193, do not belong to the
Yurok Tribe.... We recommend that the Interior Department’s report. . . include
a recommendation that the remaining funds from the Hoopa Square be returned to
the Hoopa Valley Tribe.
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After due consideration, the Secretary recommends that the suspended benefits of the

Hoopa-Yurok Settlement Act, which include the national forest system lands within the Yurok

Reservation, the improved properties located in the former Yurok Experimental Forest, the

$5 million appropriated for land acquisition on and near the Yurok Reservation, and the funds

remaining in the account Hoopa-Yurok Settlement—7193, be valued and divided equally between

the two tribes. As a portion of its allocation, the Yurok Tribe should receive the Six Rivers

National Forest lands within the boundaries of its Reservation and the Yurok Experimental Forest

lands and buildings. Those properties should be declared part ofthe Yurok Tribe’s Reservation.

b. The Yurok Tribe Economic Self-Sufficiency Plan Should Be Prepared
and Funded.

Section 10 of the Settlement Act required the Secretary to enter into negotiations with the

Yurok Transition Team and the Interim Council of the Yurok Tribe with respect to establishing a

plan for economic development and, upon approval of that plan, to submit it to Congress.

25 U.S.C. § 1300i-9(a). Among other things, that section of the Act required consultation with

state and local officials and directed that real property be taken in trust by the United States for the

benefit of the Tribe. The Indian Affairs Committee report on the Act explains the self-sufficiency

plan as follows:

The amendment added a new Section 10 direction that a plan for economic
self-sufficiency for the Yurok Tribe be developed and submitted to Congress by the
Secretary of the Interior, in conjunction with the Interim Council of the Yurok Tribe
and the Yurok Transition Team, to determine the long-term needs of the Tribe. The
Secretary is expected to seek the assistance and cooperation of the secretaries of
Health and Human Services and other federal agencies. The Committee is aware
that the Yurok Tribe has not received the majority of services provided to other
federally recognized tribes. As a result it lacks adequate housing and many of the
facilities, utilities, roads and other infrastructure necessary for a developing
community. In addition, the Committee is aware that many of the road, realty and
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fisheries management services on the “Addition” have been provided in the past by
the Hoopa Valley Tribe. The Committee is, therefore, concerned about how the
Bureau of Indian Affairs plans to address these needs, and directs the Secretary to
work with the Yurok Tribe to develop proposed solutions to these and other related
problems. The Committee is specifically interested in the feasibility and cost of
constructing a roadfrom U.S. Highway 101 to California Highway 96. It is also
concerned that the Department of the Interior does not currently have adequate land
records and surveys of the “Addition”. The Committee, therefore, expects that the
Department will conduct all necessary surveys to ascertain the legal status of such
lands. It also expects the plan to address such things as the number of additional
federal employees required to service the Yurok tribe and placement of the Tribe’s
facilities construction needs on the BIA, IHS, and other federal agency construction
priority lists. The Committee wishes to clarify, however, that the development of
this plan should in no way delay the provision of services to the Yurok Tribe and/or
the construction offederal and tribal facilities.

S. Rep. 100-564 at 28-29 (Sep. 30, 1988) (emphasis added).

The economic self-sufficiency plan has never been completed or submitted to Congress, for

reasons that are not entirely clear. However, the Committee’s clarification that development of the

plan should not delay provision of services to the Yurok Tribe has been noted. Indeed, the Yurok

Tribe has received tens of millions of dollars through its Self-Governance Compact process as well

as similar or greater funding from other federal, state, and local agencies. However, the Secretary

is unaware ofany feasibility study concerning the cost ofconstructing a road from U.S.

Highway 101 to California Highway 96 and this and other objectives of the self-sufficiency plan

should be carried forward at this time.

c. The Effect of the Hoopa Valley Tribe’s Ratified Constitution May Need
to be Clarified.

Congress addressed tribal authority over the post-1988 Hoopa Valley Reservation in the

Settlement Act. The Act restored tribal governmental authority in these words:
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The existing governing documents of the Hoopa Valley Tribe and the governing
body established and elected thereunder, as heretofore recognized by the Secretary,
are hereby ratified and confirmed.

25 U.S.C. § 1300i-7. This provision responded directly to one of the court cases that led to

passage of the Settlement Act, Puzz v. Department ofInterior, No. C80-2908-TEH,

1988 WL 188462 (N.D. Cal. 1988), which held that because of the peculiar way the 1891

Reservation had been established, unless Congress acted to give tribes authority over the

Reservation lands, tribal governments lacked territorial management powers. Congress gave the

Hoopa Valley Tribe that authority in 25 U.S.C. § 1300i-7, which gave the force of federal law to

provisions of the Tribe’s constitution.

The Hoopa Valley Tribe’s Constitution was carefully identified in 25 U.S.C. § 1300i(b)(4),

and contains specific authorization to the Hoopa Valley Tribal Council to govern all lands within

the “Hoopa Valley Reservation.” Several provisions ofthe Tribe’s Constitution apply to nontribal

members on the Reservation and the Tribe’s 1988 claims waiver resolution (which the Bureau

approved and published) noted the Tribe’s need “to govern non-members.” In Bugenig v. Hoopa

Valley Tribe, No. C98-3409CW (U.S. D.C. N.D. Cal. 1999), Judge Wilken held § 8 of the Act

gave to every clause of the ratified Constitution the full force and effect of a congressional statute.

However, that holding is challenged in a pending appeal.

Upon division of the 1891 Reservation into a new Hoopa Valley Reservation and a Yurok

Reservation, the Hoopa Valley Tribe became the sole beneficial owner of the unallotted

(communal) land of its Reservation. 25 U.S.C. § 1300i-1(b). That provision changed the facts

that led the Fuzz court to hold that the Hoopa Valley Tribe lacked territorial management authority

over the 1891 Reservation. The result of § 2 of the Act was that non-Indians would own less than
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1 percent of the land of the new Reservation and that the Tribe would have the ability to “define

the essential character” of the Reservation. See Brendale v. Confederated Tribes andBands ofthe

Yakima Indian Nation, 492 U.S. 402, 441 (1989). However, testimony received by the House and

the Senate showed that restoring tribal government authority required more—a delegation of

express statutory authority to the Tribe to administer matters over all Reservation residents,

including nonmembers. As a result, at mark-up the House Interior and Insular Affairs Committee

added Section 8 to H.R. 4469, which became part of the final Act and is codified at 25 U.S.C.

§ 1300i-7.

Congress’s “fix” oftribal government authority may need to be clarified because of

Bugenig v. Hoopa Valley Tribe, 229 F.3d 1210 (9th Cir. 2000), an opinion that held Congress did

not authorize the Hoopa Valley Tribe to regulate the actions of nonmembers because its delegation

was not truly “expressed.” The court said that “if Congress uses the ‘notwithstanding proviso,’

which is an easily invoked, court-approved ‘gold standard’ for delegation, then an appropriate

delegation has been made. . . . [A]lternative language must, on its face, represent a pellucid

delegation ofthe claimed authority.” Bugenig, slip op. at 12,742-43. The court found Congress’s

action delegating governmental authority to the Tribe in the Hoopa-Yurok Settlement Act did not

meet that high standard. Although this problem arose in the context of the Bugenig v. Hoopa

Valley Tribe case, it is a broad ruling and by no means limited in scope to protection of

archeological sites (the Bugenig situation). General land use authority may not be exercisable

without congressional action. A technical amendment to § 8 of the Settlement Act could clarify

matters by adding the following: “The Tribe shall have jurisdiction in accordance with such

documents notwithstanding the issuance of any fee patent or right-of-way.”
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On February 28, 2001, the Ninth Circuit Court ofAppeals issued an order granting

rehearing en banc in Bugenig, 240 F.3d 1215 (9th Cir. 2001). The case was argued and submitted

on June 19, 2001, but remains undecided. Unless the Court ofAppeals ultimately agrees with the

lower court and concludes that Congress in § 8 of the Settlement Act intended to make the Hoopa

Valley Tribe’s Constitution applicable to all persons and property within the geographic limits of

the Reservation, in accordance with the terms and procedures of the Constitution, then legislative

clarification will be necessary.

In the Secretary’s view, Congress did consider tribal authority over fee-patented land

owned by nonmembers of the Hoopa Valley Tribe. That authority was specifically mentioned by

witnesses representing various interests7 and the Committee reports make clear the Act’s intent to

approve and confirm in the Hoopa Valley Tribal Council territorial management power throughout

its reservation.

d. Bureau of Land Management Parcels Adjacent to the Reservation
Should be Conveyed to the Tribes.

In addition to Six Rivers National Forest, a variety of federal agencies have come into

possession of lands adjacent to or near the Yurok and Hoopa Valley Indian Reservations. Some of

these lands have a clear historical connection to the tribes or the Reservations. These properties

should be conveyed to and managed by the Tribes.

7E.g., House Interior Committee Hearing—Serial No. 100-75 (June 21, 1988) at 57, 101,
145 (nonmember fears zoning her fee land); Senate Select Committee Hearing, S. Hrg. 100-946
(June 30, 1988) at 28; Senate Select Committee Hearing, S. Hrg. 100-949 (Sept. 14, 1988) at 50,
66-67, 152-53; Subcom. of the House Judiciary Committee, Serial No. 77 (Sept. 30, 1988) at 27,
32, 54, 64, 155.
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For example, along the northern boundary of the Hoopa Square, a wedge ofBLM land has

become known as the “no man’s land.” The origin ofthose BLM lands seems to be found in the

conflicting efforts oftwo federal surveying parties, the Bissel-Smith group and the Haughn group,

to project the northern boundary of the Hoopa Valley Reservation. Section 2(d) ofthe Settlement

Act provides that the boundary of the Hoopa Valley Reservation and the Yurok Reservation after

partition shall be that established by the Bissel-Smith survey. However, that boundary did not

resolve the disposition ofthe BLM parcels in that area which are adjacent to the Hoopa Valley

Reservation but do not touch the Yurok Reservation. The Hoopa Valley Tribe and BLM staff have

discussed the procedure for transferring these lands to tribal ownership for a number of years, but

it is clear that direct legislative authorization is the simplest way to achieve this. Accordingly,

conveyances to the Tribe should occur.8

C:\WINDOWS\TEME’\HYSARpt.wpd
ajd:07/20/O1

8 Specifically, these parcels are: T.9N., R.4E., HUM, Section 8, Lot 3, Section 9, Lots 19

and 20, Section 17, Lots 3-6, Section 18, Lots 7-10 (317.16 acres); T.9N., R.3E., HUM,
Section 13, Lots 8-12, Section 14, Lot 6, Section 23, Lots 7 and 8, Section 26, Lots 1-3 (228.68
acres); and T.7N., R./4E., HUM, Section 7, Lot 6, Section 7, Lot 1, Section 18, NENE
(59.24 acres). The total transfer of BLM land would be 605.08 acres.
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HOOPA-YUROK SETTLEMENT ACT

THURSDAY, AUGUST 1, 2002

U.S. SENATE,
COMMITTEE ON INDIAN AFFAIRS,

Washington, DC.
The committee met, pursuant to other business, at 10:18 a.m. in

room 485, Senate Russell Building, Hon. Daniel K. Inouye (chair-
man of the committee) presiding.

Present: Senators Inouye, Campbell, and Reid.

STATEMENT OF HON. DANIEL K. INOUYE, U.S. SENATOR FROM
HAWAII, CHAIRMAN, COMMITTEE ON INDIAN AFFAIRS

The CHAIRMAN. This is the oversight hearing on the Department
of Interior Secretary’s report on the Hoopa Yurok Settlement Act
submitted to the Congress in March 2002 pursuant to Section 14
of Public Law 100–580.

As with almost all matters in Indian affairs, there is a long his-
tory that preceded enactment of the legislation the Secretary’s re-
port addresses. It is a history of deception, I am sad to say, of a
Senate that apparently met in secret session in 1852 and rejected
the treaties that had been negotiated with California tribes, and
didn’t disclose their action for another 43 years.

In the interim, the California tribes proceeded in good faith, rely-
ing upon their contracts with the U.S. Government. In 1864, the
Congress enacted legislation to establish four reservations in the
State of California with the intent that these reservations would
serve as the new homeland for tribes that had no cultural, linguis-
tic, or historical ties to one another. The Hoopa Valley Reservation
was one such reservation that was established for ‘‘the Indians of
the Reservation.’’

Litigation later spawned a series of a series of court rulings,
which while resolving the issues before each court, engendered con-
siderable uncertainty into the daily lives of those who resided on
the reservation, and soon,, the Congress was called upon to bring
some final resolution to the matter.

Today, as we receive testimony on the Secretary’s report, it is
clear that a final resolution was not achieved through the enact-
ment of the Hoopa-Yurok Settlement Act in 1988, and that the
Congress will once again have to act. Accordingly, we look forward
to the testimony we will receive today so that the committee and
members of Congress may have a strong substantive foundation
upon which to construct a final solution.

May I call upon the vice chairman.
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STATEMENT OF HON. BEN NIGHTHORSE CAMPBELL, U.S. SEN-
ATOR FROM COLORADO, VICE CHAIRMAN, COMMITTEE ON
INDIAN AFFAIRS

Senator CAMPBELL. Thank you.
I think you have explained very well the situation Mr. Chairman

but just a couple of minutes for my opening statement. I’d like to
broaden it to something that has always bothered me and many
others because I was born and raised in California in the foothills
among many of the Me-wok Tribes, a small tribe that has a num-
ber of bands in the foothills and valley country around Sacramento.

As you alluded, I can tell you that the story of the American In-
dian in the State of California was one of the most gruesome and
bloody chapters in the history of this country. They say before the
gold rush, there was about five times more Indian people in Cali-
fornia than non-Indian people. It was literally a paradise. The
weather was nice in most areas, the production of natural plants,
fruits and things was abundant, people ate well, people lived well,
they were at harmony with their neighbors and at that time, as I
understand there were over 100 tribes in that area. In fact, some
estimates say about one-tenth of all American Indians lived in the
California area because living was a bit easier.

In 1848 when gold was discovered in a little place now called
Coloma on the north fork of the American River, it started a whole-
sale change in their lifestyle. In fact, there have been documented
instances of Indian people in those days being hired by gold miners
and when payday came, they would shoot them, throw them in a
hole and just get some more Indians to do the work again. So they
know what real tragedy is, the people who are descendants of the
Native Americans who lived in that area before the gold rush.

Even before that time if you look at California history, as early
as the late 1700’s when Father Junipero Serra came north from
Mexico and developed what was later called the El Camino Real,
or the King’s Highway, and the chain of missions from San Diego
all the way north of San Francisco, almost all those missions were
built with indentured Indian labor, if not slave labor. If you visit
some of those missions right now, like the mission in Monterey, if
you turn the roofing tile over and look under the old, old roofing
tile, you can find the skin imprints of Indian people in that clay
where they would take the wet clay and bend it over their leg to
make that curved feathered kind of roof structure on all the old
missions. They were never paid for that and some of them were
kept around the missions for so long, many against their will, that
some of the smaller tribes in southern California lost their original
identity. I can remember when I was a boy many of them were
called mission Indians which was a kind of generic name for people
who had lost their identity but had been in the servitude of the
missions for so long.

There is no question that people who are descendants of the Na-
tive peoples of California have a real gripe and a history of mis-
treatment by both the Federal Government and people that made
millions, if not billions of dollars, from the wealth of California. I’m
just glad that two of the major tribes are here today, the Hoopa
and the Yurok and I know this hearing will focus on their settle-
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ment but I wanted to put that in the record of my own personal
experiences in California.

The CHAIRMAN. I’m glad that your remarks were made for the
record because though it is rather sad, we who are the successors
to the Senators two centuries ago must remember that our prede-
cessors were a part of this terrible conspiracy.

With that, may I call upon the Assistant Secretary of the Bureau
of Indian Affairs, Department of the Interior, Neal McCaleb. It’s al-
ways good to see you, sir.

STATEMENT OF NEAL A. MCCALEB, ASSISTANT SECRETARY,
BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, DEPARTMENT OF THE INTE-
RIOR

Mr. MCCALEB. Thank you, Chairman Inouye. I am pleased to be
here this morning to bring to you a report pursuant to section 14
of the Settlement Act.

Although I will not read my introductory background remarks
because you did such an excellent job of presenting the history, I
would have my entire testimony become a part of the record.

The CHAIRMAN. Without objection, so ordered.
Mr. MCCALEB. Prior to the Settlement Act, legal controversies

arose over the ownership and management of the Square, that
being the 12 square miles that were provided by the United States
Government for the Indians of California, that ultimately became
the Hoopa Reservation and its resources. Although the 1891 Execu-
tive order joined the separate reservations into one, the Secretary
had generally treated the respective sections of the reservation sep-
arately for administrative purposes. A 1958 Solicitor’s Opinion also
supported this view.

In the 1950’s and 1960’s, the Secretary distributed only the tim-
ber revenues generated from the Square to the Hoopa Valley Tribe
and its members. All the revenues from the Square were allocated
to the Hoopa Valley Tribe. In 1963, Yurok and other Indians, even-
tually almost 3,800 individuals, challenged this distribution and
the U.S. Court of Claims subsequently held that all Indians resid-
ing within the 1891 reservation were Indians of the reservation
and were entitled to share equally in the timber resources proceeds
generated from the Square. Short v. United States was the embodi-
ment of that litigation.

Following the decision, the Department began allocating the tim-
ber proceeds generated from the Square between the Yurok Tribe,
approximately 70 percent, and the Hoopa Valley Tribe, 30 percent.
The 70/30 allocation was based upon the number of individual Indi-
ans occupying the joint reservation that identified themselves as
members of either the Yurok or the Hoopa Valley Tribe respec-
tively.

Another lawsuit challenged the authority of the Hoopa Valley
Business Council to manage the resources of the Square among
other claims. These and related lawsuits had profound impacts re-
lating to the tribal governance and self determination, extensive
natural resources that compromised the valuable tribal assets and
the lives of thousands of Indians who resided on the reservation.

In order to resolve longstanding litigation between the United
States, Hoopa Valley, Yurok, and other Indians regarding the own-
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ership and management of the Square, Congress passed the Hoopa-
Yurok Settlement Act in 1988. This act did not disturb the resolu-
tion of the prior issues through the Short litigation. Rather, the act
sought to settle disputed issues by recognizing and providing for
the organization of the Yurok Tribe by petitioning the 1891 Yurok
joint reservation between the Hoopa Valley and the Yurok Tribes
and by establishing a settlement fund primarily to distribute mon-
eys generated from the joint reservation’s resources between the
tribes.

Section 2 of the act provided for the petition of the joint reserva-
tion. Upon meeting certain conditions of the act, the act recognized
and established the Square, the original 12 square miles, as a
Hoopa Valley Reservation to be held in trust by the United States
for the benefit of the Hoopa Valley Tribe. The act recognized and
established the original Klamath River Reservation and the con-
necting strip as the Yurok Reservation to be held in trust by the
United States for the benefit of the Yurok Tribe.

In accordance with the conditions set in section 2(a), the Hoopa
Valley Tribe passed a resolution, No. 88–115 on November 28, 1988
waiving any claims against the United States arising from the act
and consenting to the use of the funds identified in the act as part
of the settlement fund. The BIA published a notice of the resolution
in the Federal Register of December 7, 1988. These actions had the
effect of partitioning the joint reservation.

As for the settlement fund itself, section 4 of the act established
a settlement fund which placed the moneys generated from the
joint reservation into an escrow account for later equitable distribu-
tion between the Hoopa Valley and Yurok Tribes according to the
provisions of the act. The act also authorized $10 million in Federal
contribution to the settlement fund primarily to provide lump sum
payments to any Indian on the reservation who elected not to be-
come a member of either tribe. It allocated about $15,000 to any
individual Indian who elected not to claim tribal membership of ei-
ther tribe.

As listed in section 1(b)(1) of the act, the escrow funds placed in
the settlement fund came from moneys generated from the joint
reservation and held in trust by the Secretary in seven separate ac-
counts, including the 70 percent Yurok timber proceeds account
and the Hoopa 30 percent timber proceeds account. The Secretary
deposited the money from these accounts into the Hoopa-Yurok
Settlement Fund upon the enactment of the act. The settlement
fund’s original balance was nearly $67 million. At the beginning of
fiscal year 2002, the fund contained over $61 million in principle
and interest.

Even with the previous distributions as described below, appen-
dix I to the report provides the relevant figures from the fund. The
act sought to distribute the moneys generated from the joint res-
ervation and placed in the settlement fund on a fair and equitable
basis between the Hoopa Valley and Yurok Tribes. The Senate
committee report briefly described what was then believed to be a
rough distribution estimate of the fund based upon the settlement
role, distribution ratios established in the act. Twenty-three mil-
lion, roughly one-third of the fund would go to the Hoopa Valley
Tribe pursuant to Section 4(c); a similar distribution to the Yurok
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Tribe under Section 4(d) as described below assuming roughly 50
percent of those on the settlement roll would accept Yurok tribal
membership; and the remainder to the Yurok Tribe after individual
payments discussed below.

Substantial distributions have already been made from the set-
tlement fund in accordance with the act. The Department dis-
bursed to the Hoopa Valley Tribe just over $34 million between
passage of the act and April 1991. The total amount determined by
the BIA to be the tribe’s share under 4(c) of the act. The Depart-
ment also distributed $15,000 to each person on the settlement roll
who elected not to become a member of either tribe under the act.
Approximately 708 persons chose the lump sum payment option for
a total distribution for this purpose in the amount of approximately
$10.6 million, exceeding the $10 million Federal contribution au-
thorized by the act for this payment.

Section 4(d) of the act provided the Yurok Tribe’s share of the
settlement fund similar to the determination of the Hoopa Valley
share under section 4(c). Section 7(a) further provided the Yurok
Tribe would receive the remaining moneys in the settlement fund
after distributions were made to individuals in accordance with the
settlement membership options under section 6 and to successful
appellants left off the original settlement roll under section 5(d).

Under section 1(1)(4), the condition that the Hoopa Valley Tribe
and Yurok Tribe received these moneys requiring the tribes adopt
a resolution waiving any claim against the United States arising
from the act. The Hoopa Valley Tribe adopted such a resolution but
the Yurok Tribe did not. In November 1993, the Yurok Tribe
passed Resolution 93–61 which purported to waive its claims
against the United States in accordance with section 2(c)(4). The
tribe, however, also brought a suit alleging that the act affected a
constitutionally prohibited taking of its property rights as described
below. In effect, the tribe sought to protect its rights under section
2 of the act to its share of the settlement fund and other benefits
while still litigating the claims as contemplated in section 14 of the
Act.

By a letter dated April 4, 1994, the Department informed the
tribe that the Department did not consider the tribe’s conditional
waiver to satisfy the requirements of the act because the waiver
acted to preserve rather than waive its claims. Instead of waiving
its claims as the Hoopa Valley Tribe did, the Yurok Tribe as well
as the Karuk Tribe and other individual Indians brought suit
against the United States alleging the act constituted a taking of
their vested property rights in the lands and resources of the
Hoopa Valley Reservation contrary to the Fifth Amendment of the
U.S. Constitution.

In general, the complaints argued that the 1864 Act authorizing
Indian reservations in California and other acts of Congress vested
their ancestors with compensable rights in the Square. Alter-
natively, plaintiffs argued that their continuous occupation of the
lands incorporated into the reservation created compensable inter-
est. Potential exposure to the U.S. Treasury was once estimated at
close to $2 billion. This litigation began in the early 1990’s and was
only recently ended.
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The U.S. Court of Federal Claims and the Federal Circuit Court
of Appeals disagreed with the positions of the Yurok and other
plaintiffs. The Federal courts generally followed the reasoning pro-
vided in the committee reports of the bills ultimately enacted as
the Settlement Act. Unless recognized as vested by some Act of
Congress:

Tribal rights of occupancy and enjoyment, whether established by Executive order
or statute may be extinguished, abridged or curtailed by the United States at any
time without payment of just compensation.

The courts concluded that no act of Congress established vested
property rights and the plaintiffs or their ancestors in the Square.
Rather the statutes and Executive orders creating the reservation
allowed permissive, not permanent occupation. Thus, the courts
held the act did not violate the takings clause. Plaintiffs petitioned
the U.S. Supreme Court for a writ of certiorari to review the lower
court decision and on March 26, 2001, the Court denied certiorari
thereby concluding the litigation.

On the Department’s report, section 14 of the act provides:
The Department shall submit to Congress a report describing the final decision

that an illegal claim challenging the act as affecting a taking of property rights con-
trary to the Fifth Amendment to the U.S. Constitution or as otherwise providing
inadequate compensation.

The Court’s denial of the certiorari triggered this provision. The
Department solicited the views of the Hoopa Valley and Yurok
Tribes regarding future actions of the Department with respect to
the settlement fund as required under the act. The report briefly
describes issues both leading up to the subsequent act, attaches the
written positions of the tribes and provides recommendations of the
Department for further action with respect to the settlement fund.

In July 2001, the Hoopa Valley Tribe submitted its proposed
draft report for consideration by the Department. After describing
the history of the disputes, the Settlement Act and subsequent ac-
tions, the Hoopa Valley Tribe provided various recommendations
and observations. The Hoopa submission noted that the separate
lawsuit determined that only 1.26 percent of the settlement fund
moneys were derived from the Yurok Reservation, with the remain-
der of the moneys derived from the Hoopa Reservation.

The Hoopa Valley Tribe has continued to assert its right to a por-
tion of the benefits offered to and rejected by the Yurok Tribe.
Prior to its July submission, the tribe previously requested the De-
partment recommend the remaining funds from the Hoopa Square
be returned to the Hoopa Valley Tribe. The Hoopa submission ulti-
mately suggested the following recommendations.

First, the suspended benefits under the act, including the land
transfer and land acquisition provisions for the Yurok Tribe and
the remaining moneys in the settlement fund be valued and di-
vided equally between the two tribes.

Second, the economic self-sufficiency plan of the Yurok Tribe be
carried forward, including any feasibility study concerning the cost
of the road from U.S. Highway 101 to California Highway 96 and
other objectives of the self sufficiency plan.

Third, that additional Federal lands adjacent to or near the
Yurok and Hoopa Valley Reservation be conveyed to and managed
by the respective tribes.
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The Yurok position. In August 2001, Counsel for the Yurok Tribe
submitted the tribe’s position and proposed a draft report. The
Yurok Tribe submission similarly outlined the history of the dis-
pute and other considerations in its recommendations for the De-
partment to consider. In general, the Yurok Tribe takes the posi-
tion, among others, that its conditional waiver was valid and be-
came effective upon the Supreme Court’s denial of certiorari in the
taking litigation.

The Yurok submission discusses the tribe’s concern with the
process leading up to and ultimately resulting in the passage of the
Settlement Act. In the tribe’s view, the act nullified a large part
which allowed all Indians of the reservation to share equally in the
revenues and resources of the joint reservation. ‘‘The tribe, not for-
mally organized at the time, was not asked and did not participate
in this legislative process’’ and had the act imposed on the Yurok
who were left with a small fraction of their former land resources.

In its view, the act divested the Yurok Tribe of its communal
ownership in the joint reservation lands and resources and rel-
egated that much larger tribe to a few thousand acres left in trust
along the Klamath River with a decimated fishery, while granting
to the Hoopa Tribe nearly 90,000 acres of unallotted trust land and
resources including the valuable timber resources thereon.

With respect to the waiver issue, the Yurok submission considers
the Department’s view discussed above as erroneous. The tribe ref-
erences a March 1995 letter from the Department in which the As-
sistant Secretary of Indian Affairs indicated the tribe could cure
the perceived deficiencies with its conditional waiver by ‘‘subse-
quent tribal action or final resolution of the tribes lawsuit in the
U.S. Court of Federal Claims.’’

The tribe takes the position that it made a reasonable settlement
offer and would have dismissed its claim with prejudice but the De-
partment never meaningfully responded. Now the tribe considers
the Supreme Court’s denial of certiorari as a final resolution sug-
gested as curing the waiver. As a support for its position, the tribe
states, ‘‘The text of the Act and the intent of Congress make clear
that filing a constitutional claim and receiving the benefits of that
act are not mutually exclusive.’’ The tribe suggests that principles
of statutory construction, including the canon ambiguities be re-
solved in favor of the tribes and that the provisions within the stat-
ute should be read so as not to conflict or be inconsistent requires
that a broader reading of the waiver provision in section 2(c)(4) in
light of the act’s provision allowing a taking claim to be brought
under section 14.

The tribe considers the Department’s reading of the statute to be
unfair and unjust. For these and other reasons, the tribe is of the
view that it is now entitled to its benefits under the act.

Because the Yurok Tribe litigated its claims against the United
States based on the passage of the Act rather than waiving those
claims, the Department is of the view that the Yurok Tribe did not
meet the conditions precedent to the establishment of section
2(c)(4) of the act for the tribe to receive its share of the settlement
fund or other benefits.

The Department is also of the view that the Hoopa Valley Tribe
has already received its portion of the benefits under the act and
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is not entitled to further distributions from settlement funds under
the provisions of the act.

Ultimately, this situation presents a quandary for the Depart-
ment and for the tribes. We believe the act did not contemplate
such a result. The moneys remaining in the settlement fund origi-
nated from seven trust accounts which held revenues generated
from the joint reservation. Thus, the moneys remaining in the set-
tlement fund should be distributed to one or both tribes in some
form. Moreover, the Department recognizes that substantial finan-
cial and economic needs currently exist within both tribes and their
respective reservations. Given the current situation, the report out-
lines five recommendations of the Department to address these
issues.

First, no additional funds need be added to the settlement fund
to realize the purpose of the Act.

Second, the remaining moneys in the settlement fund should be
retained in a trust account status by the Department pending fur-
ther considerations and not revert to the General Fund of the U.S.
Treasury.

Third, the settlement fund should be administered for the mu-
tual benefit of both tribes and their respective reservations taking
into consideration prior distributions to each tribe from the fund.
It is our position that it would be inappropriate for the Department
to make any general distribution from the fund without further ac-
tion of Congress.

Fourth, Congress should fashion a mechanism for the further ad-
ministration of the settlement fund in coordination with the De-
partment and in consultation with the tribes.

Fifth, Congress should consider the need for further legislation
to establish a separate permanent fund for each tribe from the re-
maining balances of the settlement fund in order to address any
issue regarding entitlement of the moneys and fulfill the intent and
spirit of the Settlement Act in full.

This concludes my testimony and I will be happy to respond to
any questions at the appropriate time. We have attached a sche-
matic for the committee with a flow chart of the funds and the
dates funds were disbursed pursuant to the short litigation in the
1988 Act.

[Prepared statement of Mr. McCaleb appears in appendix.]
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Secretary.
The chart you speak of, entitled ‘‘Hoopa-Yurok Settlement Act

Funding History,’’ received by the committee yesterday will be
made a part of the record.

[The information appears in appendix.]
The CHAIRMAN. At this juncture, there will be a recess for 10

minutes.
[Recess.]
The CHAIRMAN. We will resume our hearings.
The vice chairman of the committee has a very urgent matter to

work on this afternoon, so he will have to be leaving us in about
10 minutes, so may I call upon him for his questions.

Senator CAMPBELL. Thank you. I apologize for having to leave,
we have some terrible wildfires out west and some of them are in
Colorado, so I’m doing a joint event with some of the other Colo-
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rado delegation on our fire problem. It just closed Mesa Area in our
part of the State which is a big tourist attraction, so I probably
won’t be able to ask the representatives from the two tribes ques-
tions. I’ll submit those in writing if they can get those back to me.

This is a very tough one for me because to me this is like referee-
ing a fight among family. Some folks on both sides of this issue I’ve
known for years and years and am real close to from my old Cali-
fornia days. Let me ask you just a couple.

We have two reservations, one allotted, one not allotted, and this
is certainly a sad history but the Yurok land and resources were
allotted and dissipated. The Hoopa lands and resources remain in
tact. Why were they treated so differently when they are so geo-
graphically close in our history? Do you happen to know that?

Mr. MCCALEB. I don’t have personal knowledge of that, Senator.
Let me get that information and respond in writing to you. I have
an impression but I don’t have a real factual answer to that.

Senator CAMPBELL. Let me ask another general question. We’ve
been through a lot of disagreements between tribes and it seems
to me those that can settle their issues without intervention from
the courts are a lot better off than the ones who are not. I have
no problem with the legal profession but let me tell you, the attor-
neys end up getting paid very well from the Indians that are fight-
ing with each other. In keeping with the spirit of the settlement
in 1988, shouldn’t we try to bring this to a conclusion that both
tribes can live with without fighting it out in courts?

Mr. MCCALEB. That would certainly be my desire, Senator Camp-
bell.

Senator CAMPBELL. Have you personally tried to impress on both
sides your sentiments?

Mr. MCCALEB. I have met with representatives of both sides, yes,
and made those kinds of suggestions.

Senator CAMPBELL. I understand there is a lot of money involved.
Let me ask about the account balance. What is the balance of reve-
nues of the settlement fund and can you trace where the moneys
from the fund came from?

Mr. MCCALEB. Aside from interest that had accrued over time,
the source of all the funds was timber sale proceeds.

Senator CAMPBELL. Did they come primarily from Hoopa or
Yurok lands or both?

Mr. MCCALEB. I’m advised a little over 98 percent of the funds
derived from the Square, are on Hoopa land.

Senator CAMPBELL. Before they were put in the settlement fund,
was there any audit performed to verify the accuracy of the trans-
actions?

Mr. MCCALEB. I’m not aware of that but I will investigate that
and reply in writing to you.

Senator CAMPBELL. In the Secretary’s report, I read part of it
and the staff read all of it, but they make two key findings, that
the Hoopas have been made whole and have no claims against the
United States and that because the Yuroks failed to provide nec-
essary waivers, they are not entitled to benefits under the act.

My question is, with a multimillion dollar fund sitting in the
Treasury, how should it be divided?
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Mr. MCCALEB. Senator, I was hoping you’d have some suggestion
for me on that. I don’t mean to be flip about it but it is a very dif-
ficult answer. The two extreme positions of the tribes are the
Hoopas want half of all the proceeds and the Yuroks think they
should have all of the funds.

Senator CAMPBELL. Would you recommend some kind of develop-
ment fund for both tribes be established?

Mr. MCCALEB. I think that would be a good solution. As opposed
to per capita payments, you mean?

Senator CAMPBELL. Yes.
Mr. MCCALEB. Yes; I almost always favor that kind of invest-

ment as opposed to per capita payments.
Senator CAMPBELL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I have no further

questions. I appreciate you giving me that time.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
Mr. Secretary, I have a few questions for clarification. Do the

funds in the settlement fund represent revenues derived from the
sale of timber located on the Square?

Mr. MCCALEB. Over 98 percent. According to the facts furnished
to me, only about 1.26 percent were not derived from timber on the
Square.

The CHAIRMAN. Were those revenues generated from the Square
while members of the Yurok and Karuk Tribes were still consid-
ered ‘‘Indians of the reservation’’?

Mr. MCCALEB. The money in the settlement fund is there pursu-
ant to the Short litigation that was resolved in 1974 and the subse-
quent timber cuttings. Would you restate your question so I can
make sure I understand it?

The CHAIRMAN. Were those revenues generated from the Square
while members of the Yurok and Karuk Tribes were still consid-
ered ‘‘Indians of the reservation’’? That is the phrase in the statute.

Mr. MCCALEB. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. So they were Indians in the reservation at the

time the revenues were generated in the Square?
Mr. MCCALEB. Yes; that’s my understanding.
The CHAIRMAN. Because the Short case instructs us that if there

is to be a distribution of revenues, the distribution must be made
to all Indians of the reservation. Would that mean Hoopa, Yurok,
Karuk?

Mr. MCCALEB. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. The Hoopa Valley Tribe contends it is the only

tribe entitled to the funds in the settlement fund, so your response
does not agree with that?

Mr. MCCALEB. No; for the reasons you just said. The Short case
is, I think, specific on that point.

The CHAIRMAN. So it seems it may be critical to the resolution
of the competing claims of entitlement to funds in the settlement
fund to know whether the timber revenues that were placed in the
fund were generated after the reservation was partitioned or
whether they were generated while there were three tribal groups
making up the ‘‘Indians of the reservation,’’ isn’t that correct?

Mr. MCCALEB. The revenues that make up the original amount,
almost $17 million in the chart, were generated prior to the parti-
tioning of the reservation, while other revenues were generated
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from the timber fund after 1988, the partitioning actually occurred
in 1988 by act of Congress.

The CHAIRMAN. There are two time periods?
Mr. MCCALEB. Yes; there are.
The CHAIRMAN. Can you tell the committee what disbursements

have been made from the settlement fund, when the disbursements
were made and to whom these disbursements were made?

Mr. MCCALEB. From the settlement fund, $15 million was dis-
bursed to individual Indians who elected to become Yurok. There
was another $10.6 million distributed to individual Indians who
elected to buy out. That $10.6 million was offset by a $10-million
direct appropriation of Congress. There has been another $1.5 mil-
lion distributed to the Yurok Tribe since 1991 given they were pro-
vided about $500,000 a year for 3 years to help them in the process
of establishing their tribal government.

The CHAIRMAN. Anything distributed to the Karuk Tribe?
Mr. MCCALEB. None directly to the Karuk to my knowledge.

There was another $34 million distributed to the Hoopa Tribe,
$34,651,000 pursuant to their signing their waiver in keeping with
the act.

The CHAIRMAN. Given the Department’s position as set forth in
the Secretary’s report that neither the Hoopa Valley Tribe nor the
Yurok Tribe is entitled to the balance of the funds remaining in the
HYSA fund, what benefits of the act or activities authorized in the
act does the Department envision should be carried out and funded
by the recommended two separate permanent funds to fulfill the
intent of the original Act in full measure?

Mr. MCCALEB. I think all the funds should be distributed that
are in the settlement fund. I don’t think there is much debate over
that. I think the issue is over the distribution, how the money
should be distributed.

The CHAIRMAN. How shall the distribution be made?
Mr. MCCALEB. I guess if you go to our third recommendation, it

touches as closely as anything on that:
The settlement fund should be administered for the mutual benefit of both tribes

and the reservations taking into consideration prior distributions to each tribe from
the fund.

If you assume that 30–70 percent distribution was appropriate
originally and take into consideration the prior distribution of the
funds, that would provide some guidance in that area.

The CHAIRMAN. In your opinion, were all the provisions of the
Act benefiting the Hoopa Valley Tribe implemented?

Mr. MCCALEB. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Would you say the same of the act benefiting the

Yurok Tribe implemented?
Mr. MCCALEB. No; that’s not correct.
The CHAIRMAN. So the Hoopa Valley got all the benefits, Yurok

did not?
Mr. MCCALEB. One of the provisions was the partitioning of the

tribal lands. That was done, that was accomplished but the Yuroks
got none of the money except for the $1.5 million I indicated. There
were other provisions for economic development that were sup-
posed to be carried out pursuant to an economic development plan
submitted by the Yuroks. The plan was never submitted, so it was
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never implemented. For example, there was some roadbuilding to
be done pursuant to that economic development plan that has
never been done. The Yurok only received a partitioning of tribal
lands plus the $1.5 million.

The CHAIRMAN. Because of the obvious complexities, may we sub-
mit to you questions of some technicality that you and your staff
can look over and give us a response?

Mr. MCCALEB. I would appreciate that because I really need to
rely on the historical and technical views of the staff to answer the
meaningful questions that are attendant to this really sticky issue.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Secretary.
Mr. MCCALEB. May I be excused at this point?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes; and thank you very much, sir.
The second panel consists of the chairman of the Hoopa Valley

Tribal Council of Hoopa, California, Clifford Lyle Marshall, Sr., ac-
companied by Joseph Jarnaghan, tribal councilman, Hoopa Valley
Tribal Council and Thomas Schlosser, counsel, Hoopa Valley Tribal
Council and Sue Masten, chairperson, Yurok Tribe, Klamath, CA.

STATEMENT OF CLIFFORD LYLE MARSHALL, SR., CHAIRMAN,
HOOPA VALLEY TRIBAL COUNCIL, ACCOMPANIED BY JO-
SEPH JARNAGHAN, TRIBAL COUNCILMAN, HOOPA VALLEY
TRIBAL COUNCIL AND THOMAS SCHLOSSER, COUNSEL

Mr. MARSHALL. I am Clifford Lyle Marshall, chairman of the
Hoopa Valley Tribe.

At this time, I ask that our written testimony be included in the
record.

The CHAIRMAN. Without objection.
Mr. MARSHALL. Thank you for this opportunity to present the

Hoopa Tribe’s position on the Interior Report on the Hoopa Yurok
Settlement Act. I am here today with council member Joseph
Jarnaghan and attorney Tom Schlosser.

First, let me express the Hoopa Tribe’s deepest gratitude to
Chairman Inouye, Vice Chairman Campbell and the other mem-
bers of this committee for the leadership in achieving passage of
the landmark Hoopa Yurok Settlement Act. We also acknowledge
and appreciate the hard work of your dedicated staff. This act
could not have occurred without your decision to resolve the com-
plex problems that had crippled our reservation and tribal govern-
ment for more than 20 years.

The years since its passage have demonstrated the outstanding
success of the Settlement Act. It resolved the complex issues of the
longstanding Jesse Short case, the act vested rights and established
clear legal ownership in each of the tribes to the respective reserva-
tions. It also preserved the political integrity of the Hoopa Tribe by
confirming the enforceability of our tribal constitution.

The Hoopa Tribe waived its claims against the United States and
accepted the benefits provided in the act and since then we have
accomplished a number of tribal objectives. We immediately em-
barked on a strategy to reestablish control of our small Indian na-
tion and were one of the self-governance tribes. We believe that
tribal self-governance is the true path to trust reform.

Although the Yurok Tribe rejected the settlement offer provided
in the act, it nevertheless provided a means for organization of the
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Yurok Tribe, use of Federal properties for establishment of tribal
government offices and the ability to obtain Federal grants and
contracts. The act ultimately enabled the Yurok Tribe to join the
ranks of self-governance tribes. The Yurok Tribal Council could not
stand before you today as tribal government officials without this
act.

The Settlement Act called for an end to litigation. It provided
benefits to the Hoopa Tribe and the Yurok Tribe on the condition
that they waive all claims which they might assert against the
United States as arising from the act. The Hoopa Tribe accepted
that offer. The Yurok Tribe rejected that offer and sued the United
States and so the act as applied did not authorize payments to
them. As a result, the Yurok Tribe is now clearly prohibited by the
act from receiving a portion of the settlement fund. Congress
should not now conclude that the act was unfair due to the fact the
Yurok Tribe did not receive the benefits of the act. The Yurok Tribe
made a conscious decision to sue and thereby chose to forego nearly
13 years of potential development and economic opportunity.

The Hoopa Tribal Council would be remiss in our duties to our
members if we did not see return of the timber revenues derived
exclusively from the Hoopa Valley Indian Reservation. Over 98 per-
cent of the settlement fund balance comes from Hoopa escrow ac-
counts derived from logging on Hoopa lands. I must respectfully
disagree with Secretary McCaleb’s referring to this fund as the
Yurok account. The act refers to the money as Hoopa escrow mon-
eys.

In 1988, the Hoopa Tribe enacted a resolution authorizing the
use of these Hoopa escrow moneys as a settlement offer to end the
effects of the litigation leading to the act. That consent was re-
quired in the act. The Hoopa Tribe’s resolution, however, does not
authorize use of these moneys for purposes not provided in the act.
The Hoopa Tribe’s agreement that the act provided a settlement
offer of Hoopa moneys to the Yurok Tribe was withdraw by oper-
ation of law when the Yurok Tribe sued the United States.

The answer to the question what happens now to the settlement
fund must be found outside the act. Federal law provides for pay-
ment of proceeds from logging on tribal lands to the tribe whose
reservation was logged. It is clear that the Hoopa Valley Indian
Reservation belongs to the Hoopa Tribe and that the Hoopa Tribe
is the only governing body concerned with the sale of timber on the
unalloted trust land of the Hoopa Reservation.

It simply follows that to the extent money remaining in the set-
tlement fund came from the Hoopa Tribe’s Reservation, the Hoopa
Tribe is the only tribe entitled to those proceeds. Certainly a party
to any other legal dispute which rejected the settlement offer, sued
instead and lost could not come back and claim the previously
made settlement offer. The Hoopa Tribe should not now be forced
to pay for prior injustices that resulted during the allotment era or
from the Yurok Tribe’s decision to sue.

Using the settlement fund remainder for such purposes forces
the Hoopa Tribe to be liable for the Federal Government’s actions.
Moreover, it would force the Hoopa Tribe to pay for the poor judg-
ment of the Yurok Tribe’s decision to litigate. We know of no other
situation where Congress has taken resources and resource reve-
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nues derived from one reservation and simply given it to another
reservation.

Congress was thorough in developing the Settlement Act. Con-
gress considered history, aboriginal territory, demographics and eq-
uity. Likewise, Federal courts have held that the Hoopa Valley In-
dian Reservation was historically the homeland of the Hoopa Tribe
as a matter of history and as a matter of law. We know today that
the Yurok Tribe would attempt to claim otherwise.

These are not new issues and after 40 years of litigation, the
courts have heard and determined this issue and every other pos-
sible issue to be raised in regard to this piece of legislation. The
litigation is now over. We ask Congress now to respect these judi-
cial decisions and move forward.

In conclusion, the Interior report to Congress is disappointing.
Interior concludes that neither tribe is entitled to the fund under
the act but recommends that they administer the fund for the ben-
efit of both the Hoopa and Yurok Tribes. This is clearly contradic-
tory. We have long and hard experience with such administration
during the Short v. United States era. As another witness will tes-
tify, Interior lacks the legal authority and the competence to carry-
out such responsibilities fairly.

We believe the issues now before Congress should be resolved
through considered thought and hard work over some period of
time, not necessarily years but long enough to ground any new leg-
islation on substance and reason rather than emotion.

We have attempted to negotiate and remain open to negotiation.
Thank you for your time.
[Prepared statement of Mr. Marshall appears in appendix.]
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Would your councilman and the counsel wish to say something?
Mr. MARSHALL. Yes.

STATEMENT OF JOSEPH JARNAGHAN, COUNCIL MEMBER,
HOOPA VALLEY TRIBE

Mr. JARNAGHAN. My name is Joseph Jarnaghan. I thank you for
the opportunity to speak before you. I consider it a great honor.

I am a council member of the Hoopa Valley Tribe. Before being
elected to the council, I worked for the tribe’s timber industry for
many years. I have a written statement and request that it be in-
cluded in the record.

The CHAIRMAN. Without objection, so ordered.
Mr. JARNAGHAN. Our forests are invaluable to our tribe. I want

to tell you with the use of some slides why the return of the Hoopa
escrow moneys to the Hoopa Valley Tribe is particularly appro-
priate in this case now that the payment provisions of the act have
been exhausted.

The first slide is a map of the roads built on the Hoopa Valley
Reservation beginning in the 1940’s. There are 550 miles of road
on the reservation. These roads are a major source of sediment pro-
duction and contamination of our waters because the Bureau of In-
dian Affairs’ maintenance of these roads was grossly inadequate.

When the BIA clearcut our forests, which ultimately generated
the settlement fund, the BIA was more interested in the volume of
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timber going to the mill to create the settlement fund account than
it was in the environmental state of our reservation.

Today, the Hoopa Tribe is still faced with the forest resource
management and rehabilitation costs that were left undone. As a
result, we have been spending $200,000 to $400,000 per year from
tribal revenues to fix this road system. This year in the Pine Em
Timber Sale, we have over 100 culverts that need to be installed
as a result of the job not being done when the BIA harvested our
timber between 1972 and 1988. That was 424 million board feet of
timber.

The road construction standards the BIA used when harvesting
our timber were deplorable and created ongoing problems that we
continue to deal with today. The road erosion is devastating to our
fisheries, water quality and riparian organisms. As you can see by
this slide which shows a log jam that blocks fish passage, you will
also notice the unit went right into the creek itself. The BIA logged
33,000 acres of tribal timber before the Settlement Act was passed.
Most of the rest of our reservation is difficult to log because of
steep slopes and in many cases, it is impossible to log because of
ESA and National Marine Fisheries Service restrictions. Most of
the easy units were logged to create the settlement fund.

These slides show that the BIA simply clearcut our reservation.
This degraded cultural resources and created large areas for the
tribe to now rehabilitate. Assistant Secretary McCaleb said Tues-
day at the trust reform hearing that most tribes would not clearcut
their land and that is a fact but unfortunately, the BIA did clearcut
our forest. Timber stand improvements cost us over $500 per acre
to treat. At 2 to 3 years old, we grub around trees for conifer re-
lease; 10 to 15 years after the harvesting, these clearcuts are in-
vaded by brush and must be brushed by hand because we don’t
allow herbicide spraying. We do this at increased cost to promote
tree growth as well as to ensure water quality.

We have suffered terrible forest fires. The Megram fire of 1999
shown here destroyed 4,500 acres of our reservation, mostly 30
year old stands that had been previously treated at the cost of
$1,000 per acre.

Our tribe must not be forced to withstand losing escrow moneys
that came from timber cuts on our reservation and having to fi-
nance the forest restoration and rehabilitation costs resulting from
forest fires or poor BIA timber mismanagement. The settlement
fund remainder was generated almost exclusively from timber from
our reservation. Our forest has been ravaged by the BIA, our
money has been taken from our people to create this fund and we
have been forced to fight clear to the Supreme Court to defend our
reservation, costing the Hoopa Tribe much money, time and lost
opportunity.

Now the Yurok Tribe wants the settlement fund anyway. Is that
fair? The fund that was left on the table by the Yurok Tribe’s re-
fusal to waive its claim should be returned to us so we can rehabili-
tate our aboriginal territory and our forests after the damage that
was done to them by the BIA clearcutting.

Thank you.
[Prepared statement of Mr. Jarnaghan appears in appendix.]
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
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Mr. Schlosser.

STATEMENT OF THOMAS SCHLOSSER
Mr. SCHLOSSER. My name is Thomas Schlosser. I thank the com-

mittee for the opportunity of submitting testimony on the Sec-
retary’s report.

I have been honored to serve as the litigation counsel for the
Hoopa Valley Tribe for over 20 years. During that time, I have rep-
resented the Tribe in the Short litigation and in the litigation con-
cerning the Settlement Act.

I have several points I would like to make. First, the Secretary’s
report threatens a return to the situation the tribes were in prior
to passage of the Settlement Act. The Settlement Act was neces-
sitated by complex litigation among the United States, the Hoopa
Valley Tribe and a large number of individual Indians, most of
whom but not all, have become members of the Yurok Tribe.

The chairman mentioned the Karuk Tribe and there are a few
members of the Karuk Tribe who were involved in the Short litiga-
tion and were held to be Indians of the reservation. It is a very
small fraction of the Karuk Tribe, I would guess less than 10 per-
cent. Whereas of the people who were held to be Indians of the res-
ervation who elected to join the Yurok Tribe in 1991, the base roll
of the Yurok Tribe was entirely made up of Indians of the reserva-
tion.

There is another large fraction of Indians of the reservation that
Mr. McCaleb referred to who chose to disaffiliate from both tribes,
the so-called lump sum option under section 6(d). The Secretary’s
report mistakes the Settlement Act as having primarily been a
boundary resolution act and instead suggests that the settlement
fund be administered for the mutual benefit of both tribes.

Boundary clarification was only a small part of this act and the
efforts to administer the fund for mutual benefit were dramatically
unsuccessful prior to the Settlement Act. For years, long proceed-
ings were necessary to get a tribal budget approved. Sometimes the
tribal budget would get approved in the last month of the fiscal
year because of Interior’s inability to adopt standards and to deter-
mine whether things affected the reservation fairly. This led to con-
flicts between rulings in the Short case and the Puzz case over
which kinds of expenditures were permissible.

For example, the Short case in 1987 held that money that was
distributed to the tribe for tribal governmental purposes did not
damage the Short plaintiffs, was not an injury to the Indians of the
reservation and did not invade their rights. The Puzz court, a dis-
trict court in the Northern District of California, held to the con-
trary, that funds used by the Hoopa Valley Tribe did damage the
Indians of the reservation. So there are insufficient standards and
not enough expertise to make that recommendation work well. As
George Santayana said, ‘‘Those who cannot remember the past are
condemned to relive it.’’ There is an error found in Interior’s rec-
ommendation.

Under the Settlement Act, there are some benefits potentially
available to the Hoopa Valley and Yurok Tribes. Only 22 Short
plaintiffs were adjudicated to be Indians of the reservation in 1973,
so the court embarked on a long process which actually is still un-
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derway of identifying the eligible Indians of the reservation and
their heirs for inclusion in per capita payments.

This ruling precipitated other lawsuits, precipitated administra-
tive actions that brought tribal government to a standstill, jeopard-
ized public health, and made necessary the Hoopa Yurok Settle-
ment Act. The Settlement Act originated in the House and in the
House two hearings were conducted, one by the Interior and Insu-
lar Affairs Committee and another by the Judiciary Committee,
and this committee conducted two hearings on its bill. And as you
recall, at least three law firms appeared and participated in the
proceedings on behalf of various groups of what have become Yurok
tribal members. This included the Faulkner and Wunsch firm
which represented most of the Short plaintiffs, many who became
Yurok tribal members, the Heller, Ehrman White & McAuliffe firm
which represented the Short plaintiffs, the Jacobsen, Jewitt &
Theirolf firm which represented the Puzz plaintiffs, and so al-
though the Yurok Tribe had not organized in a fashion to designate
its own attorney, its members participated completely and fully.

With the committee’s guidance, after all these legal issues were
discussed and the equities were considered, the parties came to-
gether on a settlement package to be laid before each one of the
contestants. At the request of the House, the Congressional Re-
search Service analyzed the House bill to determine whether Con-
gress could lawfully do this or whether it would involve a taking
of property. The Congressional Research Service concluded that be-
cause of the unique background of this reservation and the litiga-
tion, it was possible that a court would conclude that non-tribal In-
dians, Indians of the reservation, had some vested interest in res-
ervation property.

Ultimately, the courts didn’t conclude that but the fact that there
was a risk there is part of why the committee and Congress in the
Settlement Act went to great pains to offer benefits in exchange for
waivers of claims. So the settlement fund, for example, was allo-
cated essentially in three ways, partly to the Hoopa Valley Tribe
and the Yurok Tribe, if those tribes waived their claims, and partly
to Indians as individuals who qualified as Indians of the reserva-
tion and appropriated money was provided which defrayed most of
the cost of the lump sum payments.

As Mr. McCaleb correctly said, the appropriated money was not
sufficient for the people who disaffiliated from both tribes, so some
of the Yurok and Hoopa escrow funds went to that payment.

This act nullified the Short rulings. That was the purpose of the
act. The act, this committee said in its report, was not to be consid-
ered a precedent for individualization of tribal communal assets
but rather, sprang from the realization that there were some judi-
cial decisions that were unique and the committee concluded,

The intent of this legislation is to bring the Hoopa Valley Tribe and the Yurok
Tribe within the mainstream of Federal Indian law.

That is in the committee’s report on page 2.
The Settlement Act preserved the money judgments that had

been won by the individual Short plaintiffs, so they ultimately re-
covered about $25,000 each from the treasury in addition to the
payments that were made to them in exchange for claim waivers
under section 6 of the act.
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The committee said while it didn’t believe the legislation was in
conflict with the Short case, ‘‘To the extent there is such a conflict,
it is intended that this legislation will govern.’’ The reason that is
important now is because it is indisputable that over 98 percent of
the remainder in the settlement fund is derived from Hoopa escrow
funds, from Hoopa timber sales, trees cut on the Hoopa Square.
That proportion in our view belongs to the Hoopa Valley Tribe.

The Short case is not to the contrary. The Hoopa Valley Tribe
has a right to timber proceeds for trees cut on the Square. As a
historical matter, tribes didn’t have a right to proceeds for timber
sales on reservation until 1910 when Congress passed a general
timber statute now enacted in section 407. In 1964, Congress
changed the designation of beneficiaries from the 1910 Act which
said the proceeds would be used for the benefit of Indians of the
reservation. In 1964 that was changed to say that proceeds would
be used for the benefit of Indians who are members of the tribe or
tribes concerned.

At that time, the Department of the Interior, which advocated
that technical correction, explained that Indians of the reservation
didn’t really describe anyone and that in fact members of the rel-
evant tribe shared in the proceeds of sale of tribal properties. In
the Short case, the 1983 opinion, the court held to the contrary and
said Congress, when it used the term tribe here meant only the
general Indian groups communally concerned with the proceeds
and not officially organized or recognized tribes.

So another important part of the Settlement Act was correcting
the damage done to the general timber statute. A section of the
Settlement Act amended section 407 to say the proceeds of sale
shall be used as determined by the governing bodies of the tribes
concerned.

In the litigation that came after the Settlement Act, the Yurok
Tribe and other plaintiffs continued to presume the correctness of
some of the rulings in the Short case, in particular, the 1891 Exec-
utive order. The Short case did not support their claim that they
had a right to the Hoopa escrow funds generated from timber cut
on the Hoopa Square. Instead, in two opinions in 1987, an opinion
discussed in this committee’s report, and later in 1993, in the sixth
published Short opinion, the Short court held that the plaintiffs
there did not have a right to the trust funds, the escrow funds. In-
stead, the court made very clear that all it held in Short was that
if money is distributed to individuals, not distributions to tribes but
individualization of money, gave rise to a right by Indians of the
reservation to share.

The Federal courts rejected this most recently in the litigation
concerning the Hoopa Yurok Settlement Act. Without the theories
of the Short case that as Indians of the reservation, they have some
claim to the timber revenues of the Square, without that theory,
there is no connection between the Yurok Tribe and the Hoopa es-
crow moneys. The Hoopa escrow moneys were part of a settlement
package and that is the only method by which they could have had
access to them.

As the court ruled in the most recent case, Karuk Tribe of Cali-
fornia v. United States, this litigation is the latest attempt by
plaintiffs to receive a share of the revenues from timber grown on
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the Square. The Settlement Act nullified the Short rulings by es-
tablishing a new Hoopa Valley Reservation. A necessary effect of
the Settlement Act was to assure payment of the timber revenues
from the Square exclusively to the Hoopa Valley Tribe.

It was the purpose of the Settlement Act to return these tribes
to the mainstream of Federal Indian law. In the mainstream of
Federal Indian law, the proceeds of trees cut on a tribe’s reserva-
tion go to that tribe.

I want to mention one other issue that comes up recurrently and
that is the assertion that a portion of the Hoopa Square was actu-
ally traditional Yurok Tribe territory or some even say traditional
Karuk Tribe territory.

As the chairman pointed out, this is not a new issue, it is an
issue that has been litigated specifically and in the just completed
litigation concerning the Settlement Act, Karuk Tribe v. United
States, the court’s ruling was that both as a matter of history and
as a matter of law, the record does not support the Yurok’s claim
to Indian title to the site of the Square. This issue is adverted to
in this committee’s report concerning the Settlement Act where the
committee pointed out that the Settlement Act’s choice of the Biss-
ell Smith Line as the dividing line between the two reservations
had the effect of putting a traditional Yurok village into the Yurok
Reservation where it might previously have been in the Square.

With that, I would conclude my remarks and would be happy to
answer questions.

[Prepared statement of Mr. Schlosser appears in appendix.]
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
One of the first issues confronting me as chairman of this com-

mittee was this matter. Obviously I knew very little about Indian
country or Indian history or relationship. I spent 2 whole days in
Sacramento conducting hearings, I visited the Valley, I would
never fly back again and I must say that I thought the committee
did pretty well.

But this committee was a successor of other committees in the
U.S. Senate that felt that all the answers were in Washington, that
the answers were in the minds of lawyers and government officials.
What we have here today is the product of government officials and
lawyers, starting off with deception and based upon the deception
coming forth with conclusions and then obviously wanting to justify
the deception.

In the years that followed my tenure as chairman beginning in
1987, I have become much more dependent upon the wisdom of In-
dian country, to tell me and to tell Washington what the solutions
should be. We have too often tried to impose our will upon Indian
country and this is one example.

In looking at the activities of 1852 and 1864, one must assume
that the Indians were well organized with a whole array of lawyers
who knew the Constitution inside and out and therefore they had
their rights and liabilities all determined and that was not so. The
Government of the United States went out of its way to make cer-
tain that Indians never got organized. I wish we could start all
over and I could tell the Hoopa and the Yuroks why don’t you all
get together as you did in the old days. In the old days, it was ei-
ther war and kill each other and decide or you sit down, have a
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big conference. In some places they smoked tobacco or exchanged
gifts. Maybe the time has come for the restoration of the old meth-
od because as certain as I sit here if the Congress of the United
States should come forth with Settlement Act No. 2, we will be
back here in about 20 years trying to draw up Settlement Act No.
3.

I have a series of technical questions but those are all legal ques-
tions. It is good to know the history but I was trained to be a law-
yer myself and when one presents his case, you make certain you
don’t say good things about the other side, you speak of the good
things about your side. That is what you are paid for. I would ex-
pect lawyers to do the same.

With that, I will be submitting questions of a technical nature
for the record.

May I thank you, Mr. Chairman and your staff.
Our next witness is the most distinguished member of Indian

country, the chairperson of Yurok Tribe of Klamath, California, Sue
Masten.

STATEMENT OF SUE MASTEN, CHAIRPERSON, YUROK TRIBE

Ms. MASTEN. Good morning.
I have the distinct honor to serve as the chairperson of the Yurok

Tribe. The Yurok Tribe is the largest tribe in California with over
4,500 members of which 2,800 members live on or near the res-
ervation.

Thank you for holding this hearing. We appear today with deep
resolve and a commitment to working hard toward addressing the
issues before you.

I know you can appreciate that the issues here run deep and are
heart felt. I also know that when the act was passed Congress be-
lieved that the act reached equity for both tribes. Thank you for
your willingness to hear our concerns that those goals were not
achieved.

We especially thank you, Chairman Inouye, for taking this very
significant step toward addressing our concerns for equity under
the Hoopa Yurok Settlement Act to look at what has been achieved
or not achieved during the last 14 years and for asking what now
may need to be done.

We are deeply appreciative of your October 4, 2001 letter where
you invited both tribes to step beyond the act to address current
and future needs. We know this committee sought to achieve rel-
ative equity for both the Hoopa Valley Tribe and the Yurok Tribe
in 1988.

During the course of our many meetings with members of Con-
gress and their staff, we have been asked why Congress should
look at this matter again. The answer to this question is clear, the
act has not achieved the full congressional intent and purpose and
Congress often has to revisit issues when its full intent is not
achieved.

Additionally, we believe that the Departments of the Interior and
Justice did not completely or accurately inform Congress of all the
relevant factors. Congress did not have the full assistance from the
departments that you should have had.
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In reviewing the Department’s testimony and official communica-
tions, we were appalled that the Yurok historic presence on the
Square was minimized or ignored and that the relative revenue
and resource predictions for the tribe were also wrong. Further-
more, we are also concerned about the significant disparity of ac-
tual land base that each tribe has received.

Can you imagine in this day and age an Assistant Secretary ad-
dressing a serious dispute between tribes by describing one tribe as
a model tribe and dismissing the other, as some sort of remnant
who would only need 3,000 acres because only 400 Indians remain
on what would become their reservation.

Interior also told Congress that the income of the tribes was com-
parable. The Hoopa Tribe would earn somewhat over $1 million a
year from timber resources and the Yuroks had just had $1 million
plus fishery the year before. Here are the real facts.

Several thousand Yuroks lived on or near the reservation, on or
near is the legal standard for a tribe’s service district. There is a
serious lack of infrastructure, roads, telephones, electricity, housing
on the Yurok Reservation and we have 75 percent unemployment
and a 90-percent poverty level. Further, there is a desperate need
for additional lands, particularly lands that can provide economic
development opportunities, adequate housing sites and meet the
tribal subsistence and gathering needs.

The Department gave the impression that the Short plaintiffs
who were mostly Yurok had left our traditional homelands, were
spread out over 36 States, were perhaps non-Indian descendants
and were just in the dispute for the dollars. This impression was
highly insulting to the Yurok people and a disservice to Congress.

There are at least as many Yuroks on or near the reservation as
are Hoopas. With respect to the relative income or resource equity
projected for the new reservations, it is true there was a commer-
cial fishery shortly before the act, true but also very misleading.
Commercial fishing income, if any, went predominantly to the
Hoopa and Yurok fishermen. The fact was that in most years, there
was no commercial fishery and in many years, we did not meet our
subsistence and ceremonial needs.

Since the act, Klamath River coho salmon have been listed as an
endangered species and other species are threatened to be listed.
In fact, the Klamath River is listed as one of the 10 most threat-
ened rivers in the Nation and has lost 80 to 90 percent of its his-
toric fish populations and habitat. Today, the fish runs we depend
on are subject to insufficient water flows and in spite of our senior
water right and federally recognized fishing right, we continue to
have to fight for water to protect our fishery.

The average annual income of the Yurok Tribe from our salmon
resource was and is nonexistent. To be fair, we should note that
since the Settlement Act, the Yurok Tribe has had a small income
from timber revenues, averaging about $600,000 annually. With re-
spect to the land base, the Yurok Tribe’s Reservation contains ap-
proximately 3,000 acres of tribal trust lands and approximately
3,000 acres of individual trust lands. The remainder of the 58,000
acre reservation is held in fee by commercial timber interests.

The Hoopa Tribe Reservation has approximately 90,000 acres
with 98 percent in tribal trust status. Regarding the $1 million
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plus in timber revenues projected for the Hoopa Tribe, testimony
of the Hoopa tribal attorney in 1988 indicated the annual timber
revenue from the Square was approximately $5 million. Since the
act, the Hoopa timber revenues have been $64 million. The point
is the projected revenue comparison that should have been before
the committee in 1988 was zero fisheries income for the Yurok
Tribe and more than $5 million in annual timber and other reve-
nues from the Square for the Hoopa Valley Tribe, not the com-
parable $1 million or so for each tribe the committee report relied
upon.

This disparity of lands, resources and revenues continues today
and hinders our ability to provide services to our people. Unfortu-
nately, the Yurok Tribe in 1988 unlike today was unable to address
misleading provisions of key information. The Yurok Tribe, al-
though federally recognized since the mid-19th century, was not
formally organized and had no funds, lawyers, lobbyists or other
technical support to gather data or analyze the bill, to present facts
and confront misinformation.

It is important to acknowledge the positive provisions of the Act
which provided limited funds to retain attorneys and others to as-
sist us in the creation of the base roll, the development of our con-
stitution and the establishment of our tribal offices. We also appre-
ciated the Senate committee report recognized and acknowledged
that the tribe could organize under our inherent sovereignty which
we did.

Had we been an organized tribe, we would have testified before
you in 1988 and we would have pointed out that while it is true
the Square is part of the Hoopa peoples’ homeland, it is also true
that the Square is part of the ancestral homelands of the Yurok
people.

Almost without fail throughout the testimony received in 1988,
the Square is described as Hoopa and the addition is described as
Yurok. The Yurok ancestral map provided to you shows that our
territory was quite large and included all the current Yurok Res-
ervation, 80 percent of Redwood National Park, as well as signifi-
cant portions of the U.S. National Forest.

Yurok villages existed in the square and these sites have been
verified by anthropologists. This fact should not be a matter of dis-
pute. The Justice Department and the Hoopa Valley Tribe in Yurok
v. United States agreed in a joint fact statement that the Yuroks
were always inhabitants of the Square. We are not claiming that
we had Indian title to the whole square but that we have always
been a part of the Square. The Short cases reached that same de-
termination.

We think these different perspectives are important as we con-
sider today’s issues. However, it is critical for everyone to under-
stand that we are not asking Congress to take back anything from
the Hoopa Valley Tribe that they received under the Settlement
Act. What we do want is for the committee to look at the relative
equities achieved under the act, understanding the Yuroks have al-
ways been inhabitants of the Square and have never abandoned
our connection to our territories, our culture and traditions.

We have already noted the significant disparities between the
tribes in income, resources, land base and infrastructure after the
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act. The data provided by Interior Department today supports our
position. To reiterate, the Hoopa Valley Tribe received a 90,000-
acre timbered reservation of which 98 percent is held in tribal
trust. The Yurok Tribe received a 58,000-acre reservation with
3,000 acres in tribal trust, containing little timber. The map we
have provided to you shows this extreme disparity.

We have already noted that the projected income for the tribes
were incorrect. Time has verified that the predictions of a bountiful
or restored Yurok fishery has not happened. It is also a fishery that
we share with the non-Indians as well as Hoopa. Hoopa timber re-
sources however have produced substantial income exceeding the
1988 predictions as reflected in the Interior Department’s records.
In addition, as this committee is aware from your recent joint hear-
ing on telecommunications, infrastructure on the Yurok Reserva-
tion is virtually nonexistent.

In our response to Senator Inouye’s letter of October 4, 2001, we
have submitted an outline of an economic development and land
acquisition plan to you and the Department of the Interior. The
plan is based on our settlement negotiations with the Department
in 1996 and 1997. We would like to request from you today the cre-
ation of a committee or a working group composed of tribal admin-
istration and congressional representatives and hopefully, under
your leadership, Senator.

We recommend that the committee’s responsibility be to develop
legislation that would provide a viable self sufficient reservation for
the Yurok people as originally intended by the Settlement Act. As
you can see, our issues are broad based and focus on equity for the
Yurok Tribe. The Department’s report has prompted this hearing
to address access by the Yurok Tribe to the Yurok Trust Fund. The
Interior Department has said that neither tribe has legal entitle-
ment to the Yurok Trust Fund. Our view is simple.

The financial equities and the actual distributions of timber reve-
nues from 1974 to 1988 clearly demonstrate that the Yurok Tribe
should receive its share of the settlement fund as the act intended.
Arguments based on where the revenue came from on the joint res-
ervation are wrong. These revenues belonged as much to the
Yuroks of the Square and the Yuroks of the extension as they did
to the Hoopas of the Square. This is the key point of the cases both
tribes lost in the Claims Court.

The point is that prior to 1988, the Hoopa Valley Reservation
was a single reservation intended for both tribes and whose com-
munal lands and income were vested in neither tribe. Short also
means that the Department could not favor one tribe above the
other in the distribution of assets. These are pre-1988 moneys. We
should not have to reargue what Yuroks won in the Short cases.

After the final 1974 decision in Short I, the Department ceased
to distribute timber revenues only to the members of the Hoopa
Valley Tribe and began to reserve 70 percent of the timber reve-
nues for the Yurok plaintiffs. The remaining 30 percent of the reve-
nues were for Hoopa and were placed in a separate escrow account
which the Department disbursed to the Hoopa Valley Tribe. When
we discussed the 1974–88 timber revenues with the Hoopa Tribal
Council, they asserted that all of the timber revenues should have
been theirs. Legally as the committee knows, that is not what the
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courts have said. No Indian tribe, before 1988, had a vested right
to the Square or its assets. In 1974, the Federal courts had finally
determined that the Secretary had since 1955 wrongfully made per
capital distributions to only Hoopa tribal members and the plain-
tiffs, mostly Yurok, were entitled to damages against the United
States. Damages were eventually provided to the plaintiffs for the
years 1955–74 but not for 1974–88. The point is that neither tribe
had title to timber or a constitutional right to the revenues from
1974–88. If the revenues were distributed to one group, the other
group was entitled to its fair share. It did not matter what percent-
age of the timber proceeds came from the square or came from the
addition because according to the Federal courts, neither revenues
were vested in either tribe.

In 1974–88, revenues were distributed to the Hoopa Tribe, first
under the 30 percent Hoopa share totaling $19 million and second
under the Settlement Act. As you are aware, the Settlement Act
placed the 70 percent escrow account which was $51 million, the
small balance of the Hoopa 30 percent escrow account, some small-
er joint Hoopa Yurok escrow accounts, Yurok escrow accounts, as
well as the $10 million Federal appropriation all in the settlement
fund.

In 1991, the Department split the settlement account between
the two tribes based on our enrollments. The Hoopa Valley Tribe
was allocated 39.5 percent of the settlement fund or $34 million.
Because the Hoopa Valley Tribe had executed its waiver, the De-
partment provided these funds to the tribe. The Yurok Tribe was
allocated $37 million and it was put in a Yurok trust account and
was not provided to us.

From 1974 to 1988, timber revenues and interest was approxi-
mately $64 million of which the Hoopa Tribe received a total of $53
million or 84.2 percent of this total. Also in 1991, the claims attor-
neys for the Short cases sued the United States to try to recover
attorneys fees from the settlement account. Two other Yuroks and
I intervened in this case as co-defendants to protect the Yurok
share of the settlement funds. The United States approved this
intervention and the Justice Department attorneys encouraged our
participation and we won this case.

As you are aware, in 1993, the Yurok Tribe sued the United
States for a takings claim under the Settlement Act. We lost this
case in 2001 when the Supreme Court declined to review a 2 to 1
decision by the Federal Court of Appeals. We lost this case for the
same reason that the Hoopa Tribe lost all of their pre-1988 cases.
No part of the pre-1988 Hoopa Valley Reservation was vested to
any Indian tribe and none of us had title against the United States.
We could argue that the case was unfair and historically blind and
that it is outrageous to use colonial notions of Indian title in these
modern times but it doesn’t matter. We lost, as the Hoopa Tribe
lost before us, and in this legal system, the only appeal we have
left is an appeal to equity and justice before Congress to fix these
wrongs.

At the same time in 1993, we adopted the conditional waiver
which provided that our waiver was effective if the Settlement Act
was constitutional. The courts have determined that the act is con-
stitutional. That determination should have been sufficient to meet
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the condition of our waiver but the Department held that our waiv-
er was not valid. Although we disagree, we have not challenged the
Department’s judgment in the court and will not take the commit-
tee’s time to debate it today.

The Department determined that the Hoopa waiver was effective
and they received their funds under the Act. Therefore, they have
no legal right to additional funds. The Department has reported to
Congress that you should resolve this issue. Among other things,
the Department sees itself as the administrator of the funds for
both tribes. In resolving these issues, the report indicates that Con-
gress should consider funds already received and focus on the pur-
pose of the act to provide for two self sufficient reservations. A bet-
ter solution would be to permit the Yurok Tribe to manage our own
funds. We, of course, would be willing to submit a plan for review
and approval. In fact, our constitution mandates that a plan be de-
veloped and approved by our membership before any of these funds
are spent.

As we have stated, a complete review of the record indicates that
almost all of the trust lands, economic resource and revenues of the
pre-1988 joint reservation have to date been provided almost exclu-
sively to the Hoopa Valley Tribe. A final point to consider is that
in 1996, we negotiated an agreement with the Hoopa Valley Tribe
to support H.R. 2710 in return for their support of our settlement
negotiation issues specifically the balance of the settlement funds.
Apparently the Hoopa Valley Tribal Council now believes that its
end of the deal ended with the collapse of our settlement negotia-
tions. We lived up to our end of the bargain and the Hoopa Valley
Tribe received an additional 2,600 acres of trust land. This almost
equals the total tribal trust lands we received under the act. Copies
of both of our 1996 commitment letters have been provided with
our written testimony.

In closing, back home our people are preparing for our most sa-
cred ceremonies, the White Deer Skin dance and the Jump dance.
These ceremonies are prayers to the Creator to keep balance in our
Yurok world. When our people are in balance, we are strong, our
children’s futures are bright, life is as it should be, good. When our
people are not in balance, we are weakened, our people are dis-
heartened and we worry about what will become of our children.
Life is not good.

In a way, this hearing is a kind of ceremony. We come seeking
balance for our people, we come seeking strength, we come seeking
a stable future for our children, we come seeking a good life for our
tribe. Sadly, our people are not now in balance. Though our dances
help our spiritual well being, the resources given to us by the Cre-
ator so that we would never want for anything have been taken
from us. Once we were a very wealthy people in all aspects in our
Yurok world, in our spirituality, in our resources and in our social-
economic affairs. The sad irony is that because of our great wealth,
we were targeted heavily by the Government’s anti-Indian policies
for termination and assimilation. Many of our elders have passed
on never having received the benefits they were entitled to under
Short and under the Hoopa Yurok Settlement Act. We hope Con-
gress will not let more pass on without benefiting from the settle-
ment fund.
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Be that as it may, we pray Congress will use its power to bring
balance back to our people, that it will relieve our fears about our
children’s futures and make us strong once again, that it will make
our lives good as they should be.

Once more, Senator, thank you for the honor of appearing before
the committee today and would welcome any of your questions.

[Prepared statement of Ms. Masten appear in appendix.]
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
If the Congress is called upon to resolve this matter, I can assure

you that the Congress can and will do so but I would hope that all
of you assembled here would realize under what circumstances
these decisions would be made. Here I sit alone before you. This
is a committee of 15 members. The vice chairman unfortunately
had to leave because of other commitments and other issues. As a
general rule, we are the only two who sit through all of these hear-
ings.

Second, I think you should take into consideration that the sanc-
tuary that Indian country once held in the Supreme Court may not
be available. Supreme Court decisions of recent times have indi-
cated that they are not too favorably inclined as to the existence
of Indian sovereignty. I need not remind you of Nevada v. Hicks
and the Atkins on Trading Post cases. Keeping that in mind, I
wasn’t being facetious when I said if you left it up to us for Settle-
ment Act No. 2, you may get it but it may be worse than Settle-
ment Act No. 1.

Solutions for Indian problems coming from Indian country are al-
ways the best and I know you have attempted to sit together in the
past but it has not succeeded but I would hope you can do so and
come forth with a joint recommendation that both of you can ap-
prove and support because if we do it, somebody is going to get
hurt. I have no idea who is going to get hurt but I can guarantee
you somebody is going to get hurt.

If you have the patience and the wisdom to get together and sit
down, have negotiations and discussions and if you want to have
the help of this committee to some mediation, we are happy to do
so but to try to do this legislatively at this stage, I don’t think is
a wise thing because the foundation is shaky to begin with and this
is not the kind of solution that lawyers can make, only Indians can
make it. I would hope that you can sit together, begin a process.
We would be very happy to help you and hopefully come forth in
the not too distant future, maybe 6 months from now, with some
solution. I can assure you that I will act speedily and expeditiously.

The way it is now, I am the only one sitting here but this is the
way the Congress of the United States acts unfortunately. If you
want people who have no knowledge, no idea of your issues acting
upon your case, you can have it but I think that’s the wrong way.

I will not ask you any questions at this time. We will just con-
fuse it and maybe anger people further and that’s not my mission
here, to anger Indians. I think the time has come for Indians to get
together. You have big problems ahead of you. If you can’t solve the
immediate problems at home, then you will have real problems on
the big ones.

With that, Chairperson Masten and Chairman Marshall, just for
us, would you please stand up and shake hands?
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Ms. MASTEN. We have no problem with that, Senator. We work
on many issues together where we have mutual benefit but I would
like to say before I do that, we would request the committee’s as-
sistance because in our prior negotiations there has been a breach
of trust because after our last negotiations, the Hoopa Tribe issued
a press release.

The CHAIRMAN. When you have negotiations, I will make certain
there is a representative from this committee.

Ms. MASTEN. Appreciate that, Senator. Thank you again.
The CHAIRMAN. If you can keep your rhetoric reasonable and ra-

tionale and friendly, I think we can work out something.
Mr. MARSHALL. I’m sorry, Senator. I cannot shake hands after

being offended in that way. We did not offend them in the last ne-
gotiation and I cannot be that hypocritical.

The CHAIRMAN. I think we should start the process.
With that, this hearing is adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 12:04 p.m., the committee was recessed, to recon-

vene at 2 p.m. the same day.]
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A P P E N D I X

ADDITIONAL MATERIAL SUBMITTED FOR THE RECORD

PREPARED STATEMENT OF JOSEPH JARNAGHAN, COUNCILMAN, HOOPA VALLEY TRIBE
OF CALIFORNIA

My name is Joseph Jarnaghan and I am a member of the Hoopa Valley Tribal
Council. Our tribe has lived on and governed its affairs in the Hoopa Valley for over
10,000 years. I testify as a tribal official elected in a democratic process by the tribal
membership, and expressing the views of our people.

On behalf of the Hoopa Valley Tribe, I want to thank this committee for the op-
portunity to be here today and to testify in this oversight hearing. I want to tell
you why the return of the Hoopa escrow moneys to the Hoopa Valley Tribe is par-
ticularly appropriate in this case, now that the payment provisions of the Hoopa-
Yurok Settlement Act have been exhausted.

My first slide is a map of roads built on the Hoopa Valley Indian Reservation be-
ginning in the 1940’s. There are over 550 linear miles of road on the reservation.
These roads are a major source of sediment production and contamination of our
waters because the Bureau of Indian Affairs’ maintenance of these roads was gross-
ly inadequate, virtually nonexistent, when it clear-cut timber from our reservation.
The Bureau was more interested in getting the trees down and to sale rather than
forest resource management and rehabilitation. Now, the Hoopa Valley Tribe spends
approximately $200,000 to $400,000 per year from tribal revenue to fix this road
system. Simply put, the BIA road construction standards employed in harvesting
timber from our reservation created a huge ongoing problem. The roads erosion is
devastating to fisheries, water quality and riparian organisms. The tribe continues
to rehabilitate old logging roads and landings that are major contributors to sedi-
ment production and which thereby affect fish habitat and water quality.

The BIA cut down approximately 33,000 acres of tribal timber before the Hoopa-
Yurok Settlement Act was passed. Most of the remainder of the reservation cannot
be logged. As the photos illustrate, clear cutting management techniques were prac-
ticed by the BIA. This type of harvesting disregarded cultural resources and created
large areas that the tribe must now rehabilitate through timber stand improvement
projects. Even 10 years after harvesting, clear cuts have led to invasion by brush
species, understocked timber regrowth, and unhealthy conditions susceptible to fire
or insects. Timber stand improvement costs the tribe over $500 per acre to treat.
Thin and release programs conducted by hand produce substantial improvements in
growth rates.

Our reservation has also been substantially damaged by forest fires. The Megram
fire of 1999 resulted in approximately 4,500 acres being destroyed through fire sup-
pression efforts on the reservation. About one-half of the damage was the result of
‘‘back bum’’ operations. The rest of the damage occurred through creation of a ‘‘con-
tingency fire line.’’ The fire line was up to 400 feet wide and approximately 11 miles
long.

The Hoopa Valley Tribe must not be subjected to the double hit of losing both the
Hoopa escrow moneys derived from timbering activities on our reservation and hav-
ing to finance the restoration and rehabilitation costs resulting from the BIA’s poor
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timber harvest projects and forest fires. The potential application of Hoopa escrow
funds to settlement costs never came to pass, instead we had to incur tremendous
defense costs to protect our reservation. The Hoopa escrow funds from our reserva-
tion should be restored to meet the needs of our people.

PREPARED STATEMENT THOMAS P. SCHLOSSER, COUNSEL, HOOPA VALLEY TRIBE OF
CALIFORNIA

My name is Thomas P. Schlosser and I am an attorney for the Hoopa Valley
Tribe. I thank the committee for the privilege of presenting testimony concerning
the report to Congress submitted by the Secretary of the Interior in March 2002,
pursuant to § 14(c) of Pub. L. 100–580, as amended, the Hoopa-Yurok Settlement
Act.

I have been honored to serve as litigation counsel to the Hoopa Valley Tribe for
over 20 years and, during that time, have represented the tribe in the hopelessly
misnamed case of Short v. United States, a suit still pending after 39 years. Along
with numerous lawyers representing various sides of the controversy, I participated
in the proceedings of the 100th Congress and this Committee that fashioned the
landmark Hoopa-Yurok Settlement Act.

1. The Secretary’s Report Threatens a Return to Pre–1988 Conditions.
The Settlement Act was necessitated by complex litigation between the United

States, the Hoopa Valley Tribe, and a large number of individual Indians, most, but
not all of whom were of Yurok decent. Those who do not recall the applicable court
rulings or the conditions from which the Settlement Act emerged will not fully ap-
preciate the strengths and weaknesses of the Secretary’s § 14(c) report. Thus, the
Secretary’s report mistakes the Settlement Act as having been enacted ‘‘with the
primary objective of providing finality and clarity to the contested boundary issue,’’
and concludes with the recommendation that the Settlement Fund ‘‘would be admin-
istered for the mutual benefit of both the Hoopa Valley and Yurok Tribes.’’ The Sec-
retary’s report is not all wrong but boundary clarification was only an aspect of the
Hoopa-Yurok Settlement Act. If administration of the Fund for the joint benefit of
the tribes is the outcome of this process we will have returned to the difficult era
between 1974 and 1988 that required passage of the Settlement Act in the first
place. As George Santayana said, ‘‘those who cannot remember the past are con-
demned to repeat it.’’ The error of establishing a ‘‘Reservation-wide’’ account is clear
from comparing § 1(b)(1)(F) with Puzz v. United States, 1988 WL 188462, *9 (N.D.
Cal. 1988).

Under the Settlement Act there are potential benefits currently unavailable to the
Yurok and Hoopa Valley Tribes because of the Yurok Tribe’s decision to reject the
conditions of the act. The Hoopa-Yurok Settlement Fund is only one of the undis-
tributed assets, and probably not the most valuable one, by comparison to the hun-
dreds of acres of Six Rivers National Forest land within and near the Yurok Res-
ervation, the money appropriated for Yurok land acquisition, the Yurok self-suffi-
ciency plan which was never submitted or funded, and the statutory authority to
acquire land in trust for the Yurok Tribe. Thus. a second shortcoming of the Sec-
retary’s § 14(c) report is that it focuses myopically on the Hoopa-Yurok Settlement
Fund. Nevertheless, because the Settlement Fund is the only asset in which the
Hoopa Valley Tribe has a continuing interest, my testimony will focus on it.

2. The Short Case Was an Aberration From Federal Indian Law.
The Settlement Act brought to an end a long detour from a correct decision of the

Interior Department on February 5, 1958, the Deputy Solicitor’s memorandum re-
garding rights of the Indians in the Hoopa Valley Reservation, California. The So-
licitor’s opinion found that a group of Indians had been politically recognized as the
Hoopa Tribe by the United States in 1851 and were the beneficiaries of administra-
tive actions in 1864 and an Executive order in 1876 setting aside the Hoopa Square
for the benefit of any Indians who were then occupying the area and those who
availed themselves of the opportunity for settlement therein. (Those Indians were,
as this committee found in 1988, primarily Hoopa Indians, but the Hoopa Valley
Tribe included other individuals who joined the community and ultimately became
enrolled tribal members.) The Solicitor found that Commissioner of Indian Affairs
had been correct in recognizing tribal title to the communal lands in the Hoopa
Square to be in the Hoopa Valley Tribe. The Federal Government’s action a genera-
tion later, in 189 1, to append to the Hoopa Valley Reservation the old Klamath
River Reservation and the intermediate Connecting Strip, as an aid to the adminis-
tration of those areas, could not have had any effect on the rights of Indians to prop-
erty within the Reservation because Hoopa Valley rights attached in 1864 and
Klamath River Reservation rights attached in 1855.
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Unfortunately for all concerned, the Court of Claims differed with the Interior De-
partment’s 1958 view in Short v. United States, 202 Ct. Cl. 870 (1973), cert. denied,
416 U.S. 961 (1974) (‘‘Short 1’’). Short I ruled that the Secretary violated trust du-
ties to non-Hoopa ‘‘Indians of the Reservation,’’ when he excluded them from tribal
per capita payments. Nearly 4,000 individuals were plaintiffs in Short, and Short
I found only 22 ‘‘Indians of the Reservation’’ and left a very difficult job (which is
still underway) for the courts to perform determining which other ‘‘Indians of the
Reservation’’ and their heirs were entitled to damages from Treasury for breach of
trust. Short I precipitated a series of crises and related lawsuits that jeopardized
public health and welfare and nearly destroyed tribal government before Congress
stepped in with the Hoopa-Yurok Settlement Act.

The Settlement Act originated in the House as H.R. 4469. The Interior and Insu-
lar Affairs Committee and the Judiciary Committee of the House conducted hear-
ings on that bill, in addition to the two hearings conducted by this committee. As
you may recall, at least three law firms represented factions of Yurok tribal mem-
bers at those hearings, including Faulkner & Wunsch, Heller Ehrman White &
McAuliffe, and Jacobsen, Jewitt & Theirolf. Many legal issues were argued but, with
this committee’s guidance, the warring factions came together on a settlement pack-
age to lay before all parties.

At the request of the House, the American Law Division of the Congressional Re-
search Service prepared an analysis of H.R. 4469 which pointed out that because
of the unique statutory and litigation background, a remote possibility existed that
litigation concerning H.R. 4469 could create a new Federal Indian law precedent,
holding that if the Reservation was established for non-tribal Indians, Indians of the
Reservation would have a vested interest in Reservation property. The courts did
not ultimately reach that conclusion, but it is useful to recall that issue now in order
to realize how the Secretary’s § 14(c) report oversimplifies the Settlement Act as
merely a division of assets between the Hoopa Valley and Yurok Tribes. Actually,
the Settlement Act initially divided the Hoopa-Yurok Settlement Fund between the
Hoopa Valley Tribe and the Yurok Tribe, subject to surrender of claims, and then
added appropriated funds to finance lump-sum payments to Indians who did not
elect to join the Yurok Tribe or the Hoopa Valley Tribe. Because of the long history
of Yurok Short plaintiff opposition to organization of the Yurok Tribe and the wide
geographic dispersal of Yurok Indians it was simply unknown how many persons
on the Hoopa-Yurok Settlement Roll would elect Yurok tribal membership.

3. The Settlement Act Nullified the Short Rulings.
This committee emphasized that the Settlement Act should not be considered an

individualization of tribal communal assets and that the solutions in the Settlement
Act sprang from a series of judicial decisions that are unique in recognizing individ-
ual interests that conflict with general Federal policies and laws favoring recogni-
tion and protection of tribal property rights and tribal governance of Indian reserva-
tions. The committee concluded: ‘‘the intent of this legislation is to bring the Hoopa
Valley Tribe and the Yurok Tribe within the mainstream of Federal Indian law.’’
S. Rep. 564, 100th Cong., 2d Sess. (1988) at 2.

The Settlement Act preserved the money judgments won by qualified plaintiffs in
the Short case, and they ultimately recovered about $25,000 each from the United
States Treasury in 1996. They also received the payments provided by § 6 of the
Act. But this committee noted that while it did not believe ‘‘that this legislation, as
a prospective settlement of this dispute, is in any way in conflict with the law of
the case in the Short cases, to the extent there is such a conflict, it is intended that
this legislation will govern.’’ Id. at 19.

The interplay of the Settlement Act and the Short case is important to allocation
of the Settlement Fund now for this reason: is indisputable that over 98 percent of
the funds remaining in the Hoopa-Yurok Settlement Fund originated in trees cut
from the Hoopa Square, now the Hoopa Valley Reservation. That proportion of the
funds belongs to the Hoopa Valley Tribe.

4. The Hoopa Valley Tribe Has a Right to its Timber Proceeds.
As an historical matter, Indian tribes did not generally have a right to logging

proceeds until Congress, by the Act of June 25, 1910, authorized the sale of timber
on unallotted lands of any Indian reservation and provided that ‘‘the proceeds from
such sales shall be used for the benefit of the Indians of the reservation in such
manner as he may direct.’’ See 25 U.S.C. § 407. In 1964, Congress changed the iden-
tity of the beneficiaries of proceeds in the statute from ‘‘Indians of the reservation’’
to ‘‘Indians who are members of the tribe or tribes concerned.’’ As the Interior De-
partment testified in support of that amendment, this was a technical correction be-
cause the term ‘‘Indians of the reservation’’ did not describe anybody and actually
members of the relevant tribe shared in the proceeds of the sale of tribal property.
However, in Short v. United States, 719 F.2d 1133, 1136 (Fed. Cir. 1983), cert. de-
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nied, 467 U.S. 1256 (1984) (‘‘Short III’’), the court rejected that explanation and held
that ‘‘Congress, when it used the term ‘tribe’ in this instance, meant only the gen-
eral Indian groups communally concerned with the proceeds—not an officially orga-
nized or recognized Indian tribe—and that the qualified plaintiffs fall into the group
intended by Congress.’’ Thus, another important portion of the Settlement Act was
the correction to the Short—caused distortion of 25 U.S.C. § 407 to provide that ‘‘the
proceeds of the sale shall be used—(1) as determined by the governing bodies of the
tribes concerned and approved by the Secretary——’’ This amendment restored trib-
al control over enrollment and use of timber proceeds.

The Short case, as explained in some detail in this committee’s report, found that
no vested Indian rights existed at the time the Hoopa Valley Reservation was ex-
tended to include the Connecting Strip and Klamath River Reservation in 1891, and
that therefore all Indians of the reservation, as extended, had to be included in per
capita distributions from reservation revenues. In the litigation that challenged the
Settlement Act as a taking of plaintiffs’ vested rights, the Yurok Tribe, its members,
and the Karuk Tribe of California logically presumed both the propriety of President
Benjamin Harrison’s 1891 Executive order and the correctness of the Court of
Claim’s decision in Short I. In other words, those plaintiffs assumed that President
Harrison acted lawfully in expanding the Hoopa Valley Reservation to include the
Addition, and that the effect of 1891 Executive order was to give all Indians having
an appropriate connection to the reservation as so expanded an equal claim to all
of the expanded reservation’s income. If either of those propositions was incorrect,
then the Settlement Act could not be thought to deprive plaintiffs of anything to
which they were ever entitled. However, those propositions depended in turn on the
assumption that the 1876 Executive order did not confer property rights on the in-
habitants of the Hoopa Square, as the reservation was then defted, since if such
rights were conferred they would have been taken by the 1891 Executive Order, at
least as construed in Short I.

Here we are again hearing the Yurok Tribe contend that they have a right to re-
ceive timber proceeds from the Hoopa Valley Square. The courts have correctly re-
jected this, not once, but time after time in Short IV, Short VI, and Karuk Tribe
of California. In Short IV, 12 Cl. Ct. 36, 44 (1987), the Court held that the escrow
fund did not belong to Short plaintiffs but was held in the Treasury subject to the
discretion of the Secretary of the Interior. That ruling was reaffirmed in Short VI,
28 Fed. Cl. 590, 591, 593 (1993), where the Court recalled that prior to 1987 the
Short plaintiffs claimed a right to the entire escrow fund but that claim was rejected
in Short IV and remained the law of the case. The Federal courts rejected plaintiffs
continued effort to capitalize on Short. Karuk Tribe of California, et al. v. United
States, et al., 209 F.3d 1366, 1372 (Fed. Cir. 2000), cert. denied, 523 U.S. 941 (2001).

Without the theories of the Short case, the Yurok Tribe has no claim to portions
of the Settlement Fund derived from Hoopa escrow funds and timber on the Square.
As the Court ruled in Karuk Tribe of California, ‘‘This litigation is the latest at-
tempt by plaintiffs to receive a share of the revenues from timber grown on the
Square. . . . [but] the Settlement Act nullified the Short rulings by establishing a
new Hoopa Valley Reservation. . . . A necessary effect of the Settlement Act was
thus to assure payment of the timber revenues from the Square exclusively to the
‘Hoopa Valley Tribe.’’’ 209 F.3d at 1372. It was the purpose of the Settlement Act
to return the Yurok and Hoopa Valley Tribes to the mainstream of Federal Indian
law. The twisted logic of the Short case can have no further effect on these tribes.
Under mainstream law, the proceeds of Indian timber sales must go to the tribe
whose trees were cut.
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108TH CONGRESS 
2D SESSION S. 2878 

To amend the Hoopa-Yurok Settlement Act to provide for the acquisition 

of land for the Yurok Reservation and an increase in economic develop-

ment beneficial to the Hoopa Valley Tribe and the Yurok Tribe, and 

for other purposes. 

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES 

SEPTEMBER 30, 2004 

Mr. CAMPBELL introduced the following bill; which was read twice and 

referred to the Committee on Indian Affairs 

A BILL 
To amend the Hoopa-Yurok Settlement Act to provide for 

the acquisition of land for the Yurok Reservation and 

an increase in economic development beneficial to the 

Hoopa Valley Tribe and the Yurok Tribe, and for other 

purposes. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-1

tives of the United States of America in Congress assembled, 2

SECTION 1. SHORT TITLE. 3

This Act may be cited as the ‘‘Hoopa-Yurok Settle-4

ment Amendment Act of 2004’’. 5
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SEC. 2. ACQUISITION OF LAND FOR THE YUROK RESERVA-1

TION.2

Section 2(c) of the Hoopa-Yurok Settlement Act (25 3

U.S.C. 1300i–1(c)) is amended by adding at the end the 4

following: 5

‘‘(5) LAND ACQUISITION.— 6

‘‘(A) IN GENERAL.—Not later than 1 year 7

after the date of enactment of this paragraph, 8

the Secretary and the Secretary of Agriculture 9

shall— 10

‘‘(i) in consultation with the Yurok 11

Tribe, identify Federal and private land 12

available from willing sellers within and 13

adjacent to or in close proximity to the 14

Yurok Reservation in the aboriginal terri-15

tory of the Yurok Tribe (excluding any 16

land within the Hoopa Valley Reservation) 17

as land that may be considered for inclu-18

sion in the Yurok Reservation; 19

‘‘(ii) negotiate with the Yurok Tribe 20

to determine, from the land identified 21

under clause (i), a land base for an ex-22

panded Yurok Reservation that will be ade-23

quate for economic self-sufficiency and the 24

maintenance of religious and cultural prac-25

tices; 26
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‘‘(iii) jointly with the Yurok Tribe, 1

provide for consultation with local govern-2

ments, and other parties whose interests 3

are directly affected, concerning the poten-4

tial sale or other transfer of land to the 5

Yurok Tribe under this Act; 6

‘‘(iv) submit to Congress a report 7

identifying any parcels of land within their 8

respective jurisdictions that are determined 9

to be within the land base negotiated 10

under clause (ii); and 11

‘‘(v) not less than 60 days after the 12

date of submission of the report under 13

clause (iv), convey to the Secretary in trust 14

for the Yurok Tribe the parcels of land 15

within their respective jurisdictions that 16

are within that land base. 17

‘‘(B) ACCEPTANCE IN TRUST.—The Sec-18

retary shall— 19

‘‘(i) accept in trust for the Yurok 20

Tribe the conveyance of such private land 21

as the Yurok Tribe, or the United States 22

on behalf of the Yurok Tribe, may acquire 23

from willing sellers, by exchange or pur-24

chase; and 25
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‘‘(ii) provide for the expansion of the 1

Yurok Reservation boundaries to reflect 2

the conveyances. 3

‘‘(C) FUNDING.—Notwithstanding any 4

other provision of law, from funds made avail-5

able to carry out this Act, the Secretary may 6

use $2,500,000 to pay the costs of appraisals, 7

surveys, title reports, and other requirements 8

relating to the acquisition by the Yurok Tribe 9

of private land under this Act (excluding land 10

within the boundaries of the Hoopa Valley Res-11

ervation). 12

‘‘(D) REPORT.— 13

‘‘(i) IN GENERAL.—Not later than 90 14

days after the date of submission of the re-15

port under subparagraph (A)(iv), the Sec-16

retary, in consultation with the Secretary 17

of Agriculture relative to the establishment 18

of an adequate land base for the Yurok 19

Tribe, shall submit to Congress a report 20

that describes— 21

‘‘(I) the establishment of an ade-22

quate land base for the Yurok Tribe 23

and implementation of subparagraph 24

(A); 25
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‘‘(II) the sources of funds re-1

maining in the Settlement Fund, in-2

cluding the statutory authority for 3

such deposits and the activities, in-4

cluding environmental consequences, 5

if any, that gave rise to those depos-6

its; 7

‘‘(III) disbursements made from 8

the Settlement Fund; 9

‘‘(IV) the provision of resources, 10

reservation land, trust land, and in-11

come-producing assets including, to 12

the extent data are available (includ-13

ing data available from the Hoopa 14

Valley Tribe and the Yurok Tribe), 15

the environmental condition of the 16

land and income-producing assets, in-17

frastructure, and other valuable as-18

sets; and 19

‘‘(V) to the extent data are avail-20

able (including data available from the 21

Hoopa Valley Tribe and the Yurok 22

Tribe), the unmet economic, infra-23

structure, and land needs of each of 24
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the Hoopa Valley Tribe and the Yurok 1

Tribe. 2

‘‘(ii) LIMITATION.—No expenditures 3

for any purpose shall be made from the 4

Settlement Fund before the date on which, 5

after receiving the report under clause (i), 6

Congress enacts a law authorizing such ex-7

penditures, except as the Hoopa Valley 8

Tribe and Yurok Tribes may agree pursu-9

ant to their respective constitutional re-10

quirements. 11

‘‘(6) CLAIMS.— 12

‘‘(A) IN GENERAL.—The Court of Federal 13

Claims shall hear and determine all claims of 14

the Yurok Tribe or a member of the Yurok 15

Tribe against the United States asserting that 16

the alienation, transfer, lease, use, or manage-17

ment of land or natural resources located within 18

the Yurok Reservation violates the Constitution, 19

laws, treaties, Executive orders, regulations, or 20

express or implied contracts of the United 21

States. 22

‘‘(B) CONDITIONS.—A claim under sub-23

paragraph (A) shall be heard and determined— 24
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‘‘(i) notwithstanding any statute of 1

limitations (subject to subparagraph (C)) 2

or any claim of laches; and 3

‘‘(ii) without application of any setoff 4

or other claim reduction based on a judg-5

ment or settlement under the Act of May 6

18, 1928 (25 U.S.C. 651 et seq.) or other 7

laws of the United States. 8

‘‘(C) LIMITATION.—A claim under sub-9

paragraph (A) shall be brought not later than 10

10 years after the date of enactment of this 11

paragraph.’’. 12

SEC. 3. JURISDICTION. 13

(a) LAW ENFORCEMENT AND TRIBAL COURT FUNDS 14

AND PROGRAMS.—Section 2(f) of the Hoopla-Yurok Set-15

tlement Act (25 U.S.C. 1300i–1(f)) is amended— 16

(1) by striking ‘‘The Hoopa’’ and inserting the 17

following: 18

‘‘(1) IN GENERAL.—The Hoopa’’; 19

(2) by striking the semicolon after ‘‘Code’’ the 20

first place it appears and inserting a comma; and 21

(3) by adding at the end the following: 22

‘‘(2) LAW ENFORCEMENT AND TRIBAL COURT 23

FUNDS AND PROGRAMS.— 24
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‘‘(A) IN GENERAL.—Notwithstanding para-1

graph (1), Federal law enforcement and tribal 2

court funds and programs shall be made avail-3

able to the Hoopa Valley Tribe and Yurok 4

Tribe on the same basis as the funds and pro-5

grams are available to Indian tribes that are 6

not subject to the provisions of law referred to 7

in paragraph (1). 8

‘‘(B) AUTHORIZATION OF APPROPRIA-9

TIONS.—There is authorized to be appropriated 10

for Yurok law enforcement and tribal court pro-11

grams $1,000,000 for each fiscal year.’’. 12

(b) RECOGNITION OF THE YUROK TRIBE.—Section 13

9 of the Hoopa-Yurok Settlement Act (25 U.S.C. 1300i– 14

8) is amended by adding at the end the following: 15

‘‘(f) RECOGNITION OF THE YUROK TRIBE.—The au-16

thority of the Yurok Tribe over its territories as provided 17

in the constitution of the Yurok Tribe as of the date of 18

enactment of this subsection are ratified and confirmed 19

insofar as that authority relates to the jurisdiction of the 20

Yurok Tribe over persons and land within the boundaries 21

of the Yurok Reservation.’’. 22

(c) YUROK RESERVATION RESOURCES.—Section 12 23

of the Hoopa Yurok Settlement Act (102 Stat. 2935) is 24

amended by adding at the end the following: 25
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‘‘(c) KLAMATH RIVER BASIN FISHERIES.— 1

‘‘(1) IN GENERAL.—The Secretary and the Sec-2

retary of Agriculture shall enter into stewardship 3

agreements with the Yurok Tribe with respect to 4

management of Klamath River Basin fisheries and 5

water resources. 6

‘‘(2) EFFECT OF PARAGRAPH.—Nothing in 7

paragraph (1) provides the Yurok Tribe with any ju-8

risdiction within the Hoopa Valley Reservation. 9

‘‘(d) MANAGEMENT AUTHORITY.— 10

‘‘(1) DEFINITION OF COMANANGEMENT AU-11

THORITY.—In this subsection, the term ‘manage-12

ment authority’ means the right to make decisions 13

jointly with the Secretary or the Secretary of Agri-14

culture, as the case may be, with respect to the nat-15

ural resources and sacred and cultural sites de-16

scribed in paragraph (2). 17

‘‘(2) GRANT OF MANAGEMENT AUTHORITY.— 18

There is granted to the Yurok Tribe management 19

authority over all natural resources, and over all sa-20

cred and cultural sites of the Yurok Tribe within 21

their usual and accustomed places, that are on land 22

remaining under the jurisdiction of the National 23

Park Service, Forest Service, or Bureau of Land 24
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Management within the aboriginal territory of the 1

Yurok Tribe. 2

‘‘(e) SUBSISTENCE.— 3

‘‘(1) IN GENERAL.—There is granted access for 4

subsistence hunting, fishing, and gathering rights 5

for members of the Yurok Tribe over all land and 6

water within the aboriginal territory of the Yurok 7

Tribe that remain under the jurisdiction of the 8

Yurok Tribe or the United States, excluding any 9

land within the Hoopa Valley Reservation. 10

‘‘(2) CONDITION.—All subsistence-related ac-11

tivities under paragraph (1) shall be conducted in 12

accordance with management plans developed by the 13

Yurok Tribe.’’. 14

SEC. 4. BASE FUNDING. 15

From amounts made available to the Secretary for 16

new tribes funding, the Secretary shall make an adjust-17

ment in the base funding for the Yurok Tribe based on 18

the enrollment of the Yurok Tribe as of the date of enact-19

ment of this Act. 20

SEC. 5. YUROK INFRASTRUCTURE DEVELOPMENT. 21

(a) IN GENERAL.—There are authorized to be appro-22

priated— 23
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(1) $20,000,000 for the upgrade and construc-1

tion of Bureau of Indian Affairs and tribal roads on 2

the Yurok Reservation; 3

(2) for each fiscal year, $500,000 for the oper-4

ation of a road maintenance program for the Yurok 5

Tribe; 6

(3) $3,500,000 for purchase of equipment and 7

supplies for the Yurok Tribe road maintenance pro-8

gram; 9

(4) $7,600,000 for the electrification of the 10

Yurok Reservation; 11

(5) $2,500,000 for telecommunication needs on 12

the Yurok Reservation; 13

(6) $18,000,000 for the improvement and de-14

velopment of water and wastewater treatment sys-15

tems on the Yurok Reservation; 16

(7) $6,000,000 for the development and con-17

struction of a residential care, drug and alcohol re-18

habilitation, and recreational complex near 19

Weitchpec; 20

(8) $7,000,000 for the construction of a cul-21

tural center for the Yurok Tribe; 22

(9) $4,000,000 for the construction of a tribal 23

court, law enforcement, and detention facility in 24

Klamath; 25
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(10) $10,000,000 for the acquisition or con-1

struction of at least 50 homes for Yurok Tribe el-2

ders; 3

(11) $3,200,000 for the development and initial 4

startup cost for a Yurok School District; and 5

(12) $800,000 to supplement Yurok Tribe high-6

er education need. 7

(b) PRIORITY.—Congress— 8

(1) recognizes the unsafe and inadequate condi-9

tion of roads and major transportation routes on 10

and to the Yurok Reservation; and 11

(2) identifies as a priority that those roads and 12

major transportation routes be upgraded and 13

brought up to the same standards as transportation 14

systems throughout the State of California. 15

SEC. 6. YUROK ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT. 16

There are authorized to be appropriated— 17

(1) $20,000,000 for the construction of an 18

ecolodge and associated costs; 19

(2) $1,500,000 for the purchase of equipment 20

to establish a gravel operation; and 21

(3) $6,000,000 for the purchase and improve-22

ment of recreational and fishing resorts on the 23

Yurok Reservation. 24
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SEC. 7. BLM LAND. 1

(a) CONVEYANCE TO THE YUROK TRIBE.—The fol-2

lowing parcels of Bureau of Land Management land with-3

in the aboriginal territory of the Yurok Tribe are conveyed 4

in trust status to the Yurok Tribe: 5

(1) T. 9N., R. 4E, HUM, sec. 1. 6

(2) T. 9N., R. 4E, sec. 7. 7

(3) T. 9N., R. 4E., sec. 8, lot 3. 8

(4) T. 9N., R. 4E., sec. 9, lots 19 and 20. 9

(5) T. 9N., R. 4E., sec. 17, lots 3 through 6. 10

(6) T. 9N., R. 4E., sec. 18, lots 7 and 10. 11

(7) T. 9N., R. 3E., sec. 13, lots 8 and 12. 12

(8) T. 9N., R. 3E, sec. 14, lot 6. 13

(b) CONVEYANCE TO THE HOOPA VALLEY TRIBE.— 14

The following parcels of Bureau of Land Management 15

land along the western boundaries of the Hoopa Valley 16

Reservation are conveyed in trust status to the Hoopa Val-17

ley Tribe: 18

(1) T. 9N, R. 3E., sec. 23, lots 7 and 8. 19

(2) T. 9N., R. 3E., sec. 26, lots 1 through 3. 20

(3) T. 7N., R. 3E., sec. 7, lots 1 and 6. 21

(4) T. 7N., R. 3E., sec. 1. 22

SEC. 8. REPEAL OF OBSOLETE PROVISIONS. 23

Section 2(c)(4) of the Hoopa-Yurok Settlement Act 24

(25 U.S.C. 1300i–1(c)(4)) is amended by striking ‘‘The— 25

’’ and all that follows through ‘‘shall not be’’ and inserting 26
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‘‘The apportionment of funds to the Yurok Tribe under 1

sections 4 and 7 shall not be’’. 2

SEC. 9. VOTING MEMBER. 3

Section 3(c) of the Klamath River Basin Fisheries 4

Restoration Act (16 U.S.C. 460ss–2(c)) is amended— 5

(1) by redesignating paragraphs (4) and (5) as 6

paragraphs (5) and (6); and 7

(2) by striking paragraph (3) and inserting the 8

following: 9

‘‘(3) A representative of the Yurok Tribe who 10

shall be appointed by the Yurok Tribal Council. 11

‘‘(4) A representative of the Department of the 12

Interior who shall be appointed by the Secretary.’’. 13

SEC. 10. ECONOMIC SELF-SUFFICIENCY. 14

Section 10 of the Hoopa-Yurok Settlement Act (25 15

U.S.C. 1300i–9) is amended by striking subsection (a) and 16

inserting the following: 17

‘‘(a) PLAN FOR ECONOMIC SELF-SUFFICIENCY.— 18

‘‘(1) NEGOTIATIONS.—Not later than 30 days 19

after the date of enactment of the Hoopa-Yurok Set-20

tlement Amendment Act of 2004, the Secretary shall 21

enter into negotiations with the Yurok Tribe to es-22

tablish a plan for the economic self-sufficiency of the 23

Yurok Tribe, which shall be completed not later than 24
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18 months after the date of enactment of the 1

Hoopa-Yurok Settlement Amendment Act of 2004. 2

‘‘(2) SUBMISSION TO CONGRESS.—On the ap-3

proval of the plan by the Yurok Tribe, the Secretary 4

shall submit the plan to Congress. 5

‘‘(3) AUTHORIZATION OF APPROPRIATIONS.— 6

There is authorized to be appropriated $3,000,000 7

to establish the Yurok Tribe Self-Sufficiency Plan.’’. 8

SEC. 11. EFFECT OF ACT. 9

Nothing in this Act or any amendment made by this 10

Act limits the existing rights of the Hoopa Valley Tribe 11

or the Yurok Tribe Tribe. 12

Æ 
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1. Introduction 

On March 27, 2007, the Board of Indian Appeals (“Board”) docketed and dismissed the 

Hoopa Valley Tribe’s Notice of Appeal and Statement of Reasons which the Board received the 

previous day.  Pursuant to 43 C.F.R. § 4.315, the Hoopa Valley Tribe (“Tribe”) respectfully 

petitions for reconsideration of the Board’s decision, which is reported at 44 IBIA 210, and 

requests that the Board stay the effectiveness of the Special Trustee’s decision subject to this 

appeal until the Board rules on the instant Petition.   

As explained below, reconsideration should be granted and jurisdiction found to hear this 

appeal for the following reasons:  (1) the Board has jurisdiction because this is a “dispute” within 

the meaning of 25 C.F.R. pt. 1200 and the related provisions in 25 C.F.R. pt. 115, subpart G; and 

(2) review by the Board, before the release of tribal trust funds in violation of federal law, is in 

the interests of justice because it might prevent substantial money damages liability for the 

United States for breach of trust.  In addition, the Board may hear this appeal pursuant to 

Hoopa Valley Tribe’s  
Petition For Reconsideration - 1 
 



43 C.F.R. § 4.318, which allows the Board to broadly exercise the inherent authority of the 

Secretary of the Interior “to correct a manifest injustice or error where appropriate.”1  Manifest 

injustice results from the Special Trustee’s unlawful action and the subsequent denial of 

jurisdiction to hear this appeal, which could be referred by the Secretary, before tribal trust funds 

are released in contravention of the Trust Reform Act and the Hoopa Yurok Settlement Act.   

2. Standard of Review 

43 C.F.R. § 4.315 empowers the Board to reconsider its decisions in extraordinary 

circumstances upon receipt of a petition containing “a detailed statement of the reasons why 

reconsideration should be granted.”  The Board has prudently exercised this authority and should 

do so in this instance.  E.g., McKenzie v. Senior Awarding Official, 39 IBIA 242 (2004); 

Dragswolf, 31 IBIA 228 (1997).  The Board’s very prompt ruling on this large and complex 

appeal overlooked facts concerning the unique and limited authority of the Special Trustee in this 

instance and evidence that jurisdiction exists under, at least, 25 C.F.R. pt. 1200 and the related 

provisions in 25 C.F.R. pt. 115, subpart G.2  A manifest injustice will be done, and substantial 

                                                 
 1 “Manifest injustice” or “manifest error” arise when the injustice or the error is obvious.   
Estates of Walter George and Minnie Racehorse George Snipe, 9 IBIA 20, 22-23 (1981); 
cf. Estate of Glenn Begay, 16 IBIA 115, 118 (1988) (the Board has authority “in extraordinary 
cases” to correct manifest error); Chitina Traditional Village Council v. Juneau Area Director, 
Bureau of Indian Affairs, 31 IBIA 100 (1997) (using authority in 25 C.F. R. § 4.318 to “modify 
the Judge’s procedural disposition” of the case because Judge erroneously relied on a prior Board 
decision).   
 
 2 The Board believes that Mr. Swimmer’s decisions “were made pursuant to the 
Department’s administration of the Settlement Act.”  44 IBIA at 212.  This, however, is the 
ultimate issue on the merits:  whether the Settlement Act authorizes the decisions by Mr. 
Swimmer.  The Tribe believes the Settlement Act does not authorize Mr. Swimmer’s decisions.  
However, this issue on the merits has no bearing on whether the Board may exercise jurisdiction 
over this appeal of Mr. Swimmer’s egregious and very political decision that attempts to 
shrewdly deprive the Tribe of any forum for a remedy at law preventing distribution of the 
settlement funds.  Griffith v. Acting Portland Area Dir., Bureau of Indian Affairs, 19 IBIA 14, 18 
(1990) (Board serves to provide independent, objective administrative review of decisions of 
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liability for the United States will arise, if the Board declines to exercise its jurisdiction here to 

prevent the unlawful distribution of tribal trust monies in violation of federal law. 

3. Actions Governed by the Reform Act Are Within the Board’s Jurisdiction. 

Upon a thorough examination of the exhibits in support of the Tribe’s notice of appeal, 

together with the three additional exhibits provided herewith,3 the Board should conclude that it 

has jurisdiction because this is a “dispute” within the meaning of 25 C.F.R. pt. 1200 and the 

related provisions in 25 C.F.R. pt. 115, subpart G.  As explained below, the only lawful way the 

Special Trustee could have acted here is under the Reform Act, which makes his actions subject 

to review by the Board.   

No Secretarial Order or special delegation of authority to the Special Trustee applies 

here.  Secretarial Order No. 3259, Amendment No. 2 (Mar. 31, 2006) temporarily redelegated all 

functions of the Assistant Secretary-Indian Affairs to the Associate Deputy Secretary during the 

time that the Assistant Secretary-Indian Affairs position remained vacant.  The Special Trustee’s 

first decision, dated March 1, 2006, occurred just before Mr. Carl Artman was confirmed as 

Assistant Secretary-Indian Affairs on March 5, 2007.  The second decision, dated March 21, 

2006, came after the Assistant Secretary position was filled.  Because the Special Trustee did not 

purport to be exercising either the authority of the Associate Deputy Secretary or the authority of 

                                                                                                                                                             
BIA officials and to prevent the politicization of those decisions).  The Board’s reference to the 
ultimate question on the merits is circular and cannot be used as grounds to deny jurisdiction. 
 
 3 The Tribe is aware that the Board ordinarily declines to consider arguments or evidence 
presented for the first time in a petition for reconsideration.  Yeahquo v. Southern Plains 
Regional Dir., 36 IBIA 59 (2001).  However, the new evidence could not have been presented at 
the time the notice of appeal was filed and was not relevant until the Board’s decision.  This is 
particularly true concerning Exhibit HVT-17 which was dated March 21, 2007 and received by 
the Tribe on March 30, 2007, after the notice of appeal was filed.  This newly available evidence, 
which could not have been presented earlier, should be considered by the Board upon 
reconsideration.   
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the Assistant Secretary-Indian Affairs, any power the Special Trustee had must find its source in 

the Reform Act and the regulations implementing it.4  The Board notes that 25 C.F.R. pt. 1200 

provides it with jurisdiction “over the denial of a tribe’s request under Section 202 of the . . . 

Reform Act.”  44 IBIA 211.  Those regulations are the only legal basis for the Special Trustee’s 

involvement in this matter.  It therefore follows that the Board has jurisdiction here.  This appeal 

involves a disagreement over distribution of tribal trust funds which the Board has jurisdiction 

over to assure statutory compliance.  25 C.F.R. § 115.806; 25 C.F.R. pt. 1200. 

The Trust Reform Act of 1994 has four parts.  Subchapter I recognizes the United States’ 

trust responsibility and the duty to account for balances of Indian trust funds.  Subchapter II 

authorizes withdrawals from trust funds programs.  Subchapter III creates the position of Special 

Trustee for American Indians.  Subchapter IV authorizes appropriations.  The Special Trustee is 

a creation of Subchapter III of the Reform Act which has as its purposes:  more effective 

management of and accountability for the Secretary’s trust responsibilities to tribes, the goal of 

reforming and carrying out in a unified manner the trust responsibilities, and overseeing certain 

reform efforts.  See 25 U.S.C. § 4041-43.  The Reform Act was adopted six years after the 

Hoopa-Yurok Settlement Act became law.  Consequently, the Settlement Act makes no reference 

to the Reform Act and it gives no special authority to the Office of Special Trustee which was 

created after Congress passed the Settlement Act.  This does not mean, however, that the Reform 

Act does not apply.   

                                                 
 4 The Comptroller General of the United States in Opinion B-290233, issued October 22, 
2002, 2002 U.S. Comp. Gen. LEXIS 265, concluded that the Department of the Interior 
Associate Deputy Secretary was an “employee” rather than an “officer” either principal or 
inferior of the Department, and thus was not subject to the Appointment Clause’s PAS or 
statutory delegation procedures.  Accordingly, it is unclear that the Associate Deputy Secretary 
could ever have exercised the Secretary’s authority under the Hoopa-Yurok Settlement Act here.   
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As a creature of the Reform Act, the authority and responsibilities of the Special Trustee 

are defined effective April 21, 2003, by Pt. 109, Chapter 11 of the Departmental Manual.  “The 

Special Trustee exercises Secretarial direction and supervision, pursuant to the 1994 Reform Act, 

over of the Office of Special Trustee for American Indians.”  Id. § 11.3 (emphasis added).  The 

regulations adopted under the Trust Reform Act delineate that authority.  The final rule adopting 

25 C.F.R. Pt. 1200 notes that “the Act, for the first time, permits American Indian tribes to take 

tribal funds out of trust status with the Department of the Interior.”  61 Fed. Reg. 67931.  The 

situation is analogous to Estate of Madeline Bone Wells, 15 IBIA 165 (1987).  In Wells, the 

Agency Superintendent proposed to disperse funds from an IIM account for funeral expenses.  

However, after responsibility for Indian probate shifted to the Office of Hearings and Appeals, 

the IIM regulations were not updated.  The Board held that the Superintendent’s authority had 

been superseded by the new authority vested in administrative law judges by the Departmental 

Manual and regulations.  Similarly, here the Reform Act governs any action by the Special 

Trustee to allow withdrawal from old trust funds such as those contained in the Hoopa-Yurok 

Settlement Fund.   

Unlike the Secretary himself, or certain other Departmental officials, the Special Trustee 

only has authority to release Indian trust funds pursuant to Section 202 of the Reform Act and 

the related regulations.5  The Hoopa-Yurok Settlement Act reserved to Congress the authority to 

further distribute resources such as this.  25 U.S.C. § 1300i-11(c).  The Reform Act had not yet 

become law in 1988, but it clearly now does apply to the Special Trustee.  The fact that the 

                                                 
 5 This limited authority is underscored by the provisions of 25 C.F.R. pt. 115 which 
govern trust funds for tribes and individual Indians.  See 66 Fed. Reg. 7094 (Jan. 22, 2001).  25 
C.F.R. § 115.806 provides for BIA review of requests for distribution to assure statutory 
compliance.  Section 115.815 governs requests for access to tribal trust funds and points to the 
provisions of 25 C.F.R. pt. 1200.   
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Special Trustee’s letters make no reference to the procedures required by the Reform Act adds 

nothing to his authority or his ability to act outside the Reform Act.  It is a glaring omission by 

the Special Trustee that does not provide grounds to deny jurisdiction over this appeal.6   

Plainly, the Special Trustee plans to withdraw from trust status and distribute to the 

Yurok Tribe the balance of the Hoopa-Yurok Settlement Fund on April 20, 2007.  This is a clear 

example of a withdrawal of funds within the meaning of 25 C.F.R. § 1200.11 and it approves the 

Yurok Tribe’s application for that withdrawal as provided in its waiver.  Plainly, there is a 

“disagreement” concerning the lawfulness of the Special Trustee’s action and “any 

disagreements over application approvals are subject to the criteria and procedures in § 1200.21 

of the regulation.”  61 Fed. Reg. 67,932 (Dec. 26, 1996) (emphasis added).7  Because 25 C.F.R. 

§ 1200.21 expressly authorizes appeal under 43 C.F.R. pt. 4, the Board has jurisdiction here.  

Because the Special Trustee’s decision concerns trust funds held for tribes and individual 

Indians, and allows withdrawal of such funds and distributions to a tribe, it must conform to the 

requirements of the Reform Act.  If this act walks like a duck, and quacks like a duck, it should 

be treated as a duck.   

                                                 
 6 The Board’s statement that because the Special Trustee’s decision “do not purport to be 
taken pursuant to 25 C.F.R Part 1200,” jurisdiction to hear the appeal cannot vest, can lead to 
absurd results.  44 IBIA at 212.  Taken to its logical conclusion, Department officials might 
simply fail to cite controlling authority for their action to avoid the Board’s jurisdiction.  
Certainly, this cannot be a result that the Board desires.   
  
 7 The Board makes too much of the “Hoopa Tribe’s assertion that in this appeal it does 
not seek a share of the remainder of the Settlement Fund.”  44 IBIA 212.  This is because the 
equal division plan for the funds proposed by the Hoopa Valley Tribe requires new congressional 
authority.  The Board cannot allocate the fund.  Indeed, any change in the status of the funds 
requires congressional direction.  See Hearing before the Committee of Indian Affairs United 
States Senate, S. Hrg. 107-648 at 88 (Aug. 1, 2002) (Testimony of Assistant Secretary—Indian 
Affairs Neal A. McCaleb).     
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The Special Trustee’s limited authority here is also illustrated by Mr. Swimmer’s 

minimal involvement in the matter prior to March 1, 2007.  Attached as Exhibits HVT-15 and 

HVT-16 are the Hoopa Valley Tribe’s March 22, 2006 letter to the Special Trustee (requesting a 

report on the Settlement Fund balance and investment information pursuant to the Reform Act) 

and the June 13, 2006 reply of the Deputy Special Trustee-Field Operation stating the balance of 

the Fund as of June 12, 2006.  The Special Trustee’s duties regarding these funds are no different 

than those for other Indian trust funds.  Neither Congress nor the Secretary of the Interior has 

bestowed upon the Special Trustee a wide-ranging power to dispose of Indian trust funds.  The 

Special Trustee is bound by the regulations and these create jurisdiction in the Board in the event 

of exactly these types of disputes over the disposition of trust funds.   

There is an appealable disagreement within the meaning of 25 C.F.R. § 1200.21 

concerning the Special Trustee’s rejection of the Hoopa Valley Tribe’s proposal for the funds 

and his approval of the Yurok Tribe’s request for 100% of the funds. 

4. Reconsideration is in the Interest of Justice Because it Will Avoid a Likely Loss to 
the Judgment Fund.   

The Board should stay the effectiveness of Mr. Swimmer’s decisions pending 

consideration of the merits and thus protect the United States from damages liability in the Court 

of Federal Claims for misapplication of trust funds.  The trust funds at issue are subject to 

particular statutory and judicial constraints.  To the extent that the Hoopa-Yurok Settlement Act 

does not authorize this expenditure, as the Tribe’s Statement of Reasons shows, the standards of 

Short v. United and particularly Short III, 719 F.2d 1133, 1135 (Fed. Cir. 1983) and Short VI, 28 

Fed. Cl. 590, 595 (1993), aff’d, 50 F.3d 994 (Fed. Cir. 1995), must be met or the United States 

will be liable in damages for breach of trust.   
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In Short VI, plaintiffs pointed to a 1991 distribution to members of the Hoopa Valley 

Tribe in which other Indians of the Reservation outside the Tribe did not share.  The Court noted 

that the plain language of Section 7 of the Act, 25 U.S.C. § 1300i-6, permitted the distribution.  

The Court concluded that a reasonable construction of the Settlement Act is that it changed the 

nature of the government’s discretion to make per capita distributions.   

Under the law of this case, it is within the Secretary of the Interior’s 
discretion to make per capita distributions.  Short IV, 12 Cl. Ct. at 44.  The 
Secretary’s discretion is constrained by statutes including 25 U.S.C. 
§§ 117a and 407, and by the fiduciary relationship between the Secretary 
and the Indians.  Short III, 719 F.2d at 1135-37.  The Settlement Act is 
simply another statute that constrains the Secretary’s discretion in new 
ways.   

Short VI, 28 Fed. Cl. 590, 594-95.  In other words, the Settlement Act requires that the Secretary 

use the Settlement Fund for the benefit of all “Indians of the Reservation,” unless another 

provision of the Act expressly allows another use.  No provision of the Settlement Act allows 

this use for the distribution violates the plain language of 25 U.S.C. §§  1300i-1(c)(4); 

1300i-8(d).  Moreover, the Yurok Tribe is now poised to distribute the tribal trust funds held as 

part of the Settlement Fund to its members through a per capita payment.  Exhibit HVT-17 

(attached hereto).  There can be no mistaking that the non sequitor request by the Yurok 

Chairwoman that all members “contact the Enrollment Department  . . . to update their details” 

telegraphs a per capita distribution.  Id.  Such a payment of federal trust monies committed to the 

benefit of all “Indians of the Reservation” to only Yurok members plainly violates the fiduciary 

relationship. 

The Settlement Act did not supersede the rulings in Short v. United States.  See 25 U.S.C. 

§ 1300i-2.  Those rulings require that all Indians of the Reservation, including the Hoopa Valley 

Tribe, be benefited by expenditures from these funds unless the Act otherwise provides.  Thus, if 
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the Settlement Act does not authorize the distribution contemplated by the Special Trustee, and 

the funds are expended, the United States will be liable in the Court of Federal Claims.   

The interests of justice should also compel the Board to act here because judicial review 

by a United States District Court of the administrative decisions here will likely not reach the 

merits of the action because of Fed. R. Civ. P. 19.  A court might find that the Yurok Tribe has a 

legal interest in the litigation concerning the validity of the Special Trustee’s decisions.  Because 

the Yurok Tribe has sovereign immunity and cannot be compelled to participate in the litigation, 

the litigation would almost be certainly dismissed under Fed. R. Civ. P. 19.  See, e.g., Shermoen 

v. United States, 982 F.2d 1312 (9th Cir. 1992), cert. denied, 509 U.S. 903 (1993) (suit by 

Indians and tribe challenging implementation of Hoopa-Yurok Settlement Act dismissed because 

absent tribes were indispensable parties and were immune from suit).8   

Importantly, the rigid limitations of Rule 19 do not restrict the Board.  E.g., Citizen 

Potawatomi Nation v. Dir., Office of Self-Governance, 42 IBIA 160, 171 (2006); Citizen Band 

Potawatomi Indian Tribe of Oklahoma v. Anadarko Area Dir., 28 IBIA 169, 181, n. 16 (1995); 

Indians of the Quinault Reservation v. Comm’r of Indian Affairs, 9 IBIA 63, 65 (“it is not 

incumbent on administrative tribunals to invoke traditional rules of joinder and of necessary or 

indispensable parties.  Nat’l Licorice Co. v. NLRB, 309 U.S. 350 (1960)”).  Thus, it appears that 

the Board is the only tribunal which can review the Special Trustee’s decision prior to its 

implementation.  The Board can proceed to the merits of this appeal prior to exposing the United 

States to damages liability.  The interests of justice require that these trust funds remain in their 

                                                 
 8 See also, e.g., Dawavendewa v. Salt River Proj., 276 F.3d 1150, 1155 (9th Cir. 2002); 
Clinton v. Babbitt, 180 F.3d 1081, 1088 (9th Cir. 1999); Washington v. Daley, 173 F.3d 1158, 
1167 (9th Cir. 1999); Cherokee Nation of Oklahoma v. Babbitt, 944 F. Supp. 974, 979 (D.D.C. 
1996), rev’d on other grounds, 117 F.3d 1489 (D.C. Cir. 1997); Pit River Home Ass’n v. U.S., 30 
F. 3d 1088, 1098 (9th Cir. 1994); Quileute Indian Tribe v. Babbitt, 18 F.3d 1456, 1459 (9th Cir. 
1994); Wichita & Affiliated Tribes v. Hodel, 788 F.2d 765 (D.C. Cir. 1986). 
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